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By Ricuarp T. LaPiere, Stanford Univer 

- This distinctive new book develops an integrated theory concerning the mative and role 
of social control as one of the three major determinants of. human conduct, the others 

e being personality and situation. A wealth of illustrative material accompanies the theo- 
ss: ¥etiical statement and the entire subject is introduced by three comprehensive, explanatory __ 

This of end treatise will be valuable to students 

aN: By RICHARD Kraus, Teachers Callens, ‘Columbia University. Hill: Series 
in Health Education, Physical and Recreation. In 4 

_ recreation, the role of recreation in life, leadership objectives and 

B of the pocird recreational needs of different types of groups, all sizes and ages. 

THE SOCIOLOGY OF THE _PATIENT—Second edi 
By Lomon Koos, Florida State University. ‘McGraw-Hill Series 

This current revision provides the student —" a henle endirstending of the patie 
as a social being. — Emphasis is placed on the importance to the nurse of the individual’s 

is relation to his society and gives special concern to the social and psychologic aspects _ 
aw be extremely strong forces contributing to an individual’s behavior in health 

and liness. 

By Josern B. Grrrier, University of Rochester. 
‘ "Anthropology. 346 pages, (clothbound) $4.00; $3.00. Jur 

A collection of well-selected cases from semipopular and technical od Decer 
- in introductory courses to sociology. This book is well organized and coherent throughout, _ ‘ 
_ with particularly clear and relevant introductory material by the author for each selection — 
It should greatly help to clarify in the student's many concepts and principles 

E Apamson Hoxsrt, Jussz D ‘Jennines, and Exmer R. Situ, all of the Uni- 
versity of Utah. McGraw-Hill Series in Sociology and Anthropology. In press. 
An up-to- date reader, comprising a collection of 50 articles by foremost authorities on 
anthropology. The organization rather closely parallels Hoebel’s text, Man in the Primi- 

tive World, but additional topics, such as language, are treated i 
J for introductory courses in anthropology. 
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JHE s which am am about. to. 
discuss are basic i in the sense the area where the workers live, a village, 
he further development of of sociology town, the habitat of a ‘tribal or 

4 as a science and the possibility y of its effec- . ewe or an ecological part of a city. | 

application to “contemporary social If the area is relatively large and contains 
problems | depend on their sol solution. too many people for direct _ observation 

surveying. the» studies in 1 which the and communication, a presumably relevant 
majority ‘sociologists have re- sample is chosen. Eventually, the same in- 
cently been engaged, , we notice certain pre- vestigator or other investigators carry on 

dominant trends. — First, a striving for ‘the same kind of research in other similar 

methodical perfection, although the stand- areas. 
of perfection still differ considerably, Undoubtedly, many of these st studies | 

if not much as they did 1 thirty years” either reached or probably will reach scien- 

ago. Second, the selecting of ‘specific prob- -tifically valid sociological | or sociopsycho- 
id lems which can presumably be solved by _ logical conclusions. Unfortunately, the | sig- 

factual” evidence ce derived from direct nificance of these conclusions for the ad- 
ye observation of individual behavior or from vancement of sociology as a general science 
information about individual attitudes ob- is limited. Most. of the investigators are 
tained by ‘symbolic communication. | Third, concerned only with what is occurring 

the testing: of hy pothetical solutions by within the relatively narrow field of their re- 

searching for more factual ‘evidence and "search during the | time while the research is 
using it accordance with the same going on. They ignore enormous mmulti- 
methodical standards. plicit and complexity of social phenomena 

‘Thus, most of the research of American developing on the national scale, the con- 
sociologists is carried on within ar areas where tinental scale, and the world- wide scale, 

these” conditions can be fulfilled. an as as historical background of 

area may be a laboratory, 2 a a clinic, a a 1 hospital, ‘these | phenomena. seem to be un- 
place where a small number aware that the most urgent task of SOCiO- 

regularly congregate, a kindergarten, a logists is to i investigate these 
. school building with or without i its neighbor- and find some solutions for the pressing 
hood, classroom within: a college or a "practical: problems which 

college campus, a prison, a 3 
‘ 1This survey is based partly on reports of | 

camp, center, section of a Research Committees of the American Sociological 
Society, ‘but mainly on articles published in so- 

4 annual menting of the American Sectolegical So- general, are noticeable among British and French 

sociologists. 

_ 
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f course, a minority of sociologists do W hat is the implication of the « concept 
studies of these phenomena in their of structure? ‘Tt obviously goes back to the 

general sociological theories. As we know, na natural sciences. Whatever has a structure _ 
such theories started in the middle of the must be a system of in interdependent | com- 

nineteenth century, and their __generali- ponents. A complex organism has an ana~ 
zations extend far beyond the limits of an any 7 tomical structure. A chemical compound has ei 

particular area or any particular country a structure, inasmuch as it is a system of 

during any particular time. >. Certainly, most | interconnected elements. Even such a 
of these theories have proved in some re- ‘nical ‘product asa house has a "structure, 

_spects methodically defective, and th the composed of interconnected stones or bricks 

factual evidence > which | they use is not and pieces of wood. Moreover, systems can 
always as reliable as that of | our local re- be classified by their structures. Zoologists 
Searchers. But is it not better to have and paleontologists have classified animals 

defective | general theories with insufficient — by their an: anatomical structures, and chemical 

evidence than no ‘theories at all? T heir compounds classified the Way in 

defects Ss can eventually be corrected ‘their elements are interconnected. 

their evidence supplemented by new about social systems? Should we 

believe that the most serious defect large society down to a small family, has 

our systematic sociological theories, structure because it is composed of human 
defect which goes back to Auguste ‘Comte, 
is the antithesis between | “social statics” take v us b shah to the old derarine that every 

and “social dynamics.” human c collectivity. or society must be ex- 

‘Telatively few ‘sociologists use the term plained by the biopsychological essence 
“statics,” they have - substituted for it the individual participants. It is the kind of 
term “ structure,’ in contrast human ontology which underlies most demo- 

change.” Many textbooks include graphic studies, including statistics 

a number of chapters about social ‘structures: human beings and their classification by 

separate chapters about “social specific indexes. It is favored by psycholo- 
changes. ‘Some “books deal almost of certain schools. 

with Social» structure; others ex- However, the majority of ‘contemporary 

clusively with ‘social change. “term sociological theories are actually based not 

“structure” wap? been applied total on s studies of men as ultimate entities 

‘societies, that is, territorially binations social actions, i. actions: of. 

an - scribed, politically united collectivities ; but | which men are the main objects. If this is 
_ many sociologists apply it also to rural com-— ‘” so, then social systems must be systems of 

munities, some to cities, and most of them social 

think that every organized has heuristic concept leading to the development of _ 

a structure of its own. systematic theory as a dynamic whole. Cf. So- 
in Action: A Study of Basic P Processes, New 

Some sociologists, however, the York: The Dryden Press, 1954. 
that society has a static structure. They intro- 3 These actions obviously differ from actions 

~ duced instead the conception of “social — process” which do not deal with men, but with other 

as the main component of society. “Its core is kinds of objects: actions of producing and using 
the notion of movement, change, flux . . . of » technical objects, actions of creating : a 

society as a continual (cf. Max Lerner’s works of art, actions of religious cultus propitiating = cessiv 
article on “Social Process” in the Encyclopedia of deities, actions of problematizing scientific a - shall 

Social Sciences). This conception was first fully making new discoveries, and formulating new 
- applied by Edward A. Ross in his main work theories, and the like. (Cf. Florian Znaniecki, Cul- — oi 1932-4 
__ Principles of Sociology (New York, 1920), , based tural Sciences, University of Illinois Press, Peal Talcot 

on a comparative study and classification of social There have been many controversies concerning S Generc 

processes. He describes thirty-five different proc-  { the connection between social actions and these 

Recently, a different, scientifically more pro- categories of actions. Compare, eg., Pirin 
ductive concept of social processes has famous Ww ork Social and Cultural 

duced by Joyce O. Hertzler. He use att win : New York, 

which Comte and his continuators conceived = And involves 
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‘BASIC PROBLEMS OF CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGY $21 

low, of empirical evidence particular system undergo various changes 

are using when they define and the course of its duration, depending on 
classify social systems (in the sense of = dynamic with 1 other ame. 

structures? This evidence is derived standards and norms which social 
from the standards of valuation and the a systems not only differ in human collectivi i a 

"active conduct which the combi- ties in various parts -of the world , but have 

on nations of social actions performed by inter- been changing everywhere, whether rapidly 

acting agents are expected to _ conform. ye _ or slowly. _ Numerous new species of social 
Most of these standards _and norms are systems have evolved in particular collec- 

explicitly formulated, orally i in ‘traditions, tivities: and expanded beyond their limits. 

‘customs, and mores, or in written documents —U nless we want to ignore entirely the his- 
—legal, political, ethical, and theological. torical past of contemporary collectivities, 
So. long the formulated rules of social we must investigate this. evolution and 
interaction n remain the same, the social sys- expansion. let's 

“tems to which they apply are supposed to © For many years, with the help of a few | 

be essentially alike and have stable assistants and numerous students, I have 

_axionormative ‘structure. been trying to develop gradually a dynamic 
_ We cannot deny that verbally formulated — approach to all kinds” of social systems. — 

standards and norms of social interaction — Because social systems and human collec- 

are important empirical sources for socio- tivities in general only if. the agents 
logical studies, especially when we are ‘study- who participate in them cooperate with one 

7 ing the social systems of i, distant past. another, I have concentrated on the study | 

How little we would know about the social « of cooperation and considered. the study 
| life of ancient | Egypt without documentary of conflicts, whether within or between sys- 

‘evidence concerning the standards and tems, as a secondary task. | 

norms which regulated ‘its -teligious, ad- distinguish four logical classes of social 

ministrative, military, and economic ae systems. First, social relations, or inter- 
tivities! But standards and “norms, even personal relations, as systems of function- 

explicitly formulated and accepted interconnected actions of two cooperat-— 

the ‘participants in a. collectivity at. ing individuals; second, social roles, as 
certain time, are not sufficient evidence on mn tems of functionally integrated cooperative 

which to base a a consistent, inclusive between a particular “individual 
of social systems. nel, 

the first place, if we agree that as integrated systems ‘of social 
systems systems of interdependent roles which their members perform; fourth, 

A - social actions, we should study the actions societies, as systems of diversified, function- 

themselves in order to discover n not only ally integrated social groups. 
_ what people are supposed to do, but ti I shall omit all reference to social = 
= are really doing. This is, of course, a relations, * for they have little, if, any, 

ain task 
their duration . And since the social tens of. contemporary sociologists. I ber there 

tear 
fore, with social roles. 

“cessively “participates: in several systems, Park | twenty: five ago. 

shall find that the actions included in i. and have redefined it gradually in an at- 

the recent joint work edited 
Talcott Parsons and Edward S. Shils, Toward a 
General Theory of Action (Harvard University ss Some results of my studies will be given in 

cv Press, 1951). These controversies, however, are a paper in the section on Social Theory under 
i solved by the development of such = title “The Dyasmies of Social Relations.” _ 

branches of sociology as industrial sociology, so- 
ciology of f art, religion, of — 

‘to make it heuristically u useful.5 
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4 “shall not take time now to compare social avoid confusion with these vari wee, | 
roles with theatrical roles, but merely state j have dropped the term altogether. In the 
that, in my opinion, th the similarities under- _ twelve e chapters on social roles in the book 

lying their differences justify the use I am ‘now writing, I have not used it once, 
this common term. ‘the s simple reason that did not need 

If we study social roles ’s comparatively _ Africa 
individual as a person presumably fit. in historical Perspective, find a con- inner’ 

the performance of this role. A com-  tinual evolution of new varieties. ‘This admin 

parative study of the emergence is well illustrated by the evolution i in the gratin; 

ticular ‘social roles s shows that an individual | course of human history of the “so-called 
is accepted and evaluated positively as a ‘occupational roles, i.e., roles which include | “times | 
person when he has already started to per- “economic ‘remuneration. In tribal societies, began 

form or is expected to perform sooner or more than fifteen specialized ‘occupations are | and t 
later. ‘definite actions which participants in seldom found. In the United States in 1940, brs Germ: 

circle consider desirable because they nearly twenty thousand different occupa- | 
will: contribute something values. tions were listed by “competent investiga. 

hich the circle shares. tors. 7 A very significant | example is. the 
These actions his evolution of the social roles of scientists. 

function as the central ‘person of this social No such roles | existed in any society forty 
circle. His. circle cooperates s with him n by centuries } ago; four centuries ago , hardly | 
granting him and actively supporting those more than a dozen ‘specialized roles could = 

rights which he needs in order to” perform be distinguished, all of them in the domain 
effectively his” functions. In short, it is the of the natural sciences. But now there | econo! 

individual’s function, = dynamic combi- about three hundred varieties of en 
nation of his actions, which — is the main of specialists in natural and cultural sciences. ‘John 

component of his role as. system. investigating this evolution, Henry 

typically applies to such roles as that of whenever evidence is available, that the |! 
a ‘physician in relations with | his patients, » development of every new “variety of social — 
-a craftsman or merchant in relations with — _ role starts with the emergence of a new a 

customers, a minister of religion in re- personal function, usually on the initiative 
lations with his parishioners, and a college ‘of some individual innovator who gains | 

‘4 student in ‘relations with his — and of followers or ‘Sponsors. 

“not. mention “ 

the rights of a person, who is performing a performed within very limited social circles, entire 

specific function. But at least half a dozen including only those people with whom inforr 

different definitions of status have been particular person on directly interacted; cand 
_ during the last eighteen years. 6 To many social roles are still so limited. But a 

fluence of American education upon the later lives. ‘in the course of history the social circles 

of educands. The main results of those studies 4 ‘of some persons s who initiated certain func- a 

tions expanded far beyond these limits and 
summarized published in Polish (The Men “~~” ules 
of the Present and the Civilization of the Future, came to include thousands or even millions 

1934). My later studies of social roles remain of people. ‘This was whenever 

_ unpublished except for The Social Role of the such a “person gained assistants with aux- _— indice 
4 

studies ‘of education in other countries ‘were 

Man of Knowledge, Co Columbia University "Press, iliar roles who acted as "intermediaries 

6 Cf. Ralph Linton’s two definitions in his book between him and other ‘people with whom he ; 
The Study of Man, 1936; some later modifications could not directly interact. These assistants 
of his definitions; ; new changes introduced into ‘compose wh ] hi “inner circle 
the old definitions, based on class stratification; the pose wh at 
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Eventually, this inner circle can also expand of a a few leaders for the common purpose 
and include assistants of assistants. I shall of performing together a collective hearse 

nentl 

Historically the most important was performance of this collective function, 

S OF CONTE! MPOR ARY SOCIOLOGY 7 

In 
ape of the roles of kings in . Asia, the group becomes purposely organized, i.e., 
‘Africa, and Europe, who the aid of cooperating individuals assume the roles" 

circles of military leaders, priests, and of ‘members whose personal functions 2 are 
administrators assumed the function of inte- _integrated. Tf the group is expected to be 
grating tribal communities into states. The for a long time, the social roles’ 

| emergence of the roles of dictators in ‘Tecent at least some of its: members become insti- 
times has been startling. Hitler, for instance, ,  tutionalized. a This means that ¢ each of - 
began with a circle of less than ten followers personal functions which these 

became “der Fiihrer” of millions of members enact is considered so important 
Germans within and outside of Germany. the lasting performance of the collective 
‘The communist _dictators—Lenin, Stalin, function of group that there must 
and “very Bag be somebody to enact it. -W hen a 

to do so, 

gious prophets, ¢ e. , Mohammed and the a head of 

We are familiar with the expansion of group, , industrial manager, 

is social circles of the famous men of letters, president or secretary of a a scientific ¢ asso- a . 
artists, and inventors. In the domain | of ciation. This does not imply, | however, that 

economics, the vast expansion of the circles — he performs his role exactly as his prede- 
of employees and customers of men like cessor d did. Even in a relatively 

John D. Rockefeller, Andrew group, ‘individuals who enact institutional 

Henry Ford is instructive. roles are allowed and even. expected to 
= Since this expansion of social circles is something new on behalf of the group, 

still gc going on, sociological theory. ‘especially ‘if the collective function of the 

modern world must include | comparative group” is being affected external influ- 
"investigation of these dynamic processes in ences. 

c “ail kinds o: of social roles. While ‘there are ‘ite of the groups ps which we investigated 

many thousands of individual biographies, did not start new functions; merely 
no adequate general theory of such | proc- reproduced the functions of other groups — 
esses has yet been developed. 

my investigations of social public ‘schools in n the United 

during the the last fifteen years, T omitted local churches of an established religious 

entirely “ “primary groups” in Cooley’s sense, denomination, and local sections of 
informal groups, and short-lasting groups, parties. ‘But | new, functionally specialized 

for of th them little, if varieties: “social groups, just 

oO 

We on relatively large, organ- ‘tinue to evolve. 
ized social groups v which last for a lengthy In preliterate societies, apart from clans, — 

period of time.* A comparative study of the which are hardly specialized, ‘telatively few 
and development of many such groups organized groups” with differentiated func-— 

wn indicates” that “nearly every one > of them tions are found. I shall not try to enumerate 
a begins emerge at joint” initiative ‘different varieties” Social» groups 

8 See Florian * “Social Groups in 1 the “existing 1 right “now American society. 
Modern World” in Freedom and Control in Modern — ‘Howev er, it is ‘common knowledge that there 
‘Society (D. Van Nostrand Company: New York, > 
fact 1954, pp. 125-140), written in honor of Robert = 9 See Florian Znaniecki “Social Organization and 
_ Morrison Maclver. There is considerable similarity Institutions” in Twentieth Century | Sociology, Gur- | 

between my theory of social groups and Maclver’s vitch and Moore, eds., The Philosophic Library: 
theory of associations. York, 1945. ey 
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Sov jet 
groups, each with some functionally ‘special control over the “Parties 

“ube: of ‘industrial and original tention have been 
mercial groups; labor unions; number pendently. I have been trying to investigate 

governmental groups; “and numerous the development of these societies from their 
scientific, literary, and artistic associations. is. early beginnings, believing that an 

“a In the course of this evolution, we e see approach ~ will eliminate the "idea that a 
we distinct trends. First, the unification — society has a static structure. I have already 4 | 

of a “number of smaller groups, already applied to the evolution of modern 
existing or formed, into larger national culture societies. It can also be 

oF groups - under centralized control. This may definitely applied to the evolution of politi- ‘ 
be accompanied by functional specialization cal _ Societies, ecclesiastical societies, 

of certain subgroups within the larger group. _ probably economic - societies. And it should 

A well-known example is the unification in enable us to anticipate and plan the future — 
_ modern times” of numerous military groups, formation of an integrated world society 

old and new, “usually preceded or followed superimposed upon, but not substituted for, ; 
some specialization of the military func- many diverse contemporary societies. | 

which smaller groups perform. a I do not claim that I have solved any of = | “notice 

open. 
-exclair 

but hi 
accompanied the unification science, but also to enable which 

local Chambers of Commerce into a National to collaborate in planning and ‘promoting ositior 
The j development of political cultural creativeness and ‘social ‘inte: contin 

gration of human nity in ‘order to Prevent dogica: “parties: "composed f regional and local 

groups did not lead to "specialization by the cultural destruction and social disintegration, — had 
We know it was the practical appli- has 

i ‘The importance 0 of this trend is obvious. cation of modern natural sciences, as they | 
The growing size of these groups by new discoveries “and developed 
in their growing power. Compare the size new theories, which enabled technical 

al and power of of ‘medieval military groups with to plan and 
‘such modern. military groups as the German utilization of natural resources for human . 

during the last two wars, or the American welfare and the protection of man against 
and Russian right now. . The German natural ul dangers. T The task of sociology is -explic 

bureaucracy under the Nazi res regime included much more difficult. Not only has its s growth It 1 
four-and-half million persons. The federal — slow: its influence upon social "alized 

- bureaucracy of the United States rose in the planning limited,” * but the speed and range 
_ last seventy years from a hundred thousand — of new dynamic trends | in the social domain — 
to about two million and a half. The con- _ have been increasing at a much faster rate 
nection between growth in ime and growth than in the \ world of nature. If sociologists | 
in power has been studied.’ far continue to go on as slowly as they do now, | the ex 
political parties are concerned, _ the most it will soon be too late to do any effective, aril 

instructive example is ‘the growing size large-scale social planning. Indeed, sociology 

power of the Communist Party from the itself ‘may disappear completely, as it 
time ‘Lenin and Trotzky to Russia behind the Tron Curtain, 
up to o this ¢ when the Communist. Party 

“a 11 Modern Nationalities, University of Minois 

10 See the of the American Academy of Press, 1952. 
Political and Social Science, Vol. 292, March, 1954, waa 12 Cf. Florian Znaniecki “S “Sociological Tenecanes 

Democratic Government, for Social Planning,” Sociology and Social Research, 

30 (November-—December, 1945), p pp. 87-100. 
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‘paper, means the of may not benefit sociology. In. order to 

T: ask whether some degree ‘of formalization — 

a conventional set of rules in order to answer this “question, ‘it is necessary to . 
make explicit the logic of sc scientific proof. consider, first, the “logical | ground for: 

If a science is presented in this | way, it is asserting sociological propositions and, sec- 
said to be “formalized” ; — otherwise it is ond, certain systematic methods | for making 
“ynformalized.” “these logical grounds explicit, , that i is to say, 
The advantage of formalization 
makes it easier to judge the quality of Big of this | paper will be d 

the proofs « offered . An incident from the life to these two points. 
| Thomas Hobbes illustrates ‘this. One day = 

in a gentleman’s library philosopher GROUNDS FOR 
noticed a copy of Euclid’s Elements lying content of any science cons 

open at a | certain theorem. Reading it, he _exclusively of propositions. Most frequently 
exclaimed with an n oath, “This is 

science criteria ‘for ‘deciding whether 
ogicé groun¢ or the proposi ion tha given Proposition is to be accepted into the 

| had originally attracted his attention and science or rejected from it; if this were not 
he he had to admit that the demonstration was the case, the content of the science ‘would 
sound. The incident had a profound “effect remain wholly indeterminate. 

a the thought of Hobbes. For present _ ‘In any given science, two sorts of ii 
purposes: point of the sory is s that are necessary for judging the acceptability 

“even a skeptical reader because their logical a and criteria of scientific quality. Criteria of . 
‘ground is systematically y relevance are standards for deciding whether 
explicitly. a given proposition falls within the the scope of 
It would be unfair to contrast the form- particular science. Setting up criteria of — 

_ alized proofs of geometry with the un- relevance is therefore equivalent to defining 
formalized proofs which sociologists | usually — z the field covered by a science. None of us 

offer for their assertions. s. Geometrical evi- sociology 
“dence is such by its v very nature that it is “the following proposition: “The planes of 
easily formalized ; it is vastly different from " cleavage i in amphiboles intersect at angles of 

the evidence with which ch sociologists custom- 56 degrees and 124 degrees.” The proposi-_ 

. arily deal. Nevertheless | it is legitimate to a tion does not fall within the fie field of s¢ sociology, 
— |. eee eae as we conceive it. It is irrelevant to sociology, 
a * Paper read at the annual the 

Sociological Society, September, 1954. though relevant to mineralogy. The present 

1This story is told by John Aubrey, a -paper will not criteria eria of 
‘temporary of Hobbes. See, “Brief Lives,” Chiefly of relevance. 

“Contemporaries, Set Down by John Aubrey, edited Criteria scientific quality are standards 
by Andrew Clark, Oxford: Clarendon Press 1898, : . iding whether a given pro osition 

vol. 1, p. 332. The theorem that attracted Hobbes’ = di ha teristi ad 
oak was recsguaa 47 of book I, the famous aS the c arac eristics necessary for ad- 

— mission into a of propositions which 
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“science.” 
than universal agreement among sociologists 

on the full list of criteria of scientific quality 
applicable their science, most would 

guesses or unsupported theories lack scien- 
tific quality and hence do not qualify as 

Propositions of sociology.” T The present paper 

will attempt to avoid controversial issues 
and to discuss only those criteria of scientific 

quality that fairly generally accepted. 

a 

spplicable: to different types of sociological 
propositions. It will be convenient here 
distinguish ‘three types, s, namely, postulates, 

‘empirical results, and theorems, and to 
dis discuss each of these types separately. — wi 

ai (1) A postulate of sociology is a propo- 
sition occurring within the science, but not 

4 proved within the science. ‘Such a proposi- : 

may proved within some other 
science or it may be acceptable without proof. ce 

‘The- statement that the postulates of 

a. sociology . are not proved within the science 

is equivalent to the statement that | the 
sociologist does not apply criteria of scien- 

= tific quality to his postulates. However, the 
sociologist may be for showing 

that a certain postulate has been proved 
within some other science. Suppose, for 
‘example, that he introduces the > proposition, 

“There is “no known primitive society in 

which the family does not exist,” as a postu- 

taken over from anthropology. In this 
case he does not prove the proposition “by 

own original work. He does not apply 
_ to it his own criteria of scientific quality. 7 
/ Nevertheless, he still has the responsibility 

for showing "that the proposition actually 

4 is one belonging to the corpus of proposi- - 
tions which constitute the science of anthro- 

( 2) An sociclogy 
a proposition proved within the googie 4 

the direct study y of the real world of me 
events. Some empirical results are 

protocol sentences of the type, “John 
| Doe was at at place p at time ¢ ” However, 

the present writer’s terminology, it 

the function of separate science called “meta- 

teria of scientific quality for sociology. See, Paul 
-Hanly Furfey, The Scope and Method 
ology, New York: Harper and 1953. 

Although there is less the more important rn 

4 ‘probably agree, fo for “example, that unproved results include standards for 

Different criteria of scientific quality are deduced from: postulates, empirical 

It remains now toc consider various meth 

sociology” to set up criteria of relevance and ~ oa a 

M. F. Nimkoff, Sociology, 2nd 

conclusions of field studies, inductive find- 
ings of more or less generality. The criteria 
used in judging the scientific quality of 

adequate sampling, standards. for construct- 
‘ing reliable measuring instruments, standards 

for minimizing response error, and similar. r, 

‘criteria books sociological 

research. 
(3) A of sociology is a proposi- 

results, or from. other theorems of sociology. i | 
For “example, from the major premise ‘that 
“elders are generally more cautious than 

the young,” and the 1 minor premise tha i 
there i is an “increase in the percentage of old — 

people,” one may deduce the theorem that 
“the note of conservatism in American life” 
= be If a theorem is to 

entati 

that» 

‘instea 

e premises are 

science and, secondly, ‘that the inference 

formally “valid. . Criteria for judging this 

latter point are found in b books on logic 
where the rules of deduction are lense ‘ble. 7 

for 
"VARIOUS M METHODS OF -FORMALIZATION 

It is clear from the definition of “formali- 

zation,” ’ given at the beginning of this paper, 
that the “process: ‘involves essential 
elements. The first essential element is that — 

the g 

-sertec 

_rathe 

‘the logic of scientific proof. must be made Le | 
explicit; the second is that it must be made. ci 
explicit in a regular, systematic way, by the 
observance of a set of conventional rules. 
The advantage of this second element in the 
process is easy to see. When | a writer uses — 
a set terminology, when he ‘displays ings | 

‘proofs in a prescribed form ‘and in a con- 
ventional order, then it is easy for the reader 
to see what criteria of scientific ¢ quality are | tion ? 
applicable and how they should be applied. | chapt 
In short, it is easy for him to judge whether — | Redu 
the writer is meeting the st standards of good point 
scientific work, defini 

ods of formalization, that is, various s sets 

of conventional rules by which formalization — 

wi 

8 The example is taken W. WF. Ogburn 

Mifflin, (353. 
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FORMALIZATION OF SOCIOLOGY 

ways of formalizing sociology. Three will would classified as “empirical results” 
4 be considered here as examples and they w will in the language of the ‘present paper, and. 

described very summarily | because space supports them by quotations from the 

limited. gelevant literature, , the quotations being 
One very elementary way of formal- distinguished typographically from the rest 

izing sociology is to display Propositions of the text. A presentation of this sort is 

but with ‘careful “adherence to prose, but its logical structure is much easier 

principle that every element in the logical — to discern. . Perhaps it would be better a 
structure of the science is to be clearly we sociologists were Tess concerned with 

stated and identified such. ‘Such a pres- fine writing and more concerned with mak-— 
ing the logic of our proofs unan mbiguously — entation would demand, among other things, 

every ‘postulate “be explicitly stated intelligible. 
instead of being tacitly assumed, that every (3) A third, and extreme, type of form- 
empirical result be accompanied by enough makes a liberal use symbols," 

2 background material to permit a judgment a 
its scientific and that the premises 

| writer not follow his own whim, “associations which accompany a word 
submits himself to a definite set of f principles a of the ordinary language. Second, the use 

selecting and arranging “material, ‘symbols: permits an extreme conciseness 
although the principles are somewhat “flexi- of statement and displays logical relation- 

- ble. The minimum condition for this sort of _ ships with unusual clarity, as is the case, 
feats ation is that the discerning reader for example, , when an equation is solved 

must t be able identify unambiguously the conventional symbols of mathematics. 
the grounds on which each statement is as- present -symbolization_ is little used by 
serted. isa type of presentation that is sociologists. Perhaps the most striking 

common in _ exact sciences. ception to this statement is the method used 
‘represents a good minimum standard fort the S.C. Dodd i in his Dimensions of Society.' 

sociologist. Probably 1 most sociologists. feel that Dodd’s Ss 
)A second type of formalization was not conspicuously -success- 

‘special, conventional arrangements | of mate- ful, but it was pioneer work | and ‘it should 
rial, emphasized possibly by typographical be judged with that fact it 

‘such as" use of d different sizes a less extreme ‘use of 

and styles | of ty pe, special systems of hhead- — ‘prove more rewarding.® At least the wider — 
ings and ‘subheadings, indention, , the of symbols as aids to a ‘formalized pres- 

bering of paragraphs, and ‘the like. ‘A good entation of sociology is a matter ‘deserving 
example of this type of f formalized presenta- ~~ serious cc consideration. | 

are tion in ‘sociology is furnished by | the third 

of Robin M. Williams’ book, 
Reduction of Intergroup Tensions.* At one 1942. 

a Re F A. Lundberg, in his Foundations of Soci- point in this chapter, illiams lists” nine sleep, Maw 

“definitions and them apart by indention has collected a few examples of the use of 
; ue and s smaller type. Then he lists certain of bolization by sociologists; most of them seem a 

the “most general postulates in. | social bit trivial. For an extreme example of the use of 
symbolization — in the presentation of an empirical | 

Science,” "using again thes — science, see Joseph H. Woodger, The Axiomatic 

Method in Biology, Cambridge: University Press, 

_ 1937, in which the author attempts to restate part 
fork: Social Science Research Council, of the in the — of formal 
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> 

7 In order t that a corpus of | propositions— 

sociology, for -xample—may ¢ qualify as 

7 * certain criteria of scientific 

explicitly the logic of its proofs in accord- 

, and invalid proofs are less | 
science, , each proposition should be judged deceptive, when their formal structure is 

quality. 

ance with a set of conventional rules. The 
enefit of doing so is that valid proofs: are 

a more com convincing 

unambiguously evident. Therefore formal- | 
tl this process ¢ easy, it is” advantageous ization should prove a useful means for 

that is, to display making so sociology more genuinely ‘scientific, 

ROLE CONFLICTS OF MILITARY CHAPLAINS * 

WwW. 

of 

of role obligations, ”1 the study was in the ‘San Francisco 
7 ‘positions of which | are determined by ‘the | ‘Bay area in an attempt to determine _ 

strength of the claims made upon him by the applicability. of the theory in a a concrete | 
various” institutions which compete his situation. A population was chosen in which 

the conflict i ‘in roles is extremely severe, since — 
the ends specified by the two major institu- 
tions which define word social soles are 

loyalty. Therefore, his roles may not meces- 
“ sarily be in harmony with each other, and 

in ‘some instances, where two or more 

‘the person finds 
self playing two such divergent 1 roles es will 
seek some means of resolving the conflict 
between them. In the writer’s estimation, the - Conflict, and Effectiveness,” in American Sociologi- 

cal Review, 19 (April, 1954), pp. 164-175. 
abandonment of one of te In an effort to compare the chaplains’ concepts 

_ types of solutions available can be reduced 
three: 

conflicting roles, | (2) rationalization, which 

-may assume many different forms, or (3) 

Revised version of paper read at the annual 
_ meeting of the Midwest Sociological Society, April, 
1954. The material for this article has been taken ment of David de Sola Pool (“Religion’s Answer 

from the writer’s unpublished doctoral dissertation, 

“The Role of the 

4] by other investigators. See Jackson Toby, op. cit., 
_ differences between these concepts and those — 

and J. W. Getzels and E. G. Guba, “Role, Role. 

of their roles with the _informal expectations of 

tributed to veterans men. The 
thus obtained will form the basis of a subsequent 

Jewish chaplains share the same dilemma, at 
“least to some extent, as is indicated by the state- 

to a Troubled World,” in The Military Chaplain, 
official publication of the 
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LE CONFLICTS OF MILITARY CHAPLAINS m 

and military | organiza- sample of chaplains includes" twelve 
tions. As officers, they are _ responsible, in members each of the Army, the Air Force — 

for the achievement ends: and because the 

have as in nature, and any 

aware of the conflicts between conclusions must remain tentative until they 
and religious are corroborated by further study. = 

have sought some _— solution. ‘i 

Taste 1. REeLicious AFFILIATION oF CHAPLAINS 

comple was small, consisting of thirty-_ Denomination 

six chaplains and thirty- five ex- Catholic 
(who had seen service in World War II)— Jewish 

seventy-one in all. (The Chief Navy 
Chaplains 1s and the Chief of Army Chaplains African Methodist 

Chaplains Ex- 

were also interviewed, although they are 
not included in the sample. ) In order to 

avoid bias in 1 the selection « of the 
an effort was made to include every chaplain va 
and ex- “chaplain in the San Francisco Bay 

‘sample, 

_ Assembly of God | 
Baptist (American) 
Baptist (Southern) 
Christian Scientist 

Congregational 
‘Disciples of Christ 
(Christian) 
Episcopalian 

~ 

Area. Such a sampling method, while it 
successfully excludes the bias of the 

searcher, does ‘not necessarily guarantee 
truly representative sample of the popu-— a 

lation being studied. Headquarters of the 
Sixth, Army and the Twelfth Naval District 
are located in San Francisco, which means 

- ‘that there is a heavy c concentration of high 

ranking” officers there. Consequently, the 
sample of chaplains is somewhat biased in 

(Mormon) 

Lutheran (Missouri 

Lutheran (United) 

Methodist 

Presbyterian (USA) 
re Ref 

favor of the higher ranks, with over half ~ 
them holding the rank of major or lieu- 

tenant commander or above. Rank is more> 

ex-chaplains, with three- fifths of them in . + * Not otherwise identified. 
two lower ranks. Moreover, it was not = | 

actually possible to interview every chaplain The schedule consisted "fifty-seven 
| and ex-chaplain in the area. Although only questions, twenty-nine of which were “open- 
one > person ref refused © outright to be inter- end.” The remainder called for c categorical 

many of them reasons to post- replies. Questions were designed bring 

2 | pone the interview until the time limit for the respondent fa face to face with the prop- 
; the research had expired. It would be safe osition that the role of military « officer con- 

to estimate that not more than three- in flicts with that of minister of the gospel, and _ 
to four-fifths of the chaplains and ex- chap- ¢ to elicit his self-concept with reference to 
lains ‘in the area were actually interviewed. Be various situations which chaplains regularly 

ies In spite of the difficulties encountered, face or might conceivably be called upon 
the coverage appears to be quite broad. “All te to face. 

‘the gradations of rank from first lieutenant % There are some five major items in Chris- 
to brigadier general are covered; ‘members tian philosophy from which Tole” conflict 

“of nineteen religious denominations, ‘inclu- for the military clergyman derives. These 

fifty-fiv e Protestants, were included in 
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dilemmas of individual service men, 

organization. 

‘ 

Over 85 per er cent the respondents said 

AMERICAN, SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 
kill.” hese dotitines (or times, and for chaplains, “freedom, 

word doctrine seems too strong) are mani-— 

festly incompatible with the aims of a nation from the care cares and difficulties of a : civilian 
at war. Therefore it is s_ impossible for the freedom from financial cares, and 
Christian in ‘military service to put them the. controls exercised by a congrega- 
into practice. Moreover, the age-old problem tion with its boards of deacons, Ladies’ Aid 
of the telationship ‘between Church groups, and the like, “and freedom to act, 

preach and live a as” one 1e chooses. is 

doubt significant that of the nine chaplains 
who mentioned freedom as the most enjoy- 
able ; aspect of military life, only one stated 

the church shall demand the first 

- its followers. ‘With these items in mind, 

“the respondent was asked to express 

conception of his role in various situations. that he did not intend to make a career roof 

intersting Hy potheses to be “tested included the the chaplaincy. 

“following: that the position of the This fact : suggests an interesting possibility 
chaplain does lead to. a conflict in roles for for research in personality. It raises the 
the incumbent of that office; (2) that the question whether or not the desire to escape 

seeks to reconcile conflict | from the re relatively circumscribed area, 

_ either through rationalization or through — p dogmatically speaking, of the local congre- 
-compartmentalization | of re role behaviors; gation into the relatively free atmosphere, 
(3) that rationalization of conflict in = dogmatically speaking, of the armed forces | 
tends to strengthen the chaplain’s role of Fd plays a large part in the decision of a clergy- 
military officer at the « expense of his role to make a career of ‘military service. 

of minister of th the gospel; (4) that the chap- _ > foregoing may be stated in the form “i 
dain, serves as interpreter of the values of the of a hypothesis, although — the instrument 

military” organization, helps res value in ‘this study was not designed to 

as of indi ‘discover data bearing on such a hypothesis. 
helps p1 promote smooth « operation of the mils Such data as are available d do not, in fact, 

support the hypothesis. Exactly half of the 
_ chaplains said that they intended to remain — 
permanently in the military service. None | 

Chaplain’ conceptions of self with relation them, however, gave freedom as a 

e to military duty. An attempt was made to ‘OF for making such a decision. Instead, the 
‘discover the factors which motivated the ‘reasons mentioned were ‘security, the oppor- 

il- tunity to render a service, the challenge 

"satisfaction, the existence e of a need, and a 

| missionary call. When ex-chaplains were 
_asked to give t their reasons for not remaining 
‘in the military service > nearly 40 pe per cent 
of expressed skepticism as to the 

— 

ROLE CONCEPTS RELATING TO MILITARY DUTY 

‘itary ‘service. Most of the replies (75. per. 
cent) indicated that: ‘motives were mixed, 

_ but assuming that the first motive mentioned 
is the primary one, 25 per cent were in- . 

fluenced primarily by patriotic “motives, 
while only 10 per cent were influenced 

primarily by religious motives. Another 
per cent had not analyzed their motives 
beyond a “desire to be of service.” The 4 

pits 
remainder gave replies. that were in general 
_non-committal. These replies indicate that, appears to be in spite of of the lack of 
for those clergymen who join the military evidence. a 
service, the claims of likely _ conceptions ref 

at the outset. reported that they had not 

4 out of as a 

lainey i in times of “peace. In v view of the 
"difference in attitudes expressed by chaplains 
and ex-chaplains the foregoing hypothesis 

r ex- -chaplains, fellow- a few reservations | 

«ship with men in the service, ‘mentioned 17 7 their acceptance, although there appeared - 
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CONFLICTS OF MILITARY CH APLAINS. 

good d deal of uncertainty on the Char plains appear to be op optimistic : about suc 

part: “of as to what was expected and no chaplain interviewed re- 
4 of them by their fellow officers. For in- "ported that his present commanding officer 

7 “stance, some felt that having a few drinks ‘was uncooperative. 
vith | the boys” helped | to: ; The practice of “going over the head” of 

a good test of f the e loyalties of a clerg gyman times the threat) of prem so serves as an 
. ay to an anti- liquor denomination. effective w weapon in the hands of chaplains for 
(Many denominations, including Catholics, _ securing cooperation. Nineteen per cent of 
‘a Jews, Episcopalians and Lu Lutherans do not the chaplains interviewed reported that they 
forbid social drinking, even for the clergy. )- had actually gone over the head of a com- 
‘Three chaplains who were members of anti-_  manding officer at some time or other. 
liquor denominations reported that they Reactions" to regulations, channels, and 
did drink at parties. “All three, incidentally, ‘red tape, were mixed. Eighty-six per cent 
avowed their intention to make a career of of the respondents said that they had | been » 
the chaplaincy. successful in circumventing red tape on ‘some 

Chaplains’ "conceptions of ‘self with ref- occasions, and 72 per cent said that they 
erence to m military authorities. With ‘Tespect — regarded it as their duty to accomplish 7 - 
to military” authorities, "personal things in the most expedient manner, yet 31 

. personal, 72, per cent of the “respondents. ‘per cent of the chaplains and 66 per cent 
| -teported at the outset | that they had the full of the ex- -chaplains said that red tape had 
cooperation of their commanding officers. not interfered with their ministry. Over 
A closer analysis of the replies seveals, how- — half of the respondents denied that any con- 

ever, at least 50 per cent of the flict exists between military regulations and 
~ chaplains and 40 per cent of the ex- -chaplains - religious ideology, and three of them denied 
; had had experience with a non-cooperative — ‘that military regulations involve any moral 

officer. There was considerable values. _ The technique of compar tmentali- 

when questions were iat pears that the chaplain’ regards himself as 
cerning relations with commanding officers. Operating in a moral context while he is 

a There is good reason for such caution. conducting religious services or Performing — 
Chaplains have been historically regarded _ other tasks which are associated in his mind 

by” commanding officers as ; appendages to ) with 1 the work of a a clergyman, and — - 

the military organization, not as integral are not : covered by military ‘regulations, but 
“parts. During World W ar I II _and subse- while dealing with commanding officers, 

quently, however, they have been urging officers, channels of communication, 

_ their claims to recognition with increasingly and in other ‘non- -religious situations which 

success. At the present time chap- covered by the regulations. In 

lains participate actively in recruit training Situations he is guided by religious values; 
programs and in disposition of “con. in other situations by other values. 

scientious objectors. Requests for transfer q There was evidence of ambivalence 

or discharge for “reasons of hardship “cerning the question of military y discipline. 
“reviewed by a a chaplain, and chaplains Eighty-three per cent of the 

participate in  courts- -martial other said that at some or other they had 

disciplinary procedures with varying -fre- _ tried to intercede f for the defendant in disci- 

quency. of of these “activities might con- -plinary cases. There were, however, a great 

ceivably be r resented by commanding officers many unsolicited ‘comments concerning such 

ER as infringements ‘on their prerogatives.> activity, as though ‘Tespondents were 

trying to to disabuse the interviewer of any 

8 There evidence that such resentment erroneous ideas he ‘might have “concerning 

tin exist, but it is rarely expressed overtly. In- iB functions of a chaplain | as the champion 

4 
‘stances of covert opposition, generally expressed 
_in the planning of training exercises, do occasionally of enlisted men opposed t to officers. 

specifically s stated ‘that they had 
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“interceded_ only rarely and in cases of become an integral ‘part 
treme injustice, and the majority indicated hierarchy, to become accepted as one of the 

that in general they identified themselves “fellows,” is very strong.” ' On the other ; 
with the military hierarchy on the question 4 hand, a priest, minister or pastor is one ee 
of discipline. Only two respondents appeared is set. apact from the group—a leader of the | 

to to fit the popular stereotype of the chaplain q flock, not just one of them. B But a good 7 

as the champion of enlisted | men. ‘Chaplains leader must be accessible; he must not be 
i in general do not regard it as their duty to too distant from his flock ; he must be on 

the harshness ss of military justice. good personal relations with those he is” 
dl Most of them would prefer to do nothing un- leading. A military - officer, how ever, must a 
till after sentence is passed, | then attempt not be familiar with his men. His ability as 

to rehabilitate the prisioner by persuading | a leader is presumed to depend, in part, on 
him that justice had been done, that it his ability to keep at a distance from his 

for his own good, that he should The chaplain, being both a military 
profit by the experience. officer anda a clergyman, ‘must somehow come 
— - On the other hand, when the question _ to grips with the problem of carrying on an 
of enforcing the regulation concerning salut-— effective religious ‘ministry | for enlisted per- 
ing arose, , most of the respondents sided sonnel and at the same time of retaining his 

_with enlisted men. When asked what they ‘Statusasanofficer, 22 
would do if an enlisted man failed to show Ina an effort to minimize the difference be- 
deference to their rank, only 10 cent ‘tween chaplains and enlisted men, numerous 
‘Teplied that they would remind him of his devices have ve been officially adopted, 

7 ‘status. The explanation for this is not far of which are: re: (1) the practice 2 of addressing 

to seek. The salute is regarded by chaplains all chaplains by the title “Chaplain” rather — 

4 

extraneous—an area of indifference—and than by ‘rank, thus de- -emphasizing the | 
the failure of” an enlisted man to salute is. aS and emphasizing the clerical 
not perceived as a threat to his status as an _ status of the chaplain; (2) waiving | the tule 

- officer. The court- martial, on the other hand, against fraternization between officers and 

has traditionally been a sort of battle ground enlisted personnel in the case of chaplains, 

“Tain were to “sympathize to too “openly “with tween hom: and (3) ‘specifically s stating that 
enlisted personnel on such occasions he might chaplains do not have command of troops, 

lose caste with his fellow’ argue the 

listed men are of great ¢ concern to —— 
since enlisted men form the single used by the 

: in this ‘study was that they held their rank 

behavior. All chaplains are aware that for purposes of pay only. It is not generally 
fact that they are officers poses a barrier to known, even by chaplains, that chaplains 

- primary relations with enlisted men.® By and _ were granted equal rank k with of other officers 

large, chaplains ar are probably 1 more ‘conscious some years before they w were granted equal 
of rank than any other § group p of officers in pay and that the struggle for rank centered 

_ the armed forces, mainly because of theiram- on such questions as “the wearing of the 
bivalent attitude toward it. The desire ‘to who should occupy which si state- 

ndents felt that if The higher ‘the rank the higher the barrier. all of 
"More than one field grade chaplain, (major or 
Tieutenant commander and above) reported that 7 Only one respondent, when asked ‘the ques- 

prior to their attainment of the higher rank they — tion » “Do you believe that your fellow officers 

had made a a practice of looking the other way accept you as one » of them?” replied, & © am not. 

“ when an enlisted man approached, in order to ‘one of them.’ I am a priest and an _ extremist. 
avoid ‘noticing his failure to salute. At their Catholic regard me as ‘Father. 
a present rank, “however, it w yas not ‘necessary to _ a Clifford M. Drury, The History of the ae 

cultivate such a blind ‘spot, for the salute te was Corps, U. S. Navy, Vol. I (NavPers 15807), U. S. 
Government Printing 10 and 
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1 were archy), , and on the other hand a a reluctance 
could overcome ‘ork barrier posed by ran 

Only twenty-c one per cent felt that used the pursuit. ‘non- ends. 
could have done an effective job as chaplains All recognize the function of ‘religion in the 

if they had not had military Tank, and no— ‘maintenance of ‘morale, but they prefer to 
respondent believed that an enlisted chaplain regard morale as a by-product of their 
could | perform effectively. Three major rea- ‘spiritual ministrations rather than its major 

sons were re advanced for such skepticism: 1) object. 
5 that without military rank it would be im- ena oe conceptions of self with refer- 

q possible to demand concessions for enlisted en ence to the relations between church and 

a men from the military hierarchy, (2). that © state. In spite of the traditional American, 

‘it would be impossible to minister to officers” ideology of the strict separation of church 
unless the chaplain were one of them, and _ and state, military chaplaincy i is a a state 4 

(3) that if the chaplain were not an officer - supported religious institution—not actually 
_ he could n not jot command the respect of either — an official religion, but a form of state estab- 

enlisted men or officers. In spite . of this, the lished church. It Tepresents an odd situation, .* 

usual response to questions suggesting a con- since the gover ernment specifically disclaims 
flict between the demands of the chaplain’s © any interest in controlling religious beliefs, 

office was to deny the ‘existence of conflict 
_ by disclaiming the reality of his status as an 

BELIEFS AND ‘PRACTICES 

be Chaplains’ conceptions of self with refer- 
ence to ‘religious life in the armed forces. 

curtail certain of their re- 

are, however, , some rather strict 
requirements which the | military services im- 

q 

= activities when they enter the mili- pe T hese re- 4 

chaplain do not include evangelism, and by — rthodoxy, for they exclude from participa- 
a tion a great number of clergymen who are z 

a sort of entlemen’s | agreement he is ex- = 
considered | their - denominations 

pected not to . prosely tize. Since the e efficiency 
ofa chaplain i is not measured by the ‘addition ciently qualified to carry on the ministry of - ‘J , 

the church. W hen asked for their reactions to 
of ‘members to his c congregation, and since tl the a f 

line between evangelism and roselytism is aplaincy is a orm a 8 P y _ of state established church, 68 per cent of — ill-defined, many chaplains" prefer not 
emphasize this phase of religious activity. — _ the respondents disagreed, more or less vi- 
Conversions do occur, however. Only” = A 

per cent reported that they ha had never bap- (81 per cent 

tized military personnel. opposed $4 per cant), greater 
Seventy “ee per cont of the vehemence, , arguing that the | presence of 

"believed ‘that a with good religious “many denominations and the failure of | the 

“state to recognize a any denomination as offi- training would make a better soldier than” lud 
one who lacked training, although only cial _ prec state establishment 0 

ta ligion. 30 er cent thought | that an appeal to the 
Chaplains’ conceptions of self with refer- Teligious motives of men was more effective 

in securing military efficiency than an appeal — ence to the question of religion and war. The — 
to patriotic motives. There appears to be "question of religion and war offers to chap- 

— some » evidence of ambivalence here—on the lains even greater difficulty | than the question 

one. hand there is a tendency to urge the — 4 of rank. Various passages in 1 the | Bible appear 

ie advantages of religious training (which, in- to forbid the use of violence in the pursuit | 

a iz cidentally, , reinforces the chaplains’ claim a; of ends. However, , 45 per cent of the re- re- 

permanent position in in the “military hier- spondents believed the of 
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enemy was a righteous act and the concerni g the between religion 

_ remainder called it a justifiable a act. None and w " Tt ‘such questions ca came up in the 
felt that the individual soldier had course of a discussion, the majority 

moral responsibility in the matter except to attempt to reason them out on a common- 
serve his country—a duty which time sense basis rather than on a a religious 

war ‘takes, precedence all others. Many respondents had not to 
Only 7 per cent ascribed a any moral content answer such questions even. in their own 

to the act of killing in war time, and these minds prior to the interview—a fact which 
would distribute the guilt over the one of the assumptions made at 

sum w the outset of the s study, namely, that — war ment 

, would have sought solutions to such 
: = It was argued further that the com- dilemma. Instead, it appears that the greater 

a ‘mandment “You shall not kill” has been | the dilemma, the g greater the tendency to y 
_ corrupted in translation (a matter -concern- withdraw from it—to compartmentalize 

ing which Bible translators appear to dis- role behaviors and to, refuse 
agree) and that when it is read according to a — conflicting elements. 

the ancient Hebrew tribalistic interpretation, 

“You shall not murder,” no ‘moral wrong is CONCLUSIONS 

= W hen asked to reconcile ‘the “ > “turn the he foregoing _Teport gives only a_ bare 
mt other cheek” ‘philisophy with war, of a portion of the data actually 
off the respondents felt that the conflict was — collected. These data tend to: support the 
— great that it could not be reconciled; a hypotheses advanced, in some respects, 
with ca few exceptions ‘the remainder felt _ Strongly, in other respects less strongly. The _ 

that there was no conflict since: the hypothesis, that the position o of 
individual and nation . are different, @) “the - chaplain does lead to a conflict in roles ~ 

' the incumbent of that position is supported 
- violence ‘teachings of Jesus, (3) « ‘turn the in two ways: (1) bya philosophical a1 analysis 

of the two social roles of clerg and 
other cheek” needs interpretation, and (4) men. | 

_ military Officer and (2) by the responses io 
this philosophy does net day questions | in the interview schedule, particu. h 

yor who to face it during inter- those dealing with the relationship be of inst 
religion and war, =| tempts 

penttion ‘giving theoretical a e second hypothesis, that the chaplain 
to Teconcile conflict | either Cha: while violatin it in 

erence doctrine through rationalization or or through training 
practice: is as old as religion itself, and i and it 

partmentalization of role behaviors, appears | progran 
. oblem for moralists in ever poses a major pro em fo to be well substantiated. The sample chosen enlisted 
__age. Tt accounts, in part, for the Christian’s did not include any member who had sought | /Charact 

continuing sense of guilt or unworthiness. 

“recent! 

Progra 
chay 

his (o1 
to escape the conflict by abandoning one of 

For the Christian ‘to deny the re evance 0 q wiles (although ex-chaplain had | | 

the admonition to turn the other cheek is abandoned the ministry after he had re chaplair 

to question the value of the ethical teach- turned to civilian life). Therefore, only ‘two. -pronout 
ings: of Jesus; to admit i it makes the Christian escapes were open. “Compartmentalization 

in military. “service a violator of his own appeared to be the more successful of the 

- moral precepts. . The position actually taken two techniques, ar and more frequently used. 
on this question by most of the respondents - Rationalization rec requires facing the dilemma | 
_was that of moral relativism. = nial and arguing away the conflicting elements. | a 

None of the respondents would of his own -Compartmentalization involves refusing 
“volition raise questions concerning the ‘mor- recognize the conflict. Perhaps one respondent 

ality of killing, or r of war in general, or of. _ was speaking for more than himself when he | ~ 
turning the other cheek, or that, although he strong 
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ROLE CON CONFLICTS 0 OF ‘MILITARY 

prior to We orld War Tl, ‘man adjust more to the militar 
saw the great need of men ie the military situation. 

service, he forgot about | philosophy and re 
solved to help as best he could in an un- 

Concerning the “third hypothesis, that the role which provides for the individual 

a rationalization of conflict in roles tends to his primary identification takes first place 
strengthen the chaplain’ . role of military i in his hierarchy of role obligations and (2) 

E> officer at the expense of his role of a | that for the chaplain - the role of military 
the gospel, it needs only to be pointed officer provides his primary identification. 

out that every argument cited tends to assert Further study along this line would no a 
& military ¢ claim and de- emphasize - the re- reveal much concerning techniques of re- 

ny fourth hypothesis, that the ‘chaplain The role of the military chaplain offers © 
Fino as interpreter of the values of the an interesting subject for the “student of 
= organization, helps resolve value- role conflict. The chaplaincy is still in its 

dilemmas of individual service men, and formative : stage, and we are witnessing here 
fe promote smooth operation of the mili- the emergence of a new social role in which _ 

organization, is less strongly supported the ideological clash” between church 
than the others, partly, | perhaps, because of state is assuming» what is, for the United 
a lack of data bearing on the subject. How- States, : a new form. The role of the military a 

such data as are available indicate that ‘chaplain also offers interesting subject 
the hyphothesis is tenable. If a service man for the student of personality. The instru- 

were in doubt about the morality of military ment used in this study not 
activity, a majority of the respondents would 

endeavor to assure him that his istics of the subjects. Nevertheless, 
e God would not suffer thereby. The plies’ to some of the items in the interview 

recently instituted “Character Guidance “schedule (for instance, the question con- 
Program” ® is a direct attempt on the part cerning ‘the enjoyable aspects of military” 
of chaplains to “ “sell” military life to service service, discussed above) suggest the 

Moreover, all the > chaplains’ welfare istence of basic personality differences 
— are designed to help the service tween those clerg gymen who choose the mili- 

POR tary chaplaincy as a career and those who 
The Cl Character Guidance Program is a at. do not. The hyphothesis that a career in 

of instruction in “godly patriotism,’ which at- 
tempts to the values of and 

‘Recruits are required to attend a certain ‘authoritarian” personality ‘than x 
oof Character Guidance their basic 

his (or her) tour of duty. The lectures ‘The of 
- “canned.” They are prepared by a special Board as an institution, covers several centuries, but 

the fda, ‘they: its” origin can be dat:d, and the various 

pronounced official state ‘policy: by the Secretary — steps in nent can be located in 
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census" found 5.6 per cent of the at the of 
lation living in 1950 in a county ¢ different — 
from that in which | they were. living in the e decade; and that at least one-third of | the 

year. In a sample survey which adult male population resident in Norrie. 
_ the Bureau of the Census made i in 1947, it : ‘town at the end of each decade had moved 
was found that 21 per 

in a county different from that previous ten years. 

a decade had moved out by the end of that " 

per cent of the popt population into Norristown’ ‘during the course: t 

Such a high rate of mobility 
While these Rectal statistical support to 7 be interpreted as indicative of a high | degree 
the characterization of the. American popula- of population instability in Norristown. In 

tion as. being highly ‘mobile, they do ‘not an attempt to test the validity of such 
3 permit the determination of the extent to- interpretation, the Norristown data upon 
which the high mobility rate rates suggested by which the migration analyses were based 

and other surveys are the product of subjected to further analyses | to de- 
the repeated 1 movements of the same persons ~ : termine the extent to which the out-migrants 

- from place to place, or the single moves of — a of one decade were the in- migrants of the 

a larger number of persons from just one _ previous decade. This report on the -method- 
‘Place to another where they become con- ology an and the results of the investigation 

On will show (1) how in the absence of a con- 

in “Sweden, other local | sources of ¢ data can 

_ otherwise unobtainable in the United States, 

a high degree. ot 

4 stability, or if instead they represent the 

movement into and out of the ‘community “and (2) how, through the use of these data, — 
it becomes possible to measure the extent a of the same migrant elements in the popu- — 

lation, indicating thereby that there remains _ which th the volume of m migration is a product 

be used to yield demographic data which are - 

a large segment of the > population which by of the repeated movements of selected per- a 
continuous residence in the community sons rather than oe single 1 moves of a larger” 

provides continuity and stability to the basic 
population and to the social organization. 
__ As part of a larger of 

od ‘METHOD 

communi y twenty miles northwest o ila- analysis of 
4 delphia, an analysis was made of the patterns — 

migration in Norristown 

from 1Yi0 to 1950 was based on the co- — 
of out- -migration in each decade ordinated use of city directory data, vital 
from 1910 to. 1950. analysis indicated 

1 Bureau of the C Census, “ Mobility of the Popu- 
lation—State of Residence in 1949 and 1950,” 1950 

I arog States Census of Population: “Advance: ‘Re- contain an | alphabetical listing of all the adult 
ports, Series PC-14, No. 17, July, 1953, p. 5. 

Bureau of the Census, “Internal Migration in Sidney Goldstein, Patterns of Internal Migra- 

a United States: April 1940 to April 1947,” tion, _ Morristown, _ Pennsylvania, 1910-1950, un-— 

Reports, Series P- Ho. | 14, published doctoral dissertation in sociology, Uni- 
1948, 1 of 1953, pp. 202-211. 

The « city directories, which have been pub- 
statistics information, and 
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. 4 in Norristown an and information on ing the previous esi All of these people 

"their occupations. Tests made of these direc- were living i in Norristown in 1950. T heir % 
tories: by comparing their enumerations with | names were traced back through a all t the pre- - 

“comparable United States Census" data in- ceeding directiories of the decade up ‘to and 
dicated that they afford the - demographer an including that of 1940. As in the case of the — 
accurate: “source of data on both 1940 sample, some of these persons were 
size of the adult male population and its listed in all the directories. Others did not 
occupational composition.® The method by | appear as they” were traced back in time. 

which these « directories were utilized in con- These were the . potential in- migrants—po- 
junction with vital statistics and school : tential because it was also possible that a 

_ records to obtain data on the patterns s of m mi- _ were” not found in the earlier directories 
gration was a -comparativ vely simple one e and because they were under the eighteen year 
was a necessary preliminary to the utilization © ‘Minimum age required for inclusion in the — 

these : same data for the investi- After year 

ws was followed for each of the 

of that decade, one from the the basis for both the in- 1-migrants 
‘directory and the other from the 1950 direc- of the previous decade and the out-migrants 

tory. Each sample consisted of a ten per of the next decade. This procedure therefore 
cent random selection of all the Norristown provided information covering each | person * 

male residents listed in the directories each of the three samples for a 
therefore Tepresented the male population year period, ‘since the persons from the 1920 

directory sample had been traced back to ; Norristown eighteen yeai ears of age and over 
1940 and 1950, respectively. and forward to 1930, those in 

of these samples, that drawn 
e 1940 directory, : served a as the basis The results yielded by this method 

be. 

analyzing migration out of the fying the in- and out- in the Norristown 
opulation were subjected — to a variety of tests 

during the « ensuing decade. All of these people Pop 5 y 
i. > to measure their accuracy. These tests showed (1) 

living in Norristown in 1940. Their that directories provided a complete enumeration 

hames were re traced | through all the of the adult male populations; (2) that 
ing directories of that decade ut up to and could be used with great success to 

identify those persons who had disappeared 

cluding that of 1950. A number of them — i city directories due to death rather than to 
found i in | the but others dis- -migration ; and (3) that school records and 

those who first appeared in 
upon becoming eighteen. The accuracy of these 

ie sources of data gave assurance that those dis- 

= since the last directory | census. There- _ appearances from the directories that could not 
fore all the disappearances were cross ¢ checked be accounted for by death could ‘correctly be at- 

the | Norristown death records, and tributed to out-migration; and similarly, that 
after those who had disappeared due to those new appearances that could not be attributed 
d m inin to the eighteen- -year-olds could accurately be as-— 

eath had been identified was the rema 8  cribed to in- migration. The use of — the method | 

Toss then attributed to “migration. of residues to identify in- and out- -migrants was: 
justified, therefore, , in that the number of errors” 

“1980 directory, ‘sored | as the basis for de- — included in the migrant category were minimal. 
yea termining migration into the community dur- an Consequently the rates of in- and out- migration | 

of the Norristown population. For a detailed dis- 

# ¢ Until 1930 the directories classified persons 21 ~—cussion of the results of these tests of ‘accuracy 
“Years of age and over as adults. After 1930, persons see, Sidney Goldstein, “City Directories as Sources | 

ead years of age and over were so classified. = of Migration Data,” American seeatnal of Soci- 

Goldstein, cit., pp. 148-202. ology, (September, 1954). 
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sample: back to. 1920 and forward te to 
and those in the 1940 ‘sample back to 1930 

the forward tracing process each | person lation numbered 3 
Was ultimately as either total, 47.4 per cent had been 

a resident i in Norristown n throughout the 1930. 

1940 decade, 37.2 per cent had moved into 
Norristown between 1930 and 1940, and 

_ 15.4 per cent had entered the adult male 
population group by attaining their eigh- 
teenth birthday during the previous decade, 
Of this same total of 1,153 persons, 52.8 per 
cent continued to be residents of Norristown 
throughout entire e succeeding decade, 

whe. had (3) a an out- -migrant. 

In the backward tracing process each person - 

_ Was ultimately identified as either (1)a a con- 
‘tinuous resident: Norristown throughout 
the previous decade , (2) a person who first — 

appeared in the directory because he reached 
minimum age, or (3) an in-migrant. By 

matching the forward and backward tracing Ram 

record of each p person in 1 the sample, it thus 1940-1950, 37. 7 per ned moved ‘out of 
became possible to assign each person in Norristown during that ten a. interval, 
each of the three ‘samples to one of the ? and 9.5 per cent died. The data for both 
following nine categories. : 

Tracing 

these decades are charactesiatic of the large 
amount into and 

perience of migrants s and over 
Pes twenty year period of time represented 

-Resident— mi by the 1930-1940 and 1940-1950 decades, 

18 Year the 546 persons w were resident 
18 Year Old—Died "Norristown throughout th the 1930-1940 
18 Year Old—Out- decade, 61. 5 per cent continued to be resi-_ 

7. In- migrant—Resident dent. Norristown during the following 
In- migrant—Died decade 1940-1950. Of the remainder, 15. 8 

out- 
tended in large measure cent as residents 

to be the same persons who were previously throughout ensuing» decade. cent 

-migrants. This could be demonstrated by small number, 4.4 per cent, died. The largest 
showing that the out-migration rate for the group, S51. 5 per ‘cent, had moved | out of | © Ne 
7 _in-migrants was s significantly greater than the 1} Norristown by the end of the decade fol | who 
 out- -migration rate for pe persons who had been lowing that in which they had moved into 1950 

continuous residents of Norristown in reside 4 

decade, that the it in- confirm that | per 

“moved into Norristown in ti the earlier decade. 

of Norristown in the following decade. Of every 100 persons who had entered 

la. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS BY Micration Status 1940 TO 1950 or Mates WHo WERE Con- 

Trxvous REsIDENTS OF NorrisTowN 1930 To ComPARED WITH THosE 

‘Deaths Migrants ‘Total ‘Total 
r 1940-1950 1940-1950 PerCent _ Number 

Residents 1930-1940 22.7 100.0 
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“Norristown be between 1930 and 1940, ‘82 those classified as_ 
left between 1940 and 1950. On the other The data on the migration “histories’ 

~ hand, of every 100 persons who had been of the resident and migrant groups — 
~ resident in Norristown throughout the 1930—- in Norristown i in ‘the two earlier twenty 

1940 decade, only (23 had left between periods, 1920-1940 and "1910-1930, 
1940 1950. Thus t t-migration are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Since the 

rate of ‘the in- migrants was s over twice, 

q 
‘Norristown, STATUS 1920 TO 1930 oF MALEs W ERE CON- 

ining same data from a different 

perspective, as is sh shown in Table 1b. Of all ‘Out- 

the persons who out- migrated Norris- 
1930-1940 1930-1940 

STATUS 1930 To 1940 or 
WERE ConTINUOUS RESIDENTS OF Norris- 

“TOWN 1940 To 1950 CoMPARED With 

Tuost Wuo Ovrt- MIGRATED 

Residents 1920-1930 
1940-1950 

Total number 

patterns erns of stability and 
found to characterize the residents 

i. = and the migrants of the 1930-1950 time 
“span w were also characteristic of the 

ulation: these two earlier periods, 
separate discussion of them will be 

100.0 

nt had been. of Norristown rate ‘of out-n “migration “among 

throughout the previous decade, migrants “than _among those classified as 

cent had turned 18 that earlier period, ‘continuous residents,” and show in addi- 
; and 50. 9 per cent had been in- -migrants tion that this has been true of Norristown 

to Norristown. Contrasted to this, of those _ throughout | the forty ‘year period under 
“who were. resident throughout the 1940— investigation. 
1950 decade, 55. 2 per cent also” been importance of these findings for 

resident throughout the previous decade, 13.8 Norristown and for other 
cent had turned eighteen, ‘and 31 

‘cent had been in- -migrants. Once again 
the figures indicate the higher degree of 

stability among persons high degree of population pom or popu-- 
Srsidents in either of f the two decades" ‘ation: instability. Tf, as t the data — 

TaBLE 2b. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS BY MIGRATION STATUS 1930 To 1940 OF Wuo Were Cc 

TINUOUS RESIDENTS 0) (OF NorRISTOWN 1920 TO 1930 COMPARED WITH THOSE Wuo IN-MIGRATED 

rants 1920-1930 6 498 100 Sim 

- 
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a high proportion of the out- ‘migrants were ity and those who. tend to | 
former i in-migrants, then there w as no “moves from one e place of residence to | 
"general: turnover in the total population of another.’ “fact. that the out-migrants | 
Norristown: but only in a certain segment from a community be in large 

of that population—the migrant group. measure the in-migrants of an earlier year 
W hile migrants came and went, a large suggest that despite a high migration rate, 

"segment of the population continued there is available in the continuous resi- 
remain in the “community throughout the dents a core “population group which gives 

entire twenty years and thereby provided | stability: to otherwise might be 

high degree of stability to the highly unstable social organization 
of community. which insures a continuity of the system 

social values existing in th the local com- | functl 
Taste 3a. PERCENTAGE DisTRIBUTIONS By munity. Since the continuous in- out- cause 
tion Status 1910 To 1920 or Mates WHo Were — movement is ‘composed largely of the same reside 
Continuous ReEsmpENTs OF Norristown 1920 TO of di 
= COMPARED WITH THOSE WHO OvuT- Micratep persons, the great majority of migrants must 

at any g given point in time be somewhat _bearel 
marginal» Persons in the community with 

Migrants little interest in or time available for inte- their 
gration: into its” core social organization. ‘that 

= The fact that only a ‘minority of of the in as cu 
(1910-1920 38.8 33.4 migrants of one decade remain on as con- movin 

tinuous residents throughout the next decade | carry 
4 means, too, that the absorption of these 

"persons of different origins: and different 
— values" into core population | of the 

community may not have as disorganizing 
effect as would be the case the 

_ proportion of | of ‘migrants who remained in -4 
community - were larger. At the same time, 

_ however, the very” fact that these migrants 
are not integrated into the community al and 

that the ‘social values held by these persons 
may be very different from those e of the 

sident population provides ‘the basis for 

finding 4 to the 
demographer as well as to. the student 

social change and social disorganization. 
It suggests that the large volume of move- - re 

_ ment which has been shown to characterize cultural n the groups. 

may ‘Lack of integration into the core popu: 
table large” measure to the repeated 

lation of the community does not, however, 
‘movements of a small number 

that ‘the contact of the “nomads with 
“rather than | to the single moves of a larger . 

of population. It has been 
suggested, in fact, that from ‘the point of 
view of the significance of migration to of the occupational 

cultural and social it might be wise nomad segments of the Norristown population {| 
indicated that these persons came from both the 7 a 
white collar and the blue collar laboring “groups 

field w 

3b. PERCENTAGE BY “Micration Status 1920 ‘To 1930 oF OF MALES Wao Were Joslyn, 

Macmil 
Dewey 
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beliefs, and “activities “of earlier movements. | 
te auawe population. In the process of social every time e they co come me into ¢ contact with new 7 a 

groups" in new places” they probably have 
some impact on the way of ‘li life e of these 

doubt ‘modify other. in varying resident populations. 
depending: in in large measure on the length These data that the old concept 

of of time over 1 which the two groups are in 1 of a melting pot is still useful in viewing 4 
contact. To the extent that such modifica-_ ‘the. American cultural scene. In the past, this an 4 

tion takes place, these | migrant | persons i in _ term w was applied to the process of accultu- 4 

the | population s serve an additional important : ration — resulting from the mixture of the } 

| _funetion as agents of cultural change.  Be- | foreign-born and the native-born. The present 7 
cause they experience repeated changes of analysis suggests, however, that such a con- 

‘residence, they come in contact with persons - ception 1 of the melting pot may have obscured © 
of different beliefs and attitudes. Being another important process of acculturation 

bearers of culture themselves and having which has characterized the United States at 

“their own attitudes and beliefs modified by throughout - its history—that resulting from 
their varied contacts suggests the hypothesis © ‘the continuous movement of the nomads in a 

. that the 1 migrants play an important - role our population who, by carrying with them 
as culture diffusers, for in the process of | ‘some of the culture traits of the diverse a 

moving from | one place to another they places where they lived, ‘served to ‘diffuse 
carry with them not only their own way of | these traits and thereby to contribute to 
life, but in varying degrees and in modified " the creation ofa more homogeneous American ~ 

| forms the way of life of those culture, 

rants 

and 

the | Crew Research Laboratory, Randolph AFB, Texas 

the recent literature o on social mobility, these s studies, when regarded tests of 

the hypothesis that American business the hypothesis, have resulted in apparent 
leaders a are” showing increasing social “confirmation. The ‘Tesults” have ranged from 

inheritance ay appears firmly established. Sev- the very Specific, such and 
g eral major studies have now been devoted to 3 Joslyn’s “. . . prominent business men are 

the mobility rates and inheritance patterns coming increasingly from families in which 
of this” ‘occupational group." Virtually” all the” father was a business man,”? to the we 

* The writer to acknowledge his indebt- processes by which men... . were selected 

edness to the Development Fund of Ohio State 
for assistance which made possible for occupations were more Closely related 

field work for this study. to social origins in (1940 than in 1910.” | 
Sorokin, Social Mobility, New York: view of this apparent convergence ce of 

Harper and Bros., 1927; F. W. Taussig and C. S. ‘it may seem needless to inquire 
Davidoon and further into business” leader origins a at the 

Dewey Anderson, Occupational — Mobility i in an 
«iy Pes Community, Stanford: Stanford Univer- Lloyd Warner and associates, The Social System 

‘ sity Press, 1937; Robert and Helen Lynd, Middle- of the Modern Factory, New Haven: Yale Univer- 

town in Transition, ‘New York: Harcourt, Brace sity Press, 1947; Natalie Rogoff, Recent Trends in 

and Co., 1937; Wright Mills, ‘Middle Occupational Mobility, Glencoe: Free Press, 1953. 
in Middle-Sized Cities,” American Socio-— Taussig and Joslyn, op. cit., it, 

logical Review, 11 (April, 1945), pp. 242- 249; W. op. p. 
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SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 
time. Yet th et there are ‘substantial Te Toledo, Ohio. These cities had been ‘selected 

apart from ‘the standing _need for for _representativene ss of occupational 

replication, for new ‘studies this area. profile of gainfully employed urban males 

Much of the pertinent research is now old, in their respective ‘states. Names of pros- 

and new insights have be- pective respondents were drawn from direc- 
tories of business heads supplied by chambers 

of commerce in the sample cities. ‘Selection 
arger businesses was simpli- 

7 proving of business leaders may be reflected 1 hed by th the fact that listings were in terms 

changing mobility rates. Finally, there of ‘number | of employees. 

is growing controversy “conclusions The questionnaire covered the basic social 
“regarding the Tigidity of c class_ lines in and economic histories of both the respond-— 
America, which in effect op opens to fresh ents and their fathers. A code number 

scrutiny all generalizations in the field of permitted identification 
social mobility.* of respondents, thus making» possible later 

"This 1 report deals with a ‘narrow segment interviews with particular “individuals. in 

business leader mobility, involving each of the sample cities. Interviews with 
selected ge: general correlates of leader non- respondents were, both as a 

tional origins. Three problems are check | on bias in the mail returns and as a 
(1) ‘there significant regional means of i increasing the number of returns, 

differences in ‘occupational origins of — . Approximately | thirty-five per cent of the 
(2) Is there a discernible secular sample list” returned completed question-— 

trend in of business ‘naires. ‘This percentage was s approached | 
leaders? (3) Is there a determinate rela- closely in each the four "cities. Upon 

the variables of business cessation: of mail a one- 

in part function of their 
prominence and in part matter of interviews in both ‘Northeast and Mid 

time was not available for 

the present ‘data latter. total of 220 usable returns 
such factors ‘as motivation or personal obtained: 102 in the Midwest, and 
capacity, or with social-structural variables ins the Northeast. Of the latter, 42 returns 

as organizational n maturity or business ‘were obtained _ by interviews, which 

pe. is hoped that comprehensive studies divided the two cities 

g with a wider range factors that region. wes 

sible an early date. The central concept in “this study 
- — occupational origins”—was- defined as 

z a combination of mailed questionnaires: “naire and interv iew, and 
follow-up interviews with selected non- related questions. Following some open- -end 

_Tespondents. The questionnaires were mailed items on the father’s principal. occupation, 

510 business owners or Pin for ‘example, the respondent was asked | 

in locate the occupation in a checklist con- 
sisting of 2 a graded series: of 

“Are Sette father, and with | 

‘Chasees in America Becoming Rigid ?” A tions followed. 7 

can Sociological Review, 16 (December, 1951) pp To facilitate ‘statistical operations, 

Gilbert _Burck Sam rket,” For- principal occupa tion ¢ of the respondent’s 

father was om on the North- Hatt scale 
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two trends w was estimated to be non- mmsige a occupational s ‘status. 5 Occupational origin 

was thus transformed into a numerical value. nificant, judging the magnitudes 
‘on a scale which ‘Tanges from 33 points" the standard errors of the regression coeffi- fh 

“shoe shiner” to 96 points for “Supreme cients. 
Court justice. ” The -North-Hatt. scale Despite the significantly lower “origin q 

chosen in preference to Edwards or of the interview group in the Northeast, the 
ection Bureau of the Census occupational interview and mail returns were combined 

impli- “scales” for a number of ‘reasons. Being an for analysis. Lack of interview returns for 
terms interval or /quasi-in -interval scale rather than the Midwest precluded construction of an 

toa nominal Partially ordered scale, it "approximately random working sample 
social permits greater range and flexibility both regions. Consequently, the interview 
pond. analysis..° Beyond ‘this, it eliminates the returns from the Northeast were used p 
er é ; problem caused by temporal or regional — ‘marily as as a clue to the direction and magni- 
cation — shifts in the occupational profile, since it tude of error in the mail returns. This 

| ‘¢onsists of abstract ratings, not occupational provided some guard against gross error a 

categories. One logical objection to the use interpretation, , and permitted rough 
the North- Hatt scale, the possibility adjustments for sampling bias. 

that it does not correctly represent statuses no interview returns were 
casa | of a generation ago, was adjudged to be tained the Midwest, it was concluded 
turns, unfounded. Rank order correlations between that ‘the means of mail and | interview sam- ; 
of the jdentical occupations in the Counts? ples would have differed less in that | region 
stion. | North-Hatt scales and the Counts and Deeg- than in the Northeast. This inference was — 7 
ached Paterson ® scales were | found to be .98 and _ based upon comparisons between 1 mail and - 
Upon 97, respectively. 7 values indicate a interview returns in an earlier study of 

-third remarkable _inter- -generational stability in “physicians: In that study the ‘two types of 

cccupational status valuations Teturn diverged far r more in the Northeast 
cities. society. than in the Midwest; also, , the divergence 

the physician’ samples in the Northeast 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE COMPONENTS exceeded considerably that of the present 

r the samples of business leaders. 
was _ Comparison ¢ of mail and interview returns 

the Northeast disclosed a a number of INTER- ER-CITY AND INTER- 
turns differences between two. The FERENCES IN ORIGIN 

were | % was approximately three years The first point of interest in 
younger than the interview group—a dif- es the possibility of a significant 
ference which was not statistically signifi- 

ati 1 origin means bet ween the Northeast 

2.8 North-Hatt points The “latter 
d as the level. difference would be a a matter of considerable 
lent’s | mail grou by tive te ‘theoretical importance. First, it would per- 
was hile the mit deductions regarding historical trends 
stion- session of origins on time, while the inter- in occupational since conditions 
sveral view showed negative _egression, the older region could ordinarily 
n-end | Neither regression trend differed significantly have chronolo} ical riorit 

from zero, and difference between the 
ation, Second, variations in origin between regions 

_allow some _inferences concerning 

s a. aA 
~ > 8 ~ = 

Ag & 
oO 

Dryden Press, Ch. 11. 

"A Problem in Vocational Guidance,” School Re- alone, cities an 
the view, 33 (1925), pp. 16-27. 

M. E. Deeg and D. G. Paterson, “Changes ®Stuart Adams, “Trends in Occupational Ori-— 
scale | | in Social Status of Occupations, 25 gins of Physicians,” American Sociological Review, 
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yielded origin means ns of approximately 79, occupational origins 

78, and ‘78 Bertie Hatt points, respec- the respondents. 

interview returns” or the Nort east, e ‘presumably contained i in the means, 

6 corresponding means are 77, 77, 78, and 78, However, it gives a clearer indication of 
respectively. Tf, the Midwest cities ‘also had short-t -term fluctuations Table 2 

"produced interview returns, it is estimated | shows the means trend for the total sample 

that the final means would have approxi- of 220 respondents. Saw — 
mated 77 North-Hatt point in every instance. *! Several points are worthy of note in Table 

she 2. One is the general though non-significant 
‘Taste 1. Mzans oF ‘Bust- decline in origin means with time, excluding 

(NESS LEADERS py City AND REGION the 
the decade 1900 to 1 1910. A ‘second is the 

roy North- decade—a rise which is significant at the 
__Number of Hatt Standard level in relation to the overall mean, 

informants Score Deviation A third is the large drop in standard devi. 
Worcester 37 6.93 ation for that decade relative to the decades 
Springfield 56 77.29 7.49 recedin and followin 

78.36 = 2. 2. Mean OrIcIN OF Busnes: 
Northeast LEADERS B BY DecapE or Bere — 

"are no inter- wcity or inter- regional 
in nal -1890 

of This finding antes 1891-1900 

markedly with results obtained for attorneys 1901-1910 4579. 
_ and physicians in the same four cities. 3076.8 
In the two latter "occupations, origins were Total 220 

significantly lower in the Northeast, sug- 
gesting that there were, or had been at 

earlier time, higher rates of mobility statistical significance, appear to ‘support 
the professions in this region than in the the following conclusions. First, there: 

a general trend toward lower occupational 
For the business leaders in the present — = among the respondents during the 

study, mobility into the group appears to ‘Period u nder study here. There | also 
be uniform in rate across the two regions. 

pie preceding logic this would indicate respondents er entering ‘the channels" to | bus 
that either (1) there has been no appreciable ness leadership during the "period 1930 . 

in mobility into roughly, the years of the last 
depression . This increase in origins s resulted 

dec from a of recruit 
in ‘mobility have been distributed | $0: as. 

equalize rates between regions. — 

SECULAR TREND IN OCCUPATIONAL ORIGINS 

One view of the secular trend in business "prospective leaders were 
provided by the mean ing | the past fifty years, again excluding 

Adams the atypical decade. This” seems to be the 

meaning of the continual rise in the stan- 
American Sociological Review, 15 “April, “1950 ), deviation of the occupational origin 
PP. 228-235. 4 by the trend in the origin” 
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TRENDS IN OCCUPATIONAL ORIGINS OF BUSINESS I LEADERS 845. 

means, the: apparent broadening occurred is the: weighting of the interview returns by 
by the ‘inclusion of individuals from three, a compensation for failure to inter- 
“gressively. lower strata, from higher view all non- “respondents to the Northeast 

strata previously unrepresented ‘in n this cities. One c consequence of the two adjust 
‘occupational group, ments is a shift in regression coefficient for 
An alternative view ew of secular trends in the total sample from approximately 
origins of the group is available. to. .05. At the same time the 
in the regression coefficients of tl the of the coefficient shifts ‘near unity 

- yariables in the city and regional samples. able .20. For the Northeast, ‘the corresponding 

ificant | - Table 3 shows the regression of occupational _ values are —. 07 and .15. These coefficients — 
luding origins on time for for the major subdivisions also fail to reach significance, but but 

is the the sample. Strongly st suggest that a random sample of 

it the TIONAL as depressions, is very likely to show a 
mean, downward trend in “origins with time. 

scades | Coefficient Stand- BUSINESS SIZE AND OCCUPATIONAL ORIGI 

Locality Informants Regression The relationship business size and 

“occupational origin was studied by plotting 
09 occupational origin scores against numbers 

of persons employed. T he means trend thus 

obtained ‘was apparently curvilinear, with 
06 highest origins occurring among leaders 

of “middle- sized” businesses. he mean 

origins of the leaders of six arbitrarily desig- 
nated 11 size | groups are shown in Table 4. : 

"Northeast 

Midwest 

_ The da data in Table 3 kt. suggest that th 
may be s¢ some variation in Tegression trends The scatter plot the two 

in the various cities and regions. In view | - shows a decided constriction in the zone of 

of the size of the standard errors, however, intermediate numbers of employees. There 
it is clear that n none of the ‘coefficients o of is, conversely, a wide dispersion | toward both — 
regression are significant. Like the means ‘ends of the size scale. respect to 

‘was 

trend in Table 2, these coefficients appear to 
indicate that there has been no real tendency 
for occupational | origins of respondents to 

is significantly higher than the mean for 
the total group. Groups I and VI, while’ 

lower the total group, are not signifi- 

dtenees | in origin, the mean of Group = 

move either downward over 
tional cantly lower. two are 

e Group I IV. 

born in the decade 1900 to 1910, i.e., The groups were chosen to include roug A 
areas symmetrically placed around the 

correction for the presumed effects of oo high-origins group, with at least two groups on 
depression of the nineteen- thirties. The other each side of the high” group. 
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The configuration imei in | Table 4 _ graduates for apprenticeship in the middle 
“suggests that there are important differences levels of management.!* 3 This development 
in leader selection, quantitativ ely and pos- i is of special interest here because it ; appears 

sibly qualitatively, between the ends Is and give education increased importance jn 
center of the business- size range. In _Par- succession. to top levels of management. In 

ticular, Group IV appears to be more way, large business seems to be estab- 
clusive i in its recruiting procedures than any lishing accessibility to education as a major 
other group in the distribution. _ Among: the criterion of entrance into its | leader group, 

_ apparent explanations of this difference, , the | ‘suggesting that ¢ executiv es may come to 
higher Percentage of -owner- -managed busi- show ‘increasingly some of the mobility 
messes in Group IV may deserve mention. terns now found i the high- status 

of such businesses is Group I. This pattern of Ww ith regard to tee remaining factors, the 
ownership origin means si suggests that tendency for large businesses” to absorb or 

traditionalistic criteria _may operate more : displace smaller units has been well noted. i 
consistently in the selection of leaders in the The « existence of ‘management 
_ intermediate group than in the remaining 7 peculiar to middle-sized businesses and oper- 

ating as factor in their relatively high 
_ The data in Table 4 are meaningful for vulnerability has also received -attention.5 ad 
trends in | occupational o origin primarily in Most conspicuous of al all, of course, is the 

relation to economic Processes in this society. i tendency toward dispersion of ow ership of 

To clarify this meaning, it seems particularly business in contemporary American 4 
important to note the significance of changes economy. 

in the following: the distribution of The extent to which the above 
-Tational Teader- selection procedures in the a are -tising, stabilized or declining trends is 

economic organization, (2) the proportion “open to some debate. If entered 

4 C hanges in 1 these factors have some ae ever, it may be suggested that some of 
_ obvious consequences for trends in origin | _ these ‘tendencies are currently operating to 
‘Means. If the objective selection increase the rationality « of leader ‘selection, 

the proportion of business leaders in 1 which “traditionalistic criteria “are most 

_ who will have been screened by rationalistic likely” to influence. 

criteria’ will rise. Furthermore, if there 
for businesses to shift DISCUSSION. 

‘Tee important 2 appear to be 
supported by the foregoing analysis. The | 

een first is that there was an apparent decline | spon 
a 

As implied. in occupational origins among the informants 
practical importance of these tenden- 

cies is a function of their actual existence in Ts “The Crown Princes of Business,” - Fortune, | 

economic affairs; hence, their status in 48 (October, 1953), pp. 150ff.; Peter Drucker, 

thought. and action is a matter of consider- The New Society, New York: Harper and Bros., 
interest. Much notice has been given P- 

d 14 Temporary National Economic Committee, 
to the growing movement for leader se- "Final. Report and Recommendations, Washington: — 
lection, which ‘ostensibly emphasizes the vu. S. Government Printing Office, 1941; Federal 

functional requirements of the leader = i Commission, The Concentration of Produc- 
Government over considerations of lineage or ersonal tive Facilities, Washington: Ss. G 

of mov. Office, 1949; John K. Galbraith, Ameri- 12 
interest. An ‘important ove- can Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co, 

th is the recruitment of exceptional college — 

Bur- 

Tests of Fortune, ‘leigh Gardner, “Ability Held. ‘Need in Smal! B Busi- 
(July, 1950), Pp. ‘8. ress,” New w York Times, April 24, 1949. 
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TRENDS IN OCCUPATIONAL RIGINS” OF BUSINESS LEADERS S47 

a in this study over the span of time covered of these is the probability that the more _ 
pment by the di data. The limited Statistical recent means underrepresent business leaders 
ppears | “nificance of the unadjusted data requires of relatively low origins because of their 
nce in | “that this conclusion be taken with» some longer apprenticeship in preparatory roles. It 

nt. In caution, particularly until the validity a that individuals wae 

estab. 
major int 
group, | conclusion is that there was a 1 marked 1 rise 

’ 
me to in n occupational origins of the | the notes for indiv iduals from low status. 

pat- dh one decade of the observed period, families to take longer to complete their 
; presumably as a result of the depression, of | 
a | q and an equally marked decline in the years semester hours or because of occasional inter- 
rs, the | following. ‘This pattern of events appears to _ ludes of employment. The time lag in the 
arb or signify that there was a hardening of the “arrival” of business leaders cannot 

| business occupational structure during this ¢ estimated from the present data. The effect 
yblems | period, and, also, that the hardening was of such lag, however, would be to shift the 

| oper. transitory ‘phenomenon. the effects of regression of origin means in a positive di- 

> high the depression 1 were | dissipated, t the trend in -Tection, thus aiding in the appearance of an 
tion | origins apparently resumed its downward ‘increase in occupational inheritance. 
tg the direction. The importance of the second con- A factor with similar consequences for 

clusion is that it provides one explanation origin means is the gradual shift toward — 
. “of the current controversy over the hardening higher occupational statuses in this society. 

class lines in this society. The hyphothesis ‘This shift is occasioned by redistributions 

of increasing occupational inheritance i in the occupational profile, 

the prestige occupations was con- shrinkage of numbers in some 

hip of 
erican 

ntered 
lerate 
>d ac- | the present data, was limited in time. status for ‘the total population, 

On the basis | of these Saengh, ante of the constancy in the mean status origins of a 

temporal generalizations from the ‘mobility "particular occupational group signifies an 
tru ucture s studies of _ the last two actual decline re relative to the base from which 

“decades a1 are no longer tenable. ‘the recruits were drawn. | Consequently 
While the constriction of the recruiting current means trend for business leaders as — 
range of business leaders in the years 1930 ‘Measured here is again unduly weighted in 

to 1940 was a unique phenomenon tempor- positive, ie, “ 

"tally. The legal profession, particularly, Although a precise adjustment for rising 
showed a strong contraction of working ‘population: is not 

early y years of the present cet! century. There "Applying orth- Hatt scores 

in — is also evidence of this tendency in the data 1 the | Census profiles of workers for 1910 and 
er | on physicians, although medicine appears to z 1950 yields mean scores of 59.5 and 63.0, 

have shown greater stability i in its recruiting respectively. This suggests a correction of 
ian” practices during the “seed than either 3. 5 points in the origin- -mean differential a 

Bros, | law or big business. a Sa alee betwee een older and younger i informants in the 

In interpreting the means and present sample, assuming that business 
ngton: % regression coefficients, it i is important to note leaders are drawn randomly from the work- 

‘ederal two characteristics of the origin indices. ‘One ing population. This is obviously not ‘the: 

th rror his assum tion does case, but the err this assumption | 

The “compelling” character of the data of to ‘require 2 a correction less than 
the nineteen-thirties is strikingly evident in the | the one proposed. It may be reasoned, there- 
contrasting interpretations of mobility chances fore, that the gm means of business leaders 
offered by the Lynds in Middletown Middle- 
town in Transition. 
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78, 77, 75, 77 and 73, re- lar 
‘spectively, for the five decades studied. The 

- decline in origin means in this series would = 
be significant at the | 01 level. gnifica downward | trend time. 

(3). The clationship between occupa. 

suaraany AND CONCLUSION oN tional origin and size of business appeared — 
o be curvilinear. Highest origins were found 

To provide information on the ge general business leaders in middle-sized busi. 
correlates of occupational origins of business nesses, and the lowest origins among leaders 

leaders, data were obtained from samples the largest businesses. The mean origin 
of business heads in four cities located in of the latter group was significantly Tower | 

ecological r regions. Mailed questionnaires i in the group with intermediate numbers 
and follow-up interviews with random sam- of employees. ’ This pattern of origin means 

ples of non-r espondents | were employed as _ suggests that traditionalistic selection criteria 

field techniques. The follow-up relatively strong in the middle- sized 
which were intended as a_ check on bi bias businesses, while “rationalistic « criteria are 

the mail returns as well as a means of in- relatively strong in the larger and smaller 

creasing the number of respondents, businesses. Viewed in relation’ to current 
restricted to two of the four cities. economic trends, this means” we 
A total of 178 mail returns and 42 _— _ appears to imply an increase in the use of 

view returns _ were obtained from | 510 pro- achieved statuses as leader selection criteria 
Spective informants. Analysis of the occu- in the future. 

pational origins of these informants indicated (4) A marked the r recruit. 

g range of respondents born in the years 
(1) Occupational origin means of the re- 1900 to 1910 suggests that the depression i 

> spondents did not differ significantly between had a significant but ‘transient "stratifying 

cities or between regions. ake effect upon this occupational group. The per- 
(2) There was no clear- cut tendency in = ception of this effect and its projection into 

unadjusted data for origins either to in- the” future re may have been the source of 
crease or decrease it in time. _If adjustments several erroneous predictions regarding 

were made for (a) restriction in range of _ temporary t trends in vertical mobility in this 
recruitment during one decade, (b) a signifi- Society. 
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paper is addressed to the The general consensus 0 of these studies 
_ that urban- rural, occupational, and 

expansion or contraction of group other group differences in fertility widened 

differences in fertility in the United States in the latter half of the nineteenth century, 
since 1900. Some aspects of this problem presumably as as a result of an uneven spread 

| been investigated in varying detail acceptance of contraceptive knowledge 

naller 

Irrent 

for the United | “States! Great Britain, and practices. Developments since the 
and other countries in in W estern Europe.” turn the century, however, have 

been more complex. ‘Studies within the 
| ‘summary of this paper was prepared for ast t twenty years or so in the United States _ at the World Population Conference 

the International Union for the Scientific Study repeatedly -Teported evidence of & 

of Population meeting in Rome, Italy, August 31 — to the - general rule of an inverse 
to September 10, 1954, relation of fertility t to socio- -economic status, 

«See, eg Clyde V. Kiser, “Fertility Trends that is, , fertility in the middle groups being 
and Differentials in the United States,” Journal . the same or lower than that of the higher 

the American Statistical Association, 47, No. 257. 4 
(March, 1952), pp. 25-48, especially pp. 37-48; _ Classes. This has been interpreted by many 

Robert M. “Dinkel, “Occupation and Fertility in asa a consequence of the democratization of 
the United States,” American Sociological Review, birth control usige and as the foreshadowing 
17, No. 2 (April, 1952), pp. 178-183; Evelyn M. of g general contraction of group fertility 

 Kitagaw: a, “Differential Fertility in Chicago, 1920- 

“American of LVIIl, No. 
differences. adduced to ac- 

Since 1940, the 

‘Sociology, 33, No. 3 (November, 1932), pp. 398- _ have been observed are accredited to higher 

408; Clyde V. Kiser, “Trends in the Fertility of rates of increase among ‘the higher socio- \ 
Classes from 1900 to 1910,” Human Biology, economic groups. — 

5, No. 2 (May, 1933), pp. 256-273; Frank Lorimer 

in Various. Social Classes,’ Journal of 

af hypothesis that differences in fertility 

York: The Macmillan Co., 1934. between urban and rural areas in the United 
2John W. Innes, Class Fertility Trends in Eng- States have been in the process of contract-— 

1938; David V. Glass and E. Grebenik, “The 

and Wales, Princeton: Princeton University has by 

Family Census: A Preliminary Report,” in Papers 

4 the Royal Commission on Population, Lon-— eg., Frank W. Notestein, “Differential 
_ don, 1950; Dennis Wrong, Trends in Class Fertility ‘Fertility in the East North Central States, e) ‘The 

bE Differentials in Western Nations, Ph. D. thesis, Co- Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, xvi, No. 2 
lumbia University (in preparation), = = sera 1938), pp. 186-191; Clyde V. Kiser, Group 

other references to American and British ams and Wilkins C Fertility, 942; 
studies, see bibliography in Charles F. Westoff, liams an ilkins Company, 1942; Clyde V. Kiser — 
“The Differential Fertility Re- ‘Whelpton, Social and 
search: The Social Mobility Hypothesis,” The Factors Affecting Fertility IX. “Fertility Planning 

Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly , January, and Fertility Rates by Socio- Economic Status,” 
1983, xxxl, No. 1, pp. 24-38. For a more extensive — ‘The Milbank Memorial Fund Ce, xxvii, 

r- list of international references and summary, see No. 2 (April, 1949), pp. 188-244. 
United Nations, Population Commission:  4Clyde V. Kiser, “Fertility Trends and 'Differ- 

ent Consequences o of Population entials i in the United States,” p. 45. In this article, 

Trends, New York: United Nations Publication, Kiser’s attention is focused on comparisons of 
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Woofter, who “reported in his analysis that well-known of children 
“the data ; as they stand are... at odds with under 5, the mortality of these children, ang 

. 7 preconceived ideas ... ” and t that “available the mortality of women aged 20 to 44. Two 

measures of fertility rates from 1910 to 1940 other problems, 1 not confined to this measure, 
_ indicate some wide ning® of the gap between are differences in the age d distribution of these. 

. birth rates on the farm and i in the city....” women over time and | among Population 
od Woofter’ s net conclusion is that the ‘effect subgroups at a: given time, and the concealed | 
‘of rural-urban migration on these fertility — effects on fertility of changes i in the marriage 
measures: is so that no final rate, age marriage, duration of 
— can be given, marriage. A crude solution of some of these 

3 ss _ It becomes quite clear re anyone review- difficulties has been attempted here. In sub- 
- _ ing the literature on this subject that very sequent sections of this paper, other types 

few unequivocal generalizations about trends of fertility measures have been used which 

United States can ‘te drawn. present drawbacks. For the present 

paper is an attempt to shed more light on color and urban- rural fertility differentials, AM cd: 
however, the simple age distributions pre. 

data on several main variables from 1900 to sented in the respective census volumes have 
: 1950 and incorporating some recent findings been used to obtain the fertility ratios. These 
of a 1952 national sample “survey. ® Because ratios have been adjusted here both for 
_ of the nature of the data, most of the riirmgry peers and ‘mortality of children 

methodological problems remain unsolved; in under 5& and have been ‘standardized for 
some of the comparisons attempted, ad- age of women. ia 

ditional methodological impurities are intro-— _ The fertility ratios by color and urban- 
duced. methodological “objections of rural residence for the last half. century are 
Woofter and others still obtain. presented in Table 1 and Figures" 1 and 2, 

The general | trend for all groups 

“THE HE COLOR A AND URBAN-RURAL DIFFERENTIAL 1900 or 1910 and 1940 is downward; from 

8 The underenumeration and mortality correc- 

= 

In the ‘absence ‘complete birth | data 

‘extending back to the turn of the century, tions were accomplished simultaneously for white — 
the decennial census enumeration of children and nonwhite populations separately. ‘The tech 
der 5 years 0: of age can be used as a rough nique used for each _ census was to assume that 

he merat children to 1 year Id measure of births. The ratio of children the enumeration of children 10 to 14 years old 
is an accurate estimate of the number of children 

under 5 to women of of /Teproductive age (20- ~ born 10 to 14 years earlier minus the mortality " 
44) is used here as an estimate of the fertility experienced by this birth cohort. The observed — 

of these women for the five years prior of then i of children 10 to 14 years of age was 

the 

children 

definition 
to 44 

 accordin; 

suburbar 

each census. The numerous inadequacies of then inflated by the —— life table values — % 8 Th 

n measure have been elaborated by others. for white and nonwhite groups ‘ertlity 
y separately) the proportion of children dying be- is 

Three specifically related problems involve tween ages 10 and 15. (100 minus the average of | 

the values for ages 10 and 15). The original ‘Th 

SOp. cit. enumerated number of children under 5 was then | att: 
compared with the resultant computation and 

Bureau of the Census: Current ‘Popu- correction 

lation _Reports—Population Characteristics, Series rections, cou be obtained 1940 te 
20, No. December 31, 1953. The author because of internal migration. stantial 

like to this opportunity to apes Because the data available i in the conventional 

appreciation for the efforts that the Census Bu- census reports do not give the distribution of eo B 
reau has made to secure these sample data on number of children under 5 by age of woman, ; _ 

ave te fertility in the past and to express the hope 

that this work will continue in the future. ‘sary. The standard population used was that of 
Rs excellent discussions see Everett S. and women | by age and by number of children under) 

the method of indirect ‘standardization was neces- 

lowest | 
Lee, “The Differential Fertility of the 5 in 1940. This standard was computed from data hi he 

_ American Negro, Sociological Review, in a special monograph series— —U. S. Bureau of gn ved 

17 (August, 1952), pp. 437-439; and Warren the Census: Sixteenth Census of the United ‘the 

Thompson, Ratio of Children to Women, , 1920, - States, Population, Differential Fertility, (1940, and — 

1 

BY | 
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 Resic 

All cla 
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a 1940 
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1900 To 1950 (Aus, Rao ro Ae 

asure, 
‘these 
lation 
cealed 
Triage 

of 
these 

types 

740 565. 623° «(717 953 1 on of | 

Rural nonfarm 747 729 559 671 760 —12 

or 

(Total rural) 758. 742 623 752 «835 (928 

nd 2, | Urban 576 360 387475 

from | Rural farm —1,266 1,265 966 1,082 
= (Total rural) 1, 115 1, 083 970 1, $29 

correc- 1 Computed ‘the age distribution of the 1950 
white _ to 1940 Census definitions of urban-rural residence. The Census Bureau estimated the age distribution 
_tech- | for the rural nonfarm and rural farm populations. Statistics for the urban population and for total 
that, under 5 for all three classes were not estimated. . Comparison of the above ratios for the 

rs old definitions suggests that there may have been an over-estimate of the number of rural nonfarm women 
hildren g 0 to 44 years old, implying that the actual fertility ratio should be somewhat higher for this group 7 

etay according to the 1940 definition. The main consideration is the age distribution of women living in 7 
eerved suburban areas, since this group was directly affected in the re- 

values ®The subdivision of rural into nonfarm and farm | in 1910 is not for ‘these 
ae te q fertility | ratios for various reasons of noncomparability with later census statistics. This detail for 1910 
6 shown for other types of which include comparisons based wholly on Census 

cigel | — Census of 1900 did not cain the urban-rural definitions used in later censuses. 
s then 

1940 Census definition of rural 
anda | 

] cor- } 
tine here. “The exception to this 

wi generalization for the 1940-1947 period that — in nonwhite than in white fertility ratios in 
oman, the ‘increases in fertility ratios since 1940 rural areas. irae 
neces- have tended to be pr oportionately heaviest Although all of these sub-groups of the 
rat of | among groups: previously characterized by population contributed i in varying 1 measure to 
wae lowest fertility and lightest an among groups of : the baby boom, the trend in completed size a 

au of | highest fertility” ?° is essentially accurate of families was still downward in 1952. ee 
United a for the 1940- presented average number of children” ever born to” 

Tends and Differentials the through their reproductive age was about 
nited States,” p. 38. children 1910, 3.3 in 1940 , and 

DIFFERENTIAL FERTILITY IN THE UNITED STATES 551 

ildren Taste 1. NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 5 PER 

- Two WoMEN AND CoRRECTED FOR UNDER 
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Aut CLASSES: 
ww ae WHITE 

pe 

“Ratios for 1950 bosed on 1940 Census of urben- di 

j FicuRE 1. — of Children under 5 per 1,000 Wenn 20-44 Years Old for the United States by 
Color, 1900 to 1950, and by Urban-Rural Residence, 1910 to 1950. (Ratios standardized and adjusted; 

> 

CHILOREN 

Women 
20-40 44 «4 rae: 

ke” RURAL WHITE 

RURAL NON WHITE 

fer 1990 bosed on 9940 Census classificetion of urben -rural residence 

— 

Ficure 2. Number of Children under 5 per 1,0000 Women 20-44 Years Old for the United | States, 1900, 
to 1950, and by Color Cross-Classified with Urban- Rural Residence 1910 to 1950. aes standardized 
and adjusted; see Table 1 for complete description.) her 
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DIFFERENTIAL FERTILITY IN STATES 

jn 1952 the total population 1 (se both current and ‘completed fertility. 

The between white and lationships_ can be made. T The color differ- 

white, urban and rural, fertility over ential (current fertility) seems to have 
the past fifty years are analyzed in Table rowed up to 1920 to .93 and then to have 

TABLE 2. or Women EvER MARRIED FOR THE UNITED BY CoLor AND 
‘UrBAN- Rurat REsIpENCE: 1952,? 1940, AND 1910 “pest 

“Per 

100. (17.6 5S 20. 20.; 
100.017. 9 20.9 23, 19.7 

246 :100.0 14.60 15. 18. 27.8 

Nonwhites 

farm 

5,001 
Rural farm 988 

Statistics for 1952 based on women old and over; data for 1900 and and 1910 on 

2Statistics for 1952 include adjustment for the estimated fertility of women 

number of children ever born. Residence classification for 1952 is according to the new definition of 

Ss Source: Statistics for 1952 adapted from U. S. Bureau of the Census: Current Population ‘Reports—_ 
Population Characteristics, ‘Series P-20, No. 46 (December 31, 1953), pp. 12-14. Statistics for 1940 and — 

‘1910 ‘computed from data in U. S Bureau of the Census; Sixteenth Census of the United States. 

Population: Differential Fertility 1940 | and 1910: for States and Large ‘Cities, Weshington: 
Government Printing Office, 1943, pp. 7-17. 

3 by the use of ratios of white to nonwhite 7 leveled off. between 80 and .90. ‘The ratios 
= for completed size of family suggest a nar- 

of the color differential. White and 
‘nonwhite fertility are closer for the urban 

(92 in 1950) than they are for the rural 

population (.69 in 1950). This is true as well 

a for completed fertility, which showed a ratio The mature the is dis- 
cussed adequately in the preliminary | texts in 

these sources: listed table of 96 in 1940 ) for th the urban 

— 

le 
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The ap- a decade behind that of whites | (and 
; pears to have been fairly stable between 1 1910 in rural areas). a3 Along this” line, it 

—1940 , ranging between .54 and .60. pertinent to note that the color differentia 

_ Owing to the greater increase in uban fertility as measured by proportions childless has 
between 1940 and 1950, this ratio increased — been reversed since 1910. In that year, among 

E to .69 in 1950. The - evidence from completed white women 45 years of age and over, about 
fertility is inconclusive . For current fertil- 9 per cent reported hi having had no children: 

4 ity of nonwhites, there is some suggestion of for nonwhite women this figure was 7.5 per 
= contraction of the differential, although cent. By 1940 at least (probably “much 

1950 the rate for rural this had been 

~ 

to Urban: to Whitesto Whitesto- Urban Urbanto ; 

‘United 

bution « 
2 R; 

‘The rati 

> 

Completed Fertility 

increas 
general, offers pared to 23p per cent for. nonwhites. 

fertility” differentials are narrowing; ‘THE EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL dif f 
analysis of the urban-rural differential proves ERENTIAL 

"classes 
inconclusive except among nonwhites where 

“Unfortunately, there are no data. on a 
it ay appears to be very ‘slowly 1 narrowing. The 13 

difference between the fertility of urban and “~ cation by fertility currently available 38 that 
would reflect the more recent increase in 

§ rural areas remains greater within white and 
~~ “births that has occurred in and since 1947, 

Ronwhite | classifications than the difference data in Table 4 and Figure 3 reflect 

fertility « experience between 1942 and 1947. 

white ations with residence held and between 1935 and 1940. The fertility 
stant. In short, residence in the city | or in tios for b th t th ds show a 
the country is ‘related to greater differences ios or both of t _ Periods 
= fertility than is membership in the whi a inverse relationship 1 with women’s ; education. 

or nonwhite color group. This is due largely |The rates change between these two i 

(with its differences in values and 12 For additional evidence of similarities in 
productive behavior, see “The Differential Fertility 

It is tempting to argue the American Negro. 
@ 18 This information and other data on fertility 

Table that the fertility behavi ior of the from the 1950 Census will be available in tabula 

3 TABLE 4. 
— 

ij 

4 
Grade 

Less 

Taste 3. DIFFERENTIAL Fertiity Ratios FoR THE UNITED STATES BY CoLor AND UrsAn-Rvray ar 

High» 

om 
| a Year Aye 

il 

= 

e 

Grave 
Grape 

Grave 

| A 

Ficure 
7 Present 

standar 



rential 
3S has 

amon 

about. 

38 
* 

x 

62 
71 

> 
of ~ 19408 of Change 

years 

to 3 years 

1 Ratios for a all marital classes standardized by the age 8 all civilian women in the 

13 States in 1947; ratios for women married with husband present standardized by the age distri- a 

bution of this class in the 1947 civilian population. = «= = : 
- 2Ratios for 1947 refer to the civilian population; ratios for 1940 refer to the total re “mde 

_ The ratios for 1940 are estimates from data for native- ‘white and Negro women who in 1940 comprised pan 

about 93 per cent of all women 15 to 49 years old. stor 

Source: U. S. Bureau of “the Census, ‘Popuation Reports—Population Characteristics, 
Series P-20, No 0. 18 (June 30, 1948) » P. 

theless, the 

births to the 1942-1947 increase than women The 
f ] 1 1 att Th 14The corresponding figures for “all marital 

ucationa attainment. ‘The classes” are 29 per cent in 1940 and .19 in 1947. 
crease for college graduates, for example, These | per cent differences are simply a crude 

‘was close three times as great as the empirical method of deriving estimates (in single 

‘increase for women with less than 4 years sumber form) of the “spread” or variation among 

E a group of rates for the purpose of comparing 
of grade school education. The effect . } _ series of the same rates for different time - periods. 

differential increase has" been to narrow he conventional method of computing individual 
the differences amo among g the va various educational rates as ratios of a given rate, e.g. that of college 
classes. For 1940, the average percentage graduates, or the professional class, has also been 
3 

- difference between the marital fertility rates employed in the analysis of these data but is 
= not presented here because of space limitations. 

f each class and the unweighted ze of ; - of each c ass an e unweignte average 0 _ The inferences drawn from each method are essen- 
the seven is 21 per cent; by 1947 this was tially similar, 

( YEARS or ScHoou 

Couece, 4 YEARS OR 

HIGH ScHooL, 4 VEARS 
Hich ScHoor, 1-3 YEARS = 
GrAvE 7-8 YEARS 
Grape Scuoot, 5-6 YEARS 

CHiLoREN UNOER 5 PER 1,000 MARRIED Women 

FIGURE 3. Number of Children under. 5 per 1,000 Women 15-49 ‘Years Married and Husband 
Present, by Years of School Completed by the Wife, for United States, (1947 and 1940. 

standardized for age; “see Table 4 for complete 
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marital fertility from the high school grad- a is s recognized that this is an “exception” 
uates to the college graduates. in the statistical context of a crude or- 
_ The relation of fertility to occupational dering of occupational categories on a ‘scale, 

of the husband is presented in ‘detail A comparative cultural analysis. of these 

Tables 5-7 and charted in Figures 4 would consider such 

s there is little variation in low fertility ” the “ ‘clerical and sale es group. 

and 5. Considering first the average number — variables as income, mobility perceptions 
of children ever born to women of completed aspirations, consumption expenditures 

~: (Table 5, Figure 4) it is apparent and requirements, the role of women, and 

for each of the three time periods considered _ factors s which would g give sociological 
(1952, 1940, and 1910) that occupational meaning to these observed “occupational 

class and size of family are inversely re- fertility differences. 

_ 7 lated. It can be seen from these data that - Although 1 the pattern of differential erty 
the outstanding e exception to this otherwise by occupation has remained the same for 
regular in Inverse siummnee is ; the uniformly — completed fertility up t to at least 1952, there 

occurred a slight widening of the differ- 7 

ences among the occupational classes. By 
other analyses of differential fertility by occupa- 
tion, the six occupational classes from “Profes- 1910, the average percentage difference oi 
_ sional” to -“Unskilled” are referred to primarily tween the fertility of each occupational clas 

(i.e. sociation of “Service” and farm occupations). and the unweighted average of the six an 
‘The years 1952, 1940, and 1910, represent, of ee 4 
course, the Points of this: Sertility — 

whose completed fertility is shown for 1910 16 The differences for all 

"actually could have had these children anywhere vil nine xe classes was 15 per cent in 1910, 21 per cent 

1850 to 1910. in 1940, and 2 per cent in 1952. 

WOMEN 

Farm LABORERS ANO FOREMEN 

PROFESSIONAL 
PROPRIETORS, MANAGERS, AND 

ANO Sares 

SKILLED 
« 

> 

Semisknied 

ANO FARM MANAGERS 

Ficure 4. Number of Children per 1,000 Married Women Old 
_ Years of Age and Over by Occupational Class of the Husband for the United eaten, TO, 1940, 

standardized for see 5-6 for for complete ‘deacription.) 
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‘DIFFERENTIAL FERTILITY THE UNITED STATES 

48 per cent. This p: pattern | of fertility ‘change groups averaged only about a 4 per cent Bs 

‘is | consistent with the hypothesis that con- a The net effect of this reversal in 

traceptive practices were first employed ex- rates of change (which results statistically 
tensively | by the the white- collar classes and only in greater decreases in the blue-collar occu- 

gradually were adopted by the working pations over the entire span from 1910 to 

classes. The inverse relation of fertility to 1952) has been to produce a narrowing of the 
occupation the widening of the differ- differential. Thus, although the average per-— 

ences in completed fertility among occu- centage difference between the occupational 

( ~ pational classes from 1910 to 1 1952 can be fertility rates and the average was 18 per 
understood in terms of the more ‘rapid ; rates cent in 1910 and 20 per cent in 1940, it had 
of decrease in the fertility of the white-collar dropped to only 12 per es by 1952. -— 
classes (see columns on cent of change 

n Table 5). 

OCCUPATIONAL CLASS 
— HUSBAND 5 1,000 MarrieD Men 20- “59 YEARS 

PROPRIETORS, MANAGERS, AND OFFICIALS 
CLERICAL AND Sauce 
Semteo 
SEMISKILLED 

— 

IN 
II ES 

CLERICAL ANO SaLes 

FARMERS AND FARM MANAGERS | 

Farm LABORERS AND FoREMEN 

“4982 and 1947; and Number of Children under 5 Native- White, Married Women 15-49 
Years Old, 1940 and 1910, by Occupational Class of the Husband. (Ratios for age; see 

Turning an analysis of the of 
women in their reproductive years (15-44 - “unskilled group, due to the increase in fertil- 

years old), the same pattern of differential | ‘ity among * “farm laborers and foremen” and 
rates of | decline can be discerned. between the continued decrease among “ ‘farmers and 

ond 1940 (see Table 6), as was ob- farm managers. Differential fertility by 

"served | for women o of completed “fertility. occupation nevertheless has contracted, but - 
However, these wornen who were in this the: contraction of these rates is due wholly 

iad group in 1940 and 1952 (a. considerable to d differential rates of change within the 
of them at least) participated more exclusively urban. occupations. 

in the baby boom. } Moreover, women with © _ The fertility of women 15 to 44 in 1952 
in the white-c -collar occupations ex- ‘more recent trends than | the fertility 

proportionately greater fertility ‘of women over 45 years of age. . Even mo more 

increases than women whose husbands were sensitive to developments in later years are 

= 

~~ “blue- collar” occupations. Collectively, the the ratios of children under 5 to parents of y 

former averaged over a 20 p per cent increase reproductive. ages. These ratios for married 
in children ever born between 1940 and 1952, men 20-59 in 1952 and 1947 and ‘married | 

while the skilled, semi-skilled, and | unskilled women 15-49 in 1940 and 1 1910 are are are presented - 

7 

q 

| II 
| A CHILDREN UNDER 5 PER 1,000 MARRIED WOMEN" 15-49 VeARS oF AcE 

| 
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AMERICAN’ AN SOCIOLOGICAL ‘REVIEW 
TABLE (CHILDREN UNDER 5 PER 1,000 MEN 2 20-59 YEARS MARRIED ‘WITH WIFE 
a ENT FOR 1952 AND 1947, AN 

1TH Hu 1940 AND "1910, STANDARDIZED 1 FOR wy 0 

ofHusband 1952 194970 194 7-1952_ if 

Skilled 480 
Semi-skilled 7 

Farmers and farm managers 

fication of occupations; the and 1910 data are based on the 1940 Census “The 

and 1947 ratios apply to to only; the to all men, and the 

8Totals for 1910 refer to “husband gainfully occupied. 

_ 4Estimated for 1952 and 1947 from ratios presented separately for “clerical and kindred weheit 

Sources: Ratios for 1952 and (1947 m U. S. Bu Bureau of the Census, Curre | ‘does n 

1s, Sixteenth Census 
United States, "Population, Differential Fertility, 1040 ond 1910, by umber of Children’ 

wv nder 5 Years Old, 1965, pp. 81-84. 

in Table 72 ‘These data on current fertility for 1940 and 1910, one can | 
are unfortunately not comparable for the from comparisons between them that the in- | 
total time period covered, but they are Crease in fertility during the boom 

aa comparable between 1947 and 1952, | 

20 Tt 

occ do not 

n. Actually, = Cj 
‘the comparison of 1947 with 1982 is too din logical» 

Without to the 1940 and earlier fer- 1940, between 7 per 

for 1947 7 and 1952. 1 ” This analysis of current 
1947 | are ‘not directly comparable ™ to those 

The use of these denominators for the 
and the different age groups covered as compared = 19 The corresponding averages for the total nine 

to the previous analysis of color and urban- -rural occupational classes are 19 per cent in 1910, 22 ay 
differentials (women 20-44) was necessitated by per cent in 1940, and approximately 13 per cent 

— the Census Bureau’s use of these statistics in the for 1947 and 1952. The fertility of “farmers and 
recent publications, = ae managers” increased at a slightly higher rate 

18The ratios for 1940 and 1910 are based on (24 per (1942. 

white women only women 15-49 

fertility 

G 

3 
inverse 

| for the 
ed men aged 20-59 with ‘dentic 

— Wile present in 1952. The standard age distribution for an ratios is that of married women | _ entic 
__aged 15-49 with husband present in 1952, skilled 
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RENTIAL FERTILITY IN THE UNITED STATES ES 

fertility. conclusions, from the various groupings within the American popu- 
q analysis of children ever born to women 15 Jation has been in a process of contraction => 

44; that differential fertility among occu during recent decades. The evidence 

pational classes is vin the | of con- sented in this study, i in general, su supports this 

this pattern of change continues into More Precisely, the main findings of this 

the future, that is, if the higher cccupational study can be specified as “follows. There 
classes increase their fertility proportion appears t to be some evidence of contraction 

ately more than the” lower classes,?° ° or between white and ‘nonwhite fertility, al- 
pattern of fertility decline once again re- though since 1920 the telationship 

turns in which the manual or blue- -collar stabilized « at around 85 per cent of a 
group fertility declines at a more rapid rate The evidence on the e urban-rural —— 

than that of | the white- collar ¢ class, We can is 1 more inconclusive. Although the urban- 

look foward either to an eventual leveling of rural fertility ratios in 1950 are . the closest 
‘fertility rates or even a change an they have ever been in time 

to a Airect relationship. Evidence ‘of (around 70. per cent of unity), this is due 
to the | greater increases in ‘urban fertility 

— §. In 1952, for “a, the fertility ratios during the baby boom and is not prefaced ae 
s the top 1 two occupational classes were any observable trend toward contraction 
jdentical, and even exceeded that of the before 1940 except among nonwhites. The 

i i “skilled” as well as the ‘ ‘clerical and sales” data on the educational fertility differential 
“occupational g group. This change is consistent are inadequate. ~The available series show 
with the findings in the Indianapolis Study definite signs of contraction n between 1935— 
of direct -_Telationship between socio- 1940 and 1942- 1947. The main -generaliza- 
zonomic status and fertility among couples tion that can be offered about occu- 
who ) planned size of family.?* ‘T he empirical — 
observation nofa a direct relationship, however, _ d h an period in which the “differential 

does not exp ain it. © widened due to a more rapid decrease in the 
more complex theoretical front have 

Yates of the white-collar classes, there has 
he I lis Study: others w il 

‘made in it ndianapo is Stu occurred a a definite contraction largely be- 
be made, it is hoped, in the’ near seni 

ae _ cause of the ‘greater rates 0 of i increase of of ‘this 

— ‘group in the baby- boom 1 period. One result 

of this differential pattern of change has 

hers been to accentuate alteration. of the 

and other observers of population phenomena ‘traditional inverse relation of fertility to 

has been differential fertility among “occupation. Should ‘this: trend continue 

re The rates of change between 1947 and 1952 ‘the future, students differential fertilit 

not support this presumption. some day may well be seeking 
21 Cf. Kiser and Whelpton: Social on Psycho- of a direct rather than an invense relation- 

li logical Factors Affecting Fertility IX. “Ferti ity between education, occupation 
Planning and Fertility” Rates by Socio- Economic 
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[E UNWED MOTHER AND SAMPLING BIAS * 

ait, 
University. of California 

: 
resolved parent: -child conflict and represents 

+ Bthat historically a variety of etiological culties.” 
a factors have been’ ‘emphasized. Studies ‘made Equally evident from such 2 a ‘survey i is ‘the: 

during the 1920's stressed such causal fact that in the majority of investigations 
tors as “immorality” and “mental samples of unwed mothers 

ficiency.” * "1 During the 1930's findings were taken from | institutions, welfare 

“poverty,” ‘ “little “domestic studies surveyed, 39 or 81 a per cent ‘used 
occupation.’ ” Within the past two decades, samples unwed mothers taken from. psy- 

lainé charity in- 

“creasingly as an accepted "pattern of life stitutions and private ‘therapy cases. Another 

in a given sub-culture.3 However, the most 10.4 per cent of the studies 
ar emphasis at the present time ap- a particular s socio-economic or ethnic — 
pears to be upon psychological "processes. od sub -group, and the remaining 8. 3 per cent 

majority of current studies conclude comprised statistical analyses of ‘available 
that unwed motherhood i is a product of un- data from a national or international level — 

* Paper read at the annual meeting of the Amer-— 
“can Sociological Society, September, 1954. A ‘pre- .. This method of sampling has prolonged — 

4 liminary investigation out of which has developed the picture the unwed mother as being 

from over 500 cases of unwed as they “This p pore ; — 
trayal has persisted despite the -1See W. E. McClure, “Intelligence of Unmar f 

ried Mothers,” Clinic, XX (1931), pp. ° many professional people working he 
154-157; W. E. McClure and B. Goldberg, “In- mother that this is a 

telligence Mothers,” Psychological occurring quite fe frequently among middle | 
7 Clinic, ‘XVIII (1929), pp. 119-127; P. G. Kam- © income, normal an 

merer, The Unmarried Mother, Boston: Little, no a 
Brown and ‘Company, 1918; Willystine Goodsell, In an effort t to mother 

Problems of the Family, rev. ed., , New York: 1936, ‘hood on the basis of a non- -agency, ~non- ‘alk oe 
365; and G. B. Mangold, ‘Children Born Out of psychiatric and non- institutional _ sample, 

Wedlock, Columbia: University of Missouri Studies, the iaitoning study was undertaken, aa 
III, No. 3, June 1921, p. 41. 

2See Ruth Nottingham, “A Psychological Study 4 See 
of Forty Unmarried | Mothers,” Genetic Psychology Ld tions of Unmarried Parenthood,” American Journal — 

XIX (May, 1937), Dp. 228; of Orthopsychiatry, XIII (July, 1943), pp. 531- 4 

549; Helene Deutsch, The Psychology of Women, C) > 

City, New York: Columbia University Press, 1934, A Psychoanalytic Interpretation, Vol. II, New York: i } 
pp. 138-139; and D. F. Puttee and M. R. Colby, Grune and Stratton, 1945, Chapter 10; C. Toy 

The Illegitimate Child in Illinois, Chicago: a and | Glick, “Background Factors in 100 Cases 

: versity of Chicago Press, 1937, pp. 119-120. © Jewish Unmarried Mothers,” The Jewish Social 

- 8See Franklin Frazier, The Negro in the United Service Quarterly, XXIX (Winter, 1952), pp. 1s 
States, New York: Macmillan Company, 1949, pp. 160; Leontine Young, Out of Wedlock, New York: | mothe 

318-321; Hortense Powdermaker, After Freedom: McGraw-Hill, 1954; B. Hutchinson, ‘ per ce 
A Cultural Study in the Deep South, New “York: Mothers as Patients of a Psychiatric Clinic,” Smith — ter 0 
Viking Press, 1939, pp. 166-170, 204-206; C. S. College Studies in Social Work, XIX (February, — . 

Johnson, Growing Up in the Black Belt, Washing- 1949), pp. 102-103; Norman Reider, “The 
ton, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1941, married Father,” American Journal of Gohege 
Chapter 8; and H. Hertz and S. ,W. Little, “Un- chiatry, XVIII (1948), pp. 230-237; and J. Kasanin 
married Negro Mothers in a Southern Urban Com- and Sieglinde Handschin, “Psychodynamic Factors 

munity,” Social Forces, XXIII (October, 1944), in Illegitimacy,” American Journal of Orthopsy- 
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UNWED MOTHER | AND SAMPLING BIAS 

third for 2.9 per cent, and for 1. 5 per om 

medical ‘directory xf of County, Bal 

California. T he questionnaire requested data he extreme youth of the unwed mother, 
on the mothers of f all babies born out of which has been pointed out in the majority 
4 wedlock the doctors had delivered of previous studies, would appear 

during 1952 in 1 private practice (i.e., not Table 1 to be more typical of the institu-_ 

delivered | in a county hospital, | clinic (Or tional case than of the private practice case 
public institution). Of the 576 -question- (hereafter referred to as PR). Rather 

naires mailed, 409 or 71 ‘per cent were re- cite the findings of other studies using in- 
as Of the ‘409 doctors who responded, 7 stitutional samples, comparisons are limited 
a 8 per cent had delivered i in | private pracy | to the Booth Memorial Hospital data since 

TABLE 1. AcE OF THE Unwep a AND THEIR ALLEGED SExUAL Mates RECORDED IN PR DELIVERIES, — 
AS THE THE AcE OF ‘THE Unw ED MOTHERS AND THER ALLEGED SEXUAL Mates ‘RECORDED 

PR Cases Cases Cases” Booth Cases 

Per cent cent 

14.6 

Information — 27. 

ther divided into three categories: as. 304 per cent a unwed 
AM v unwed 1 mothers who had never been / delivered at Booth were 21 years of age 
married, eet mothers who were divorced _ or younger, 51.8 per cent of the PR cases | 
or separated 1 from their husbands, and (c) were 22 22 years of age or or older. This’ differ-— 

30 mothers who were re married but the baby ence would be even more - striking if the | 
, | was fathered by a man other than the Booth cases were not inclusive of divorced 

mother’ legal husband. . The data being widowed mothers , since the PR sample 

reported concern 137 unwed mothers of includes only unwed mothers have e 
tategory “a a” for whom data were reported never been married. The “alleged sexual 
by the doctors. Of these unwed mate reported i in PR cases also tends to be 

mothers, 83.9 per cent white, 13.1 older than the alleged sexual mate reported 
per cent Negro, 2. 2 per cent Oriental, and in institutional studies. Se we 

0.7 per cent no data were given. This Table 2 further illustrates how investi- 
1 _ represented the first child born out of wed- = gations using 1 unwed mothers from institu- 

6 of the 137° unwed tions and agencies may reveal factors which 

mothers, the second for 8.0 per cent, , the 

4 

A questionnaire was sent to a 

ak 

se 
di : 

is 

itio 
the 

4 

4 a 

thet 
nples 

thnic | 

lable | Percent 

with / Age categories are divided for purposes of comparison with the available data from Booth. 
The writer is indebted to Brigadier Cox for the Booth 

nen, | tice during 1952 a total of 252 babies born they occurred during the same year within " 

her. | _Outof wedlock. same county. Booth Memorial Hospital 

non- 

lica- a 

ork: g 
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bsy- tors had indicated delivering such an unwed i 
did not complete the questionnaire, unwed motherhood. Of the unwed mothers ag 
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"delivered in private practice, 38 per cent cepting to 
had attended or completed college and 26.2 operative as additions] factor in biasing 
per cent had not completed high school. samples of unwed mothers taken from 

_ For the unwed mothers delivered at Booth 5 ‘such agencies and institutions. For example, 
_ the percentages were 12.2 per cent and 52.2 in the present study, as indicated in ‘Table " 

cent respectively. A comparison of the the higher the educational attainment of 
educational attainment of the alleged sexual the unwed mother, the more likely that she 7 

‘came from out: of the ‘state. to have mates in the two groups also indicates a 

Taste 2: OF UNWED AND THEIR ALLEGED Sexv, AL Mates IN PR De 

ERIES, COMPARED WITH THE EDUCATION OF UNWED THEIR ALLEGED ‘SEXUAL 

_-Unwed Mothers Alleged Sexual 

PR Booth PR Cases Booth 

Attended or completed college 
Completed high school 

than 12th grade 
No information or other 

i... 

higher educational attainment for the al- baby in 1 Alameda C County. The | lower her 
leged father of the baby delivered i in private | - educational attainment, the ‘more likely she : 

“practice than for the alleged | father of ‘the was to have her baby i in the county 

The educational attainment of the unwed Taste 4. THe Occupations or 137 UNwep 
mothers’ parents" (Table 3), as well as as THE OccuPATIONS OF THEIR FATHERS, 

occupation of their fathers (Table 4), sug- AND THE Occupations oF THEIR 
gests that the educational and occupational 
level of 1 many of these unwed moth 

mi Occupations Mothers" Mothers Mothers 

“RESIDENCE AS A FACTOR IN BIASED SAMPLING ‘Per Cent Per Cent Cent 

The policy which many welfare agencies Semi- 

public institutions observe 0 of not ac- 

Taste 3. EDUCATION OF 

fother’s Mother grammar school 1 
Father Mother Skilled 

— Semi-skilled 

Per Cent Per Cent Not w orking 

College gr: graduate 

Less than 12th 
Occupational classification is taken from Dic- 

949. 

tend t 

Ve 

in the 

No inf = 

were 

the w 

q age 
and 
4 with | 
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year — | i “100.0 100.0 | olde 
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UNWED M MOTHER R AND SAMPLING BIAS 

resides. Thus the studies which 

on agency and institutional samples assu that the ‘unwed. is 
if tend to miss the unwed mother who is a very young girl who is exploited by a. 

| Lyd in an educational and financial = much older than she, and that the 
gsition to travel to another state in order less education she has the more likely she — 

to have her baby delivered away from home is to be exploited by an older man. How- 

in the secrecy of a doctor’s private practice. ev er, the following table indicates that 70 

Permanent Residence 
"Permanent 

nal County Alameda C Alleged Father's College School Grade 

Cent Per Per Cent Cent PerCent Per Cent 

pleted college pleted college 0 -30.¢ 0 25. 

= Education N=40 N=30 

Less than 12th than 12 

grade 39.8 22. 
11. 2 

* Chi-square for this table is 49.02 with p less 
than 001. The association thus appears highly sig- 

3 AGE DIFFERENCES AND 
nificant, even though the expected values | are less 

than 5 in some cells. 

given both ‘the “alleged father and “less than a 12th ‘rade education mated 

_ the unwed mother. Table 6 shows that the ¥ sexually with a man who was at the most 
| difference between the unwed mother years older than themselves. Only 50 
and the alleged father tends to increase per cent of the unwed mothers who had 

with increase ‘in the unwed mother’s attended completed college had as the 

of ‘their baby a man who was seven 4 
Tame 6. or 94 Unwep Com- or n ‘more years older than themselves. Some 
PARED WITH THE AGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN psychiatric and psychological analyses have 

Mace interpreted thi this age difference to mean ‘that 
Attended Com- 

pleted Less Than to work through earlier unresolved emotional 
High relationships with her own father. On | the: 

College School 
N N=20 of the above data the question arises 

; as to why this age difference does not apply 

to the less and the better educated 

or man is 1-2 

years older 

“Man is 3-6 years 

also available ‘on the of both 

the alleged father and the unwed mother. 
The data from Tables Ss 6 and 7 suggest t that 
the less" educated unwed mother is 

= 

= 

lasing 

imple, 

Table 
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AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 
often nated with a a sexual mate who is the disinterest the alleged sexual mate js 
same -age but who has more education than © true only certain” samples of “unwed 

e “primary” in ‘the industrialized 4 
and urbanized society, | it is interesting that 

_ occupational association appears to be Oper- 

pins ative as a situational factor in some of these 

ere were 89 cases for which data were ere cases of unwed motherhood. 
avalable"on the: occupation of both the 
unwed mother and the alleged sexual mate. SUMMARY 

‘This rather sharp contrast A preliminary survey of tl the in estigations 
from investigations of unwed mothers of unwed motherhood indicated that the 

_ taken from clinics and institutions, which majority of the samples studied ali belt 

emphasize that the unwed mother knows: taken from public institutions, 
little or at least gives” very little ‘about ‘the dient ‘sexual mate. agencies and psychiatric clinics. This method 

ate. of sampling has prolonged the picture of | 
again ‘suggest th unwed mother as being an extremely | ; 

disturbed female. This sampling procedure 
sxstapiinsaadiaiibamenedgiemmanapemmneccionte vis in part related to the ease with which © 

Number Occupation of Occupation of such groups can be studied. It is also related 
of Cases Unwed Mother Alleged to, and in turn reinforces, a like-causes-like 

il student college student motherhood as bad and emphasizes 

= TABLE 8. OccUPATIONS OF 89 Moruers AND” 

Stenographer and executive or ization 
Historically, the factors emphasized have | specifi 

‘The findings reported i in the present paper of his 
medical receptionist dentist 
‘beauty operator hair stylist ad _Tesulted from a deliberate attempt to sample munit 

barber mothers who do not go to agencies, schizo 
owner all or ii institutions. The data were based haps" 

the sal butcher ona 71 per cent response from 576 doctors 
Waitress cafe: owner and ro ided i nformation 137 nwed |. 

mothers delivered in private "practice in lation 
phone lineman and Alameda County, California, during 1952 

taller 

factory work york more inclusive ‘samples. in studies 
waitress w aiter 

“office clerk manager questions for future research. Of the 137 

domestic her employer 4 unwed mothers | deliv ered i in 

‘lab technician chemist 83.9 | per cent were 
musician 51. 8 per cent were 22 years of age or 

servicewoman serviceman = cent had attended or completed cole 

buyer (clothing) lege and 34.3, 24.8, and 35. 8 per cont. 
t 

re ranged from mental deficiency in the 1920's 

4 

theater 

Schizoy 
stenographer accountan respectively of their fathers, mothers and Sociolc 
secretary dentist alleged sexual mates had had attended or 

2 1 designer (clothes) store manager completed college; 

27 no apparent rela- 
tionshi e the excellent discussion by Kingsley Davis 

+ r the “evil causes evil” fallacy in “Illegitimacy 
the Social Structure,’ | American Journal of Soci- 

ology, XIN (September, 1939), pp. 215-283. 

— — 
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THE SOCIAL , ISOLATION HYPOTHESIS AND ND SCHIZOPHRENIA 

me 5 per cent were employed in professional — 70.0 per cent of those with less than a 12th 
white collar or were college stu- ‘grade education were mated sexually with 

4 a man the same age or not mor e than 
= two years their senior; 

90.0 per cent of those who had attended or 

that “ceived a ig 251. 00 dollars or more completed college were mated with an 
alleged sexual mate who had attended or 

oper. cent of those who came from out of completed college. 
‘these the state to have their baby in California | 

_ had attended or completed college; aw association appeared 
0.0 per cent of those who had attended or _ operative as a situational factor in some 

completed college were mated sexually of the 89 cases for which occupational 
‘ with a man seven or more years their were available for both the unwed mot mother 

liction 
ecome 

alized 

senior; oll the alleged “sexual 1 mate. 

HYPOTHESIS AND SCHIZOPHRENIA * 

— 

JHE effects of social isolation and has been made.* Pathe 

hav long been -Tecognized by spe- more, even if isolation is a valid etiological : 
sizes | in social and personal disorgan- factor i ‘in this: disorder, the 
tors.’ 
have 

til 

920’s nia, the most common of mental phrenia are little known, 

| disorder. schizophrenic is generally useful _ distinction between —“preci- 

5 depicted | as one who lives in a mental world pitating” | and ‘ ‘predisposing” factors in the ~ 
; of his own fancy, a sort of ‘ ‘pseudo-c -com- etiology of mental illness may be -recog- — 

mple munity” ? inhabited by creatures whom the nized.* The former includes those factors 
schizophrenic considers desirable or which accelerate the onset the disorder 

ased a haps at least ‘subject to. his control. Since while the latter are composed of those — 
ctors he thereby loses contact and communication - factors which present a susceptibility, ten- — 

_ with others, the nexus between social iso-— "dency, or predilection toward acquiring the 

“lation and this’ type of psychotic is plaus- breakdown. > It seem to assign 
ible. _ However, soc test of _ the 

specifically with the onset of schizophre- in t their specific 

8-10, 1954. Acknowledgments are particularly due Halmos, Solitude and Privacy, London: Routledge 
; Professor Ernest Mowrer for his helpful sugges- and Kegan Paul, 1952). Our study, however, is 

tions, and to Dr. Robert L. Sutherland, Director, concerned with a more severe disorder. _ i 

Hogg Foundation for Mental Hygiene, for agrant- —4Such a distinction is used, among others, by 
_ in-aid in expediting the project. rey ome E. W. Burgess, “Social Factors in the Etiology and 
— 1See R. E. L. Faris, “Cultural Isolation and the — _ Prevention of Mental Disorders,” Social Problems, 

mt _ Schizophrenic Personality,” American Journal of 1 (October, 1953), p. 54; J. D. Page, Abnormal 

Sociology, XXXIX (September, 1934), pp. 155- Psychology, New York: _, McGraw- Hill, 1947, 

169; R. E. L. Faris and H. W. Dunham, Mental 86f.; M. A _ Elliott and F. E. Merrill, Social Dis-— - 
Disorders in Urban Areas, ‘Chicago: University of organization, York: Harper and Brothers, 7 | 

_ Chicago Press, 1939, Ch. 11; and R. E. L. Faris, a 1950 (3rd ed.), pp. 281-284; and J. C. Coleman, 
Social Disorganization, New York: Ronald Press, Abnormal Psychology and Modern Life, York 

1948, Ch. 9. Scott-Foresman and Co., 1950, p. 136. 

A. Cameron and A. psychiatrist recently defined these factors 
¥ Pathology, Boston: 1951, Ch. 13 as follows: factors refer to “the 
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868 
soci 1 factors to the category of precipitat- ment of predisposing factors, for the quest, 

ing variables in mental ‘disorder thereby that is, of specific: ‘variables that led these 
‘providing a possible reason 1 why some per- particular individuals to acquire their dis- 

acquire mental aberrations while others orders. Since precipitating forces are 
no not. That As, a person who may as external to the individual, then 

a tendency to acquire a | particular mental in investigating such factors one must go. 

illness, but never comes in contact with ~ beyond such persons and look into their 
the agent which may precipitate its onset, social environment. 

will ‘consequently never manifest that aber- This: type of inquiry, therefore, does not | 
ration. On the other hand, if an individual — search for those factors which bring about | 
has no "predisposition to acquire a certain the onset of a ‘particular psychosis in 
disease, then _ his experience of an event particular individual. Rather, this” 

ae is is precipitant of that dis disorder will seeks to determine | at least ‘some of those 

not incur its onset in that person.*7 "aspects of social isolation in the general. 
methodological implication from. the population which “might precipitate or 

foregoing is that mental patients ‘incidence of schizophrenia 
serve as appropriate e subjects of analysis | any or all persons experiencing or about. o | 
of precipitating influences in mental paige bes such conditions. The logic thus 

order. Persons who een committed implied is is that when certain conditions that 
= and diagnosed as hav- been found to be precipitant Of schizo. 

q 
selective for the ‘determination of precipitat- 
ing influences. Me on the other 

= ditioning factors in the early of Mie. 

the individual’s ‘basic personality’ .” while pre- 
cipitating factors refer’ to those situational condi- Defining social isolation as the 

tions which . . . can operate as sources of strain off f d 

& severe as to precipitate psychopathological disa- or minimizing o contact and communi- 
bility,” (T. A. C. Rennie, cation with others, the major hypothesis 

munity Mental Health Research Study,” > in Ine states that those communities having high _ 
-terrelations Between the Social Environment and © rates: of schizo hreni will h @ con 
Psychiatric Disorders, New York: Milbank Me- P _have a 

Fund, 1953, p. 213f.). If certain variables, comitantly high degree of social isolation. 
therefore, in the social structure are considered as still remains to 

the onset of mental breakdown apart elements in social interaction 
the susceptibilities of individuals to acquire be ‘singled as conducive to social | 

these disorders, then much cloudy thinking and 
al 

misplaced criticism against Sociologists: leolation. W ith no ready measurement 
in this area can be averted. available, the following array of factors, 

See Burgess, op. cit., p. 54. amenable enumeration, and with 
An extremely sociologistic view might « deny no claim to finality or | completeness, are 

the existence of predisposing factors in the etiology, re garded as provisional criteria of social 
But to deny their existence 8 eria of s 

would mean that should social isolation, for exam-— er 

ple, be found to precipitate schizophrenia, then — or each of these actors are as follows: =|. 

every person in socially isolated communities logi-_ 7 

that is, of disorders in such areas would necessarily the of high 
_ be 100 per cent among the inhabitants of these ‘ 

T- 

areas. Since this is obviously untrue, the significance rate there is 

of individual susceptibilities to acquire these dis- 
orders must be recognized in addition to the (1) the knowledge of the name mes of 

ternal precipitating neighbors; 

4 4 
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te senting a mixture of both predisposing and_ ability of acquiring this disorder is greater 
precipitating forces; consequently, they may for its inhabitants than for the occupants fa 

paper presents the results of a test a 
_of some aspects of social isolation as preci 
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HE SOCIAL ISOLATION. HYPOTHESIS AND SCHIZOPHR 

(2) the estimated number of personal "related nineteen propositions 5 will thus 
friends; offer an empirical basis for evaluating the 

(3) the estimated ed number of degree of of the major so social iso- 

quest, 

these 
ir dis. 

_ Between the residents of high and low- “rate 

- communities, ‘there is no 

(4) The number ‘of persons renting or 
owning their places of residence; am 

i (5) the number of times moved within — 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 

The foregoing hypotheses are stated in 
terms of communities exhibiting highest and 
lowest known rates of schizophrenia, The 

underlying logic” of the design is ‘that if. 
social factors are valid precipitating influ- 
ences in the incidence of mental ‘disorders, 

migrating into the city; munities ha dif 
the length present in ‘incidence rates of certain psychoses 

should have concomitant differentiations 
certain social variables. ‘If social isolation, 

(8) There is no difference in the location therefore, is a precipitating factor i 
most of one sch between occupants etiology of schizophrenia, then communities 

of high ona low. schizophrenic areas. having high rates of this psychosis should 
have a correspondingly higher amount of s ~—? 

prob- cial isolation than low-rate areas. Further- 
reater »- Between the inhabitants of high and se more, in order for a factor of social isolation 
pants there is no be specifically precipitant of schizo- 
these | difference in: phrenia, this same variable cannot discrim-. 

membership in inate between areas of other psychoses. 
1 test an chime; Therefore, every null proposition rejected for 

‘membership i in 

(6) the number of places” lived before 
“6 then communities having extreme differences — 

yut to” 

thus 

that 

chizo- 

organizations; 

of the: manic- depressive ‘paychoees, another 
functional disorder which is gen- 

aly held to have. different syndromes 

the occupants of high and  etiolog Finally, if a similar significant 
areas, there i is no difference - is found for manic- 

ay 

city elections of the previous year; 
active church: membership. 

Low 

tting 
nuni- 

hesis 
high Wo schizophrenic “and manic- 

‘If this reveals a ‘significant ‘differ- 

tion, bands have held; ence in favor of the hypothesis in question 
what _ (15) the number of times quit, or toward the high-rate ‘Schizophrenic a areas, 

ocial Low Frequency of with other ticularly connected “to schizophrenia 

deemed warranted. On the other band, if 
tors, Between the inhabitants of high and low-— a significar nt difference is found for both 
with | | pate schizophrenic communities, there is no 

"difference i schizophrenic and manic- ic-depressive com- 
+g (16). the number of times going downtown munities, but no "difference found between 

& previous month; these high- rate areas, then the conclusion 

(17) the number of visits with friends in "that this factor cannot be feasibly regarded 

(18) the number | of visits to other areas § The e antithetical aspect of these two 
,” the city in the preceding four weeks; oe has been stressed by Faris and Dunham when yl 

ee d that manic-depression is connected “with ex- trips out of town state 
(19) the number of Ps ato tremely intimate and intense ‘social contacts 

‘during the previous month. is just the opposite from the situation 

ee ee _ of the schizophrenic, where isolation from such con- — 
The de degree of rejection the six tacts appears to be an associated condition” 

factors or clusters” elements and their cit., p. 173). 
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schizophrenia is no of these high and low 
seems justified. | rate communities for the two psychoses, 
For the period 1940 through 1952, it The following factors of social isolation 

was f found that 668 patients | were committed 7 were found to be significantly different be- 

to a local public mental hospital from the tween the high and low-rate schizophrenic 

city of Austin, Texas.® For this period age- areas: 
1 corrected incidence crates schizophrenia Anonymity. Residents of of the highest- -rate 

and manic-depressive ‘psychosis—the ratio schizophrenic c communities were found to 
of the number of patients diagnosed in these significantly few ver names of their 
Psychotic categories to _the number o of in- neighbors the _lowest- “rate 

} 

phrenia and of the -manic- psy- However, a further test revealed that 
chases wer then s separated from the two habitants of the high- -rate” schizophrenic 

tracts exhibiting the lowest rates of these areas knew significantly fewer names s of 

4 tracts having the rates ‘of differential manic- “communis 
Low schi 

disorders. oe their 1 neighbors than: those in the high- rate 

A systematic sample of these high and  manic- --depressive c communities Residents of | 
_ low-rate psychotic communities was drawn the high-rate schizophrenic areas also had sig- 

their residents so selected were inter- nificantly lower estimates of number 
viewed. Chi-square tests of significance for “of their personal friends than did the in- 

‘the six factors, and their related items con- a habitants of the low-rate schizophrenic | 
sidered conducive to social isolation be- e- areas. No difference i in estimates of the 

areas, were computed. The nun mber of friends was found between the | 
customary f five per cent level of significance occupants: of the differential manic- -depres- 

the minimal confidence limit the communities. While inhabitants of both 

statistical analysis the high-ra ate schizophrenic and -manic- de- 

acquaintances than those in 1 the low-rate 
neighborhoods, a subsequent test indicated 
that those in the high- -rate schizophrenic 

Thirty- three per cent of ‘the 115 
ee 

patients were residing in tracts communities had significantly fewer ac | 
and 10 at the time of their commitment, quaintances than residents of the high- sate 
while 29.5 “per cent of the 78 manic- depres- = 

sive” cases found in tracts 8 and 12. ; null hypotheses are re rejected. “These 
manic-depressive areas. Thus, , the first 

ot (These four ‘tracts lie adjacent to Austin’s 
central business district and, in the: case 

. of the first three of these tracts, extend to a 2 : f the city.) Tracts 1 nd was not found to be connected to the high- 

perip bys y.) racts 1 an rate schizophrenic communities as antici- | were the two lowest schizophrenic areas, pate d. Wi hile ‘both “high-r rate “schizo- 

findings are summarized i in Table 1. 

the lowest manic- -depressive areas were phrenic and d manic-depressive areas | had 
“tracts 5 and 2 2 with only 2. 6 per emt of nificantly 1 more persons r renting and fewer 

these cases. (Tracts 1, 15 , and 2 owning their homes than their low-rate coun- 
the edge of f the city, while tact is terparts, the high-rate schizophrenic com- 

town.) ) Of special is the fn fact that ct that there 10TIn calculating ot 

For a preliminary ecological study of this city, cant or non-residential structures within the bloc Ri 

& I. Belknap and E. G. Jaco, “The Epidemiology were omitted, since these conditions would reduce — 

of Mental Disorders in a Political-Type City,” Z their probabilities of knowing their neighbors. = 
in Interrelations Between the Social Environment 11 Halmos found an inverse relation between the 

New York: number of friends | of his and their anxi- 

Spatial Mobility. This factor in general 

totaling 3.4 per cent of these patients, while 

contained significantly ‘more in- 
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THE SOCIAL ISOLATION HYPOTHESIS AND SCHIZOPHRENIA 

habitants who were renting ‘than the high- a4 communities indicate a lower amount of 

rate manic-depressive neighborhoods. i eat inter- -city migration than those residing in 

Residents of the high-rate schizophrenic 1 the low-rate schizophrenic areas. 
j communities ‘were found to have” mov Inhabitants 3 of both high- rate schizo- 

within the city no more than occupants of phrenic and ‘manic- depressive communities 

the low-rate schizophrenic areas. No signifi- had a significantly longer length of residence 
difference in intra- -city migration be- in the in their low- 

‘ 
‘itie Bligh schizophrenic a areas * 

renic High manic-depressive areas " 

s of manic- -depressive areas 116 21. 2 
Ss 

-rate |  Highschizophrenicareas® 9 245 43. 1 

ts of | High manic- -depressive areas 464 — = 170 26. 8 634 53 

Per Cent 

8837.7 

High manic- -depressive ar areas ° 48. 
Low manic-depressive areas 54. 

"Estimated Number of of Acquaintances 

Above Median Below Median 

Low ‘schizophrenic a areas 

High: manic- depressive areas * 
Low manic-depressive areas 

Chi- 01; Pp less than 

© Chi-square=35.31; P less than os 
* Chi-square=16.98; P less than .001 (Median= 25) 

* Chi- 10; P less than .001 (Median=171) 

tween inhabitants of the differential counter- -areas. subsequent test revealed, 

depressive areas was also found. Occupants however, there is no difference 
of the high- -rate schizophrenic communities length residence the occupants 

found to have lived significantly these high-rate psychotic communities. ‘Table 
fewer places before migrating to the city 2 ‘summarizes these findings. 

| of Austin. than those in the low-rate schiz- Summarizing the factor of spatial 
mm ophrenic areas. No significant difference in mobility, two of the four null “propositions / he 

. this factor was ‘found for the high and low- were rejected, indicating ‘that more residents _ 
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in fewer places coming to the ‘city schizophrenic communities , since onl one 
at other rchotic the four null hyphotheses _ concerning 

areas. Their spatial mobility, | consequently, this trait was rejected (Table 3). Both the ‘ = 
cannot» said to to be any higher than ‘high- rate schizophrenic and manic- -depres- | 

residents in other areas. sive areas were found to have significantly 
| oe Social Participation. This factor was also” _ fewer members of professional organizations — 

| not to the rate. >and labor unions the _low- rate com 

‘Low schizophrenic areas 5.0. 35. 

by 

a 

Low mar 

Median Median Totals 

Low schizophrenic areas 

- 
a Number of I Places Lived Befo ore 

Coming tc to the the City 

Above Median Median 

"Below Median 4 Totals 

N Per Cent N Per Cent 

High schizophrenic 

schizophrenic areas 

High manic- depressive areas" 

Low manic- depressive a1 e areas 

‘High schizophrenic area: areas ! 
= manic-depressive 4 ll 

1 

79; P less than oO 
* Chi-square insignificant (Median=2) 
Chi- -square insignificant (Median=2) 

Chi-square=22.85; P less than .001 (Median=2) 
Chi- -square insignificant (Median=2) 
Chi-square—40.80; P less than .001 (Median=14) 

Chi-square=8.00; P less than .01 (Median=15) 
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schizophrenic a areas 
Low schizophrenic areas 

"High manic- -depressive areas ” 
Low manic-depressive 

ni S High schizop renic area 
High manic- -depressive areas 

q 

Low schizophrenic areas 

schizophrenic 

High manic- -depressiv 

Professional or Labor Organiza 

Per Cent Per | Cent 

Members 

NI Per Cent 
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IFFERENTIAL SOCIAL F PARTICIPATION BETWEEN SCHIZOPHRENIC AND > Mantc- DEPRESSIVE 

tions 

Cent 

ae 

py: 
149 

6 

(81.0 

32. 

= 

31.9 

10.6 

49.20 

oting in Two 

6 
= 

M46 50.3 

High schizophrenic areas” 

Protestant Catholic 

Per Cen 

High schizophn renic 

Low schizophrenic areas 
4 

High manic-depressive areas 1 

q low manic- e-depressive e areas 

High  % 76 47.2 
High manic- areas 125 71.0 

29.3 70.7 a 

Church 
Per Cent 

*, - 

N Per Cent 

pa 

t 

(26 
(28.2 

(36. 26 16. - 48 

{= 

“High 

_ *Chi- square=34. 13; P less than .001 
» Chi-square=6.56; P less than 02 

> * Chi-square—58.11; P less than 001 
* Chi-square insignificant 
Chi-square=120.23; P less 001 

-square=29.80; P less than 
Chi-square insignificant ‘er. 

b: ' Chi-square—44.23; P less than .001 

Chi-square=9.99; P less than .01 
square=25.00; P less than 

Chi- i-square in insignificant 

N Per Cent 
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munities. No | difference, however, was found held significantly ‘more jobs: than the low. 

_ between th the high-rate areas in such member- rate communities, while no such differen! 
was found "between the “manic-depressive 

“tenth is” rejected, areas. The fact of ever having quit or 

_ since residents of the high-rate schizophrenic — “a been | discharged from a job cannot be 
communities had significantly fewer mem-— deemed precipitant specifically of /Schizo- 

bers of lodges or fraternal organizations phrenia, however, since Significant 

_ while no ‘difference was found between the difference ‘between high and low-rate 

-manic- -depressive areas. schizophrenic communities was found fo for 

While residents of both high-ra rate this characteristic. 
phrenic and manic- -depressive ‘communities Low Frequency of Interaction with Other 

were to have voted significantly less This factor seems indicative of 
in the recent presidential election and a _ schizophrenia a as indicated by the mn 

recent city council election, no difference — of all four of the _ remaining null prop- 

was found between these high- rate areas s  ositions, Presented in Table 5. Residents of 

were” found” between the psychotic com com- went downtown significantly fewer times in | 
d munities in church a affiliation, no hogeenrdl 
4 

_in their voting behavior. While differences high-rate schizophrenic communities 

the four-week period prior to the interviews | 
_ than did those in the low-rate schizophrenic — 

membership. areas, while occupants of high- -rate 
This factor, therefore, of low manic- -depressive neighborhoods showed 

- ticipation was less supported by the findings _ significantly higher frequency of such trips, 
than anticipated . It is possible that an ex- in direct opposition to the pattern shown _ 

tension | of the number of voluntary associa- the: high-rate schizophrenic areas. A “similar 
tions from the four realms of participation contact | between the _the schizophrenic and | 
entailed in this study may reveal ‘more manic- depressive areas was s found in 1 the 
differences such participation “between number of visits with friends in the pre- | 

the ‘differential psychotic communities. From vious month. Inhabitants of the high- rate 
the results of this inquiry, however, only schizophrenic areas showed significantly 

was revealed in the » amount of active church 

sch 
schi 

‘High ma 

in the realm of lodges and fraternities do fewer visits than the low-rate schizophrenic — 4 
inhabitants of high-rate schizophrenic a1 areas — neighborhoods, while those in the high- = 
exhibit less p participation. Whether ‘or not manic- depressive areas visited friends nei- 

; this particular aspect of low social partici- ther t more nor less than the > low-rate mani 

i pation is specifically related to the onset of | depressive communities. et eee — 
4 schizophrenia is only conjectural. Low social _ Residents of the high- -rate schizophrenic. ‘ 

at least, is _apparently related areas were found also to have visited other 
areas of the e city significantly less than ‘those 

to any mental disorder. in the low-rate schizophrenic communities, 
Occupational Participation, while no difference was found for the differ- 

the three hypotheses involving this criterion ential ‘manic- ;. The 

of isolation were rejected, with the high- 

participation, as. ‘summarized in Table 4. munities traveled out of town significantly 

_ Not only the high- rate schizophrenic but fewer times: in the previous month than 
also the }_high- rate manic- -com- those ‘the low- rate areas. 

counter. areas. A subsequent test showe 

however, that the high "schizophrenic 

ment than the high- rate manic- interaction with other areas by inhabitants, 

‘communities. Inhabitants" the ‘high- rate of the schizophrenic communities, the in- 

schizophrenic areas also were found to have — ference that low Ny a interaction is 
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| was found to be significant between 

i occupants of high- rate psychotic a areas” tenability. of the social) isolation 
their friends living closer by than 

THE SOCIAL. ISOLATION HY POTH HESIS- AND SCHIZOPHRENIA 

"particularly conducive to social isolation and ‘SUMMARY AND ‘CONCLUSIONS | 
to the preci pitation of schizophrenia appears 

"With the rejection of thirteen out of the = 
to be consistent with these findings. a ae. 
“The factor of remote location of friends nineteen initially proposed null propositions © 

both concerning elements of social isolation and 

_ psychotic communities, , but in an unex- 

pected: direction. The results indicate t that fo 

High schizophrenic areas * “4 505 SS 93.5. Fy 

‘High manic-depressive areas 245 aa 

No PerCent 

High manic- depressive areas 50.6 (49.4 

93 6 807 
= 

Quit or Fired irom Jobs 

ne 
“31. 

505 

Low manic- e areas 

Adapted from U. S. Census of 1950, Census Tract Statistics, 

Chi-square=259.16; P less than OOL 
Chi-square=31.79; P less than 
Chi-square=94.06; P less than .001 
Chi- 18; P Tess than 001 (Median=2) 

Chi- equate insignificant 

Chi-square 

hypothesis seems warranted. high- cate j 
the Jow- communities This may be. schizophrenic communities w 

have more social isolation as indicated 

those in the low- rate polar- areas. Or it = _ the following factors of their inhabitants: ee ss 
further indicate social isolation by indicating 

| lack of friends in remote areas of the city, a 
reducing the range or horizon of Fewer 

Knowing the names of fewer neighbors. a 
(2). Fewer personal friends. 

| 
difierential incidence Of schizophrenia 

| bur census tracts of a middle-sized city, the po 

TABLE 4 OccUPATIONAL PARTICIPATION BETWEEN SCHIZOPHRENIC AND 
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(6) Greater — and their a ap- 
ra ) More job turnover, = = propriate factors seem to suggest that a 

(8) Fewer visits to the central business dis- formal index of social isolation can be 
“trict. ih formed with the above items as its core or 

(9) F ewer visite with friends. — j foundation. . Perhaps v with such an index, or 
even a scale, a more precise measure of the _ (10) Fewer visits to other areas of the city. 

(11) Fewer trips. out of t town. -Telationship | between social isolation 
schizophrenia can be obtained. These ae Less inter- -city migration. 

— (13) Fewer friends in remote area sl tors, at least, may serve as the beginning of 

TABLE S. DIrFERENTIAL FREQUENCY OF INTERACTION OrHER Areas BETWEEN SCHIZOPHRENIC AND 

schizophrenic areas* «40.0002 «63 0 

q High manic- depressiv e areas 48 64.9 

High schizophrenic 2 areas® 41 38. 61. 

Number of Visits With Friends 

Above 3 Median Median 

Low schizophrenic areas 92.3 Eastern 

High manic- depressive areas ° 74 
manic- depressive areas” = = 50. 

Number of Visits to Other Areas 

Above ‘Median Below Median 

oN Per Cent ‘Per Cent 

areas‘ 8 = 67.6 105 SB 
Low schizophr nic a a 74.0 26. 0 7 

vber of Out of Town 

bov Median Below Median 

Per Cent N Per Cent ON Cent 

Chi- -square=5. 79: P less than 4) 

© Chi-square—13.22; P less than Median= 
Chi-square=28.52; P less than .001 (Median=3) Psy 

square=30.82; P less than .001 (Median=3 1946; 

B. 

Chi-square=5.02; P less than 05 (Median= B. Lo 
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a search for additional ‘aspects | iso 

tion that might eventually constitute a indicated. At least the prevalence 0 

valid and more reliable measurement of this degree of social isolation in those communi- 

phenomenon: of social disorganization and and ties known to have high 1 incidence- rates of 

its crucial relation to schizophrenia. has been empirically 
Nevertheless, the tenability of the hy- established, and warrants serious considera- 

pothesis relating social isolation to the inci- tion as a precipitating influence in the social 
dence: of schizophr enia _Telatively etiology of ‘schizophrenia. 

SOCIAL MOBILITY AND MEI MENTAL ILLNESS 

hee Deen patients. y ‘The r ‘research reported 
both by psychiatrists 1 and sociologists.? has attempted to do this.> However, before 

~ Some empirical research h has been done on the findings are presented, the methodolo- 
the psychiatrists and sociolo-— ‘gical procedures involved in the study will: 

= reported here is supported by a grant RESEARCH DE DESIGN 

from the National Institute of Mental Health of Poo 

United States Public Health Service to Yale _ This research. was s designed : 80 ‘ha class 

University | under the direction of Dr. F. C. Redlich, | - position, on the | one hand, and the presence — 
Chairman, Department of Psychiatry, and Pro- or absence of diagnosed functional mental — ; = 

fessor August ‘&B. Department ‘of illness, on on the other, could be controlled. 

1Sigmund Freud, ‘Collected Papers, Vol. III, No. it was reasoned that holding each 0 

4, Psychoanalytic Notes Upon an Autobiographical these factors: constant, premised interre 
Account of a Case of Paranoia (Dementia lationships~ between ‘social mobility 

pp. 445 ff; Karen Horney, The Neurotic illness could be found. achieve 
‘Personality of Our ‘Time, New York: Norton and this objective e, samples psycho- 

» Inc., 1937 Pp. SO-82, 178-179; 
Myerson, , “Review of Mental Disorders in Urban view, 3 (October, 1938), pp. 724-737; John Dollard — 

Areas,” American Journal of Psychiatry, 96 (Jan- and Neal Miller, Personality and Psychotherapy, ha 
1940), pp. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1950; Evelyn Ellis, “So- 

=.3 Pitirim Sorokin, Social Mobility, New York: cial Psychological Correlates of Upward Social Mo- : 
- Harper and Brothers, 1927, “especially, pp. 510-511, | bility Among Unmarried Career Women,” American 
IS, 522-525; W. L. Warner, “The Society, The Sociological Review, 17 (October, 1952), pp. 558- _ 

of Psychiatry, 94 (September, 1937), pp. * The_ present research team is composed of 
R. K. Merton and Alice S. Kitt, “Refer- psychiatrists, Drs. F. Redlich and B. 

ence Group Theory and Social Mobil ity,” in R. Roberts, and tw wo sociologists, B. 
Merton and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Studies in the and J. K. Myers. ta lg 
Scope and Method of “The American Soldier, in 5 For earlier reports on this research | see: A. B. 

Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1950, pp. 84-88. ‘Hollingshead and F. C. Redlich, “Social Stratifica- 

Ruesch and others, Chronic Disease and tion and Psychiatric Disorders,” American Socio- 
Psychological Invalidism, New York: American So- logical Review, 18 (April, 1953), PP. 163-169; F.C. 

ciety for Research “in Psychosomatic Problems, — Redlich, A. B. Hollingshead, et al., “Social Structure 
(1546; J. Ruesch, Annemarie Jacobson, and Martin and Psychiatric Disorders,” American Journal of 

B. Loeb, “ Acculturation and Illness,” ——— Psychiatry, 109 (April, 1953), pp. 729-734; H. A. 
Monographs: General and Applied, 62 (1948), Robinson, F. C. Redlich and J. K. Myers, “Social 
Whole No. 292; John Dollard, ‘ “The Life History — and Psychiatric Treatment,” | American 

Community Studies,” American Sociological Re- Journal al of Orthopsychiatry (April, 1954) 
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ibility and adjustment, but who had 
4 psychiatric ‘of the New not entered ‘the involutional period. The 
_ community. ‘Comparable control sub- samples ages of the non-pz -patients were held to the 
of non-patients from classes same limits comparisons: could be made 
were drawn from the general population.’ . between the two groups. “tar ae 
The sub- -samples were selected from non- : Detailed data were collected on on each jour 

adjacent classes because we believed that the © patient by the psychiatrist and sociehegila on any 
influence of class factors could be deter- with a 128- -page schedule.* While the data compat 

¥ 

mined 1 more easily i in from distinctly were being assembled on “the patients, the | 4 short, 

different classes than persons from Sociologists interviewed the -non-patients | all P sy 
adjacent classes. Classes" III and were v with a shorter schedule. — 

4 selected for the following reasons: first ‘The representativeness of the sub-samples | the 
4 these classes have sharply ‘different preva- of patients and non- “patients to their New I 

and clz lence rates” for ‘treated schizophrenia and propriate universes was crucial to the re- 
_psychoneurosis; second, they have not been search. This was complicated by the differ. 

| research; and third, they comprise approx- Taste 1. Numser oF Patients anp Non- mobilit 
40 per cent of the population of the ___Stuprep By Crass tested. 

_ Each class may be characterized briefly 
follows: Class III is composed of pro- Classes Neuroti interre 

~prietors small businesses, _white- -collar - Classes Neuro Conia, | factors 

are, for the most part, high-school graduates. | “mobil 

These people live in apartments, flats, and _ Total” ga ( 

family dwellings: in widely-scattered —— discrep 
residential areas. Class “is composed al- 2 

propos 
skilled workers who. » typically have an ele- Were obtained. Patients who met the require- 

mentary education or less and who live in _ ments of the research design were selected _ 
‘Zz most crowded slum areas of the city. ‘individually. The non- patients, on the other 
The combination of patients from two. hand, \ were selected at at random from the 5 

different diagnostic categories and two social “cent systematic sample of the 
s with non-patients from the same —, ’s population used in earlier a4 

exclusively of “unskilled and semi- ences in the ways the two sub- ‘samples 

classes produced the six cell research design _ of the research. Representativeness of the 
presented in 1 Table 1. A glance at Table .: “non- -patients was ; determined by comparing — 

= show that each of the four cells for them with | the systematic sample of “the 
"patients is filled with minimum of | 

cases; ; each “cell for non- -patients is popu- an parts. the te: 

patient ; the second was filled out 
All individuals i in the e study, patients. and by a psychiatrist in an interview with the patient's — _ extens 

-non- -patients, are white between the The third and fourth parts were filled Work 
«§ ages of 22 and 44, These a age limits were out by a sociologist in interviews with — —_ 

imposed because attention was focused upon 1 of the patient’s family of orientation and his = gy 
family of "procreation. In addition, considerable 
4 “material came from the clinical record the | 

Ye A Psychiatric ¢ ar of patients in the New “clinical interview that Dr. Redlich had with each — - were " 

Haven community on December 1, 1950, was taken « ‘patient at the end of the interviewing process. q whethe: 
by the Research Team. For a report of this ac- Asa last step, the team developed two assessment — wat 

tivity, see A. B. Hollingshead and F. C. Redlich, _ schedules to evaluate the data systematically. The ef 
“Social Stratification and Psychiatric Disorders,” schedule covered the following areas: psychopatho- Stratific 

op. cit., p. 166. logical history, history of physical illnesses, attitude logical 

7 A systematic 5 per cent sample of the ‘popula- toward psychiatry and psychiatric treatment, social os 
tion of the New Haven community in November, identification, family dynamics, education, Structu 

was interviewed by the Research Team. This 

is reported ir in ibid. 

ethnicity, recreation, occupation, housing, and socia 
— 
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SOCIAL MOBILITY AND } 

general 1 populati on. on on the following vari- thesized relationship between st states strivi 
ables: age, sex, religion, ethnic ‘origin, and and mental disorders was s probably different 

dass score. The patients were “compared in the several classes. The second proposition 
with the psychoneurotics and schizophrenics ~ args formulated after preliminary analysis 
in the psychiatric ‘population ® on the same _ of data on mobility indicated -inter- 
variables. No significant difference "relationships between the disorders of the 

found at the 5 per cent level of confidence psychoneurotic and schizophrenic patients 
iologists | 98 any variable when the two groups were and their efforts to realize their aspirations. _ : 
he data compared with universes.1°- In Unfortunately, we to make | 7 

nts, the short, the patients were representative of a analyses in the _non- -patient group, 7 

patients | all psychiatric patients in their appropriate - because the data were not identical for the ; 
age, SeX, class, and di diagnostic groups, and patients and non- patients. 

samples non-patients were representative of the 
| New Haven in their age, “THE FINDINGS 

the re and class groups. When the representative- 
differ. ness of the two sub-samples was established, Propositior ne: A chieved Social Mo- 

a assumed interrelations between class position, — bility. Statistical tests of the first proposition a 

mobility factors, and ‘mental illness w were were” dependent upon the measurement of 3 = 

achieved social mobility. It was” measured 

general proposition under “study by the _of Hollingshead’ s two factor 

— hypothesizes s that in the several social classes, of Social Position. his Index is 
interrelationships exist between mobility based ‘upon education and occupation. T 
factors and diagnosed psychoneurosis and it, the number of years of school the 
schizophrenia. ‘Data on only two types of ‘individual has completed is scored on 

0 mobility factors are reported here. They educational s scale; likewise, his occupation 
i 1) achieved | 1 mobility 1d (2) is scored on an occupational scale.!2 Then, _ (1) achieved social mo ility, and Pp hen, 

discrepancies between scale value for education is multiplied 

achievements and his aspirations. A A specific by a weight of six, and the scale value 
amples proposition each factor was stated as for occupation by a weight of eight. The 
>quire- follows: resulting calculated score is assumed to be 

lected measure of the individual’ S position in 
ee (1) A differential relationship exis exists in the 13 

. amount of social mobility achieved by non- “Two Ind od ch 

com- | — or schizophrenics, in classes III and V. ‘ca patient and non- patient. The first was the a 

_ (2) A significant discrepancy exists betwe een > score of the individual 's parental family; 

al a class III, or a class V, psychoneurotic’s or the second was the score of the individual 
paring achievements and aspira- being studied. ~The difference | between the 
yf the tions, score of the parental family and the score 

The first pr proposition grew out of analyses of individual in n the study, whether 
‘positive or negative, was used as the measure — the team had made of different aspects 

‘mobility among 847 schizophrenics in an 
stient’s | extensive reported. That The ‘occupational rating used here was the 

lly hypho- job the patient held before he entered treat- 

his followed in his mature years. 7 
The patients | in the ‘men- The scores on this Jndex range from 14 to 98. 

tioned in Footnote 6 are referred to here. A score of 14 represents the highest position an — 
id the 

_ Chi-square, the t-test, and analysis of variance individual could reach by a ‘combination of 
used on appropriate v ariables to standing educational and occupational achievements 

_ Whether the sub-sample under test varied signifi- and 98 the lowest position. To receive a score of _ ssment — 
The “cantly from its parent universe. 14 an individual has to have a graduate professional 

Hollingshead and F. C. Redlich, “Social degree, and be engaged in a profession, or be a 
Stratification and Schizophrenia,” American Socio-— high executive in a large business. A score of 98 

logical Review, 19 (June, 1954); A. B. Hollings- - is assigned to an individual with less than seven ‘ocial 
ligion, head and F. C. Redlich, “Schizophrenia and Social years of schooling, who is an unskilled laborer. 

| Structure,” American Journal of Psychiatry, 110 All degrees of education of fall 

March, » 1954), pp. 695-701. = within these extremes, 
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If the difference was s positive, , the individual 
was considered to be upward mobile; if id tween both the psychoneurotics and the non- 
negative, he viewed downward patients, and the schizophrenics and th 

When achieved social mobility had been dicate a definite ‘interrelationship between 
defined, the c crucial was: Have > the social mobility mental | illness. The neurotic 
psychoneurotics or the schizophrenics in controls have been the least mobile, and | clusions 

either class III or class V been ‘significantly — the schizophrenics the most mobile of the first, th 

upward ‘mobility be- 

more mobile ¢ or less mobile than the non-— three: groups. This: suggests a correlation 
patients? Answers to this question _ between the extent of a class III individual's come 

sought by making a a series of comparisons _ achieved mobility and the severity of his | social é 
social mobility scores of the non- -patients _illness.1®_ that exi 

_ Achieved Social Mobility ‘in Class Mi. 2. MEAN Mosiity achieves 

individuals.’ As we expected, _achieved "Points Achicved in | attain 
social m mobility class III was | almost jobs tha 

the inf 

downward mobile by as many a as 10 ‘points; Non-patints choneur 
one was a non- -patient, one was a psycho- -Psychoneurotics 

one was a schizophrenic. All Schizophrenics 

amounts. Three patients moved upward more i Since the achieved mobility scorces were 

_ _ than 50 peints. ‘All were females; one was a calculated by comparing the scores of the | nn Tab! 
% : a4 psychoneurotic ; the others were schizo- present generation with the parental gener- that the 

_~phrenics. ation, the next step was to determine if the | 
The amounts of f mobility achieved by the the non- -patients, the psy choneurotics, and “moved 

-patients, , the psychoneurotics, s, and the schizophrenics had the same, or different, 
"schizophrenics, are summarized in Table 2. parental base lines. Components included 

Table 2 ‘shows that, in comparison with in the base line were: (1) the Index of Social “neurotic their parental families, the “non-patients Position of the family or orientation; (2) -pat 

moved upward 20 points, the psychoneu-_ — b 

Rates 27° points, and the 
— 10 per cent level of confidence ; the schizo- 

a ; “% 14 Difference in scores between the parental and - phrenics and the non-patients beyond 5 per cent — Th 

present generation could be a consequence, level of confidence. Interpretation of these levels | ifferenc 
4 either of the increased amount of education re- word of explanation. the fami 

-comparis 

schizoph 
nificance 
20 Ac 

‘diflerent 
V indivi 
but the 
enough, 

4 ceived by the present generation, or changes in The t-test was used to test significance of differ- 3 
the occupational structure that have occurred over ences. When this ‘test is used on relatively small 

generation. A third possibility is that they are samples with large variances the degrce of 
a combination of both. Although this point is of nificance that may “be expected is limited. Since — 

q general interest it is not germane to this discussion, a our _ samples were small and the variances were 

because changes in the educational and occupa- — large, the significance of the differences stated = 

=. tional areas of the culture been controlled is conservative. 

the research design. Ser. 18 When the distinct I 
_-:15 The t-test was relied upon in each comparison 4 found between achieved social mobility and both — 
to determine significance of the differences psychoneurosis and schizophrenia, _ social mobility by as 

- zZ mobility scores of the control aad the patient wt scores were computed on the patients’ adult brothers | that the 

and sisters to see if they had been as mobile as the | i Class 
16 This finding was in accord with the patients. This operation showed that the psycho- 2. 

that class III represents” one sub-cul- neurotic and schizophrenic patients in class II had | 

tural group, and class V a distinctly different one. been significantly more mobile than their siblings. 
Comparisons of social mobility between class III The one-tailed sign test was used. Probability was : 

and class V controls, schizophrenics, and psycho- less than 2 per cent for the psychoncurotics, and | —seurotic: 
- neurotics produced 2-tailed t-test values that were less than 5 per cent for the schizophrenics in com | — however 

significant beyond the .005 level of confidence. parison with the median of adult siblings. 
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ethnic orgins, and the number of generations analysis of t the data on the 

be | in the United States; (3) religious lines” of the class showed that 
the non. | affiliation; and (4) community Bor Be origin. n. there were no significant differences between 3 

and the} No significant differences were found on any 1 the patients and the non-patients on ethnic © : 
data in. of these e factors’? when the non-patients in origins and the number of generations in 
between | class III were compared with the psycho- ‘the Vanes States, religion, or community 

ile, » and | clusions were clear from these comparisons: _ came from tenliies with lower scores on the 

> of the first, that the three groups, non- ‘patients, — _ Index of Social Position than the non- | 
relation | ‘psychoneurotics, and schizophrenics, had patients. This difference was not significant, 
ividual’s come from an essentially h homogeneous but the tendency was strong. The schizo- _ 

social and cultural base; differences phrenic patients came from a significantly 
= existed were of a random order; second, lower base line than the -non- patients. In 

that “the demonstrated differences in fact, all” of the schizophrenics came from 
achieved social mobility in~ the present families with the lowest possible Scores on : 

‘generation were produced by the Index of Social Position. This fact needs 
efforts” of the individuals ‘in the study to to be taken into consideration in any inter- 
attain more education and to get better pretation of the amount of achieved mobility 

| jobs than their parents had had. In addition, among these patients. a) 
‘the inference 1 may be made that _the psy- The ‘demonstrated relationship between 

- choneurotics, and espically the schizophren- upward mobility and psychoneurosis i in both 

ics, were over-achievers. class III and class V, is in accordance with 
q Achieved Social Mobility in Class the first proposition; but, the data on the 

‘The average achieved social mobility for schizophrenics only partially support it. 
ower | lass V mm rized also es were “ech group in c ass V is summariz class III, the schizophrenic patients are 
of the | in Table 2. A glance at Table | 2 will significantly more mobile than the 
| gener- _ that the non-patients, on the average, moved - patients; ; in class V there are no differences 
e if the upward 8 8 points. T The schizophrenics also on the amount of mobility achieved by the 
he a ‘moved upward 8 points, but the pec _ schizophrenics and the non- -patients. How- 
ferent, | neurotics made a 12 point gain. The amount ever, the data on "patients the 
ncluded | of upward mobility achieved by the psycho- non-patients in class II, and in class V, 
f Social ‘neurotics significantly more than by the “consonant with the assumption that 
n; (2 ) | non-patients; obviously, there is no achieved social mobility is a function of 

ence between the non- patients individual's Position in the class sys- 
ieurotics | schizophrenics.2* tem. Stated otherwise, the data show that 

—_- s individual is in a position to 
19The t-test was nd to test a considerable measure of upward er cent 

e levels “y I of ‘mobility, the class Vv individual does 
ag ilies of orientation o s 

comparison with the and the “not the same kinds or of oppor- 4 
y small schizophrenics; chi-square was used to test sig- _ tunity. | 
of sig- Mificance on the other factors in the base lines. Dun: Discrepancies Between 

Since g * Achieved social mobility patterns are very Achievement and Aspiration. The — 
different in class V from those in class Class ‘to assess the "meaning ‘that education: and 

_ V individuals are not as mobile as the class III’s, 
but the general tendency is upward. Surprisingly — 

_ enough, no class V individual was downward mobile 

and only one, a schizophrenic, was upward mobile 

occupation had for the patients gave gave rise co 

the second proposition, regarding meaning- 
_interrelationships between 1 what the 

by as many as 20 points. These figures indicate patients: had achieved and what they had | 
that there is ‘Touch less variance in class V than ‘in class IIL. hoped to achieve. Achievement was defined, 
When ‘the achieved ‘mobility “data of in accordance wiih proposition one , as the 

patients were compared with those of their adult position a patient had attained ‘educationally _ 
_ brothers and sisters, no significant difference was and occupationally. What he said he wanted | 

| found between the mobility scores of the psycho- TS 
‘Reurotics and their siblings. The _ schizophrenics, be under-achievers within the | sibling § group. 
however, had significantly lower mobility scores the differences between the 
than their brothers and sisters. 
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aspiration. The what was onthe want their the 

_ attained and what was hoped for was —de- amount of education that the parents them. 
fined as. discrepancy. ‘discrepancy, if selves wanted to receive.” This 1 man had 
any, between achievement and aspiration - worked his way through two years of college, 

was assumed to be a stress vector in in the: 4 and he was eager to see his children realize | —_ynders 
-paticnt’s life. = = the hopes he had once held for himseli, comm 

Throughout this’ phase o ‘the analysis” This man was typical, for all these patients educat 

- we were concerned with the question: Are had worked hard to achieve their educations, in the 
the aspirations expressed by these patients Moreover, they viewed education a as” ‘the & he wa 

: an integral | part of their personality | struc- _ area of activity that would ld enable them to | see wh 
tures or are they “merely scenery on realize their goals in life. — 4 

7 s es of their make-believe worlds? In | class III , schizophrenics emphasized | have. 
order to “answer this question, each patient’s education more strongly than the psycho- years | 

: history 1 was studied to determine if ev idence - neurotics; and they ce parma de | and t 

_ supported his statements of his aspirations. — sires by going to school | | year fonget, on in this 
Tf his pre -morbid be behavior indicated he had sc n 
made more or less consistent efforts” to forth great to his phreni 
bridge the gap between his claimed oa see. He was usually a good student; achiev 

‘| ations and his actual achievements, it was — and he enjoyed school. Typic ally his prob- q able t 

inferred snag statements of his lem was to get enough education to pre- ment. 
hopes were neaningful elements in pare h him for t the job he wanted He > worked me anxiet 

personality ; ‘upon ‘the premise that if he could get t enough and s 
-Discrepancies—Class IIL. education would get the desired job, 

" T he data on educational achievement, _aspir- then he would be accepted socially, and his. “spi 

ation, and discrepancies in class “Tl are problems would be ended. Finally, he looked 
summarized in Table 3. This ‘tabulation upon education as a panacea for his personal 

ial problems; 

‘Taste 3. Mean EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT Apparently these p potionts did not recog- 
MEASURED In Y EARS OF nize that factors other than education are 

For Crass III PsycHONEUROTIcS ‘involved in the re realization of successful 
«SCHIZOPHRENICS 

an n LQ. of 140 graduated in 1936 from high 
Psychoneurotics "Schizophrenic school at age (16, with an 

= average. He intensely desired ‘to enter an 

Aspiration League university, but his: family was 

688, Fs = 6. 8128 ‘United States Military Academy, but did 
“not pass the physical examination. At this 
‘point ‘in his career he had a schizophrenic 

1ows that III psycho- break with a remission of symptoms. 

1eurotic completed slightly more than one went to work instead of to college, and his 
2 ear of college, but he aspired | toa college dream n of a college education appeared to 

degree. The average class III ‘schizophrenic be but a memory. However, World War 
completed two years of college, and he too, came and he joined the Army. While he was 
wanted to finish 1 college. The discrepancy ‘overseas he had Per 

between educational achievement and aspir- and was: hos spitalized. After the war he 
ation among the class III ‘psychoneurotics married, had a family, and applied for 
cand schizopherenics is ‘significant. educational benefits under _the G. ‘Bill, 

Twelve of the 13 psychoneurotics in class entered college, but not in the Ivy ‘League, 

were dissatisfied with the amount of and began upon | the realization of his edu- 

education the they received. dream. He worked nights | to supple- 

summed up up these feelings of educational — ment his G.I. benefits and to support his 
inadequacy when he | said with reference to family, and completed the work for his bach- 
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dlor’s degree in the usual four years. phrenics all encountered 

7 ever, he discovered to his dismay, that his. "educational frustrations. Most of them were 
“college e education had not fitted him for a compelled to leave elementary school, at 
5 particular | job he desired. He was frustrated, the earliest legal age, _ by a combination of 

angry, and misunderstood. His wife could economic parental in- 
1 realize _ understand why he could not step out and difference, if not hostility, toward education. : 
himself. command a job commensurate with | his As adults. they regretted their: lack of an 

patients 20 ‘that she could be supported education, they were aware that they 
‘ 

To ok the style she had dreamed a in the years could not improve their positions without 
ig he was in college. His parents could not more education , but they felt i incapable of 

see why their son. did not get the kind of obtaining it, 4 
thought a college man should Occupational Discrepancies—Class 

pnaSIZe have. He did not ‘realize that he was ten W hen we turn from the educatior 1 to. the 

psycho | years older than the usual college graduate, occupational area, we find a definite dis- 
ieir de 4 and that employers were more | interested crepancy | between the actual and the idea- 

Ser, on in this fact than in his education. In - short, ized. However, | there. are no ‘differences: in 
ad Put this man, like the other class III schizo- the occupations engaged in by the class 
ain -phrenics who had_ over- -aspired Psychoneurotics in comparison with 

achieved in the educational sphere, was no schizophrenics. Both groups have 
able to consolidate his educational achieve- 

ment. net result excruciating ‘into work that requires “specialized 

ov er his realize his” job and reasonably smooth interpersonal 
lations. The men are employed as Clerks, 

' evements and _ salesmen, and supervisors; the women are 

_among the class V patients are employed, « or they were before “marriage, 

summarized in Table 4. ‘This tabulation | as secretaries, elementary teachers, nurses, 
and | technicians. Although the oc occupational 

4. Mrax _AND achievements of both sexes have been sub- 
SPIRATIONS EASURED IN EARS OF SCHOOL 
"For Crass noms stantial, their aspirations are far above their 

accomplishments. The men would like to. 
be professionals, or in business for them- 

selves; the women would prefer to be 

sychoneuroti fessionals, or ‘married to professional men. 
‘Achievement 8.9 occupational reference groups of “the” 

on 13.8 10 patients i include lawyers, doctors, professors, 

engineers, artists, musicians, and busin 

= plessthan.01 pless than .05 + executives. 
Only two class III patients—both female 

hrenic - shows that the discrepancy between achieve-— die ed occupationally; one was a 
psycl choneurotic and the other was a schizo- ificant for both s. He “ment and aspiration is significan 

d the psychoneurotics and the schizophrenics, Phrenic. ‘The story of the schizophrenic will 
‘The psychoneurotics believed they be outlined to illustrate how this ‘woman’s 

‘could “have had skilled jobs, ‘or clerical” were linked with her emotional 

problems. She struggled, over a seven- -year ‘positions, if only they had been able 
finish high school and had received special- parsed, to work her way gh college 

and a year - of ‘graduate school. She obtained 
ized vocational training. _ They stated their 

- aspirations largely in ten of 6 better job, 4 job asa research ; assistant as soon as she 

_ and they looked retrospectively to education — finished her studies. She liked | her job, but all 
to their economic problems. The she was very dissatisfied with the pay 

function. of education, as they looked back the fact that she saw books, 
upon it, was to prepare an individual for She was forced, by “her lov low salary, to live = 
7 good job. A good job meant a higher with several girls, _ when en she desired an 

_ Standard ‘of living, and, if on one i well, apartment of her own, social life, and male 
She e realized educational and 
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goals, but they did not provide single ‘class. ‘patient 
her with the things she thoght they would. & realized” his occupational : aspirations. As a 
She became anxiety-ridden when she saw group, they were aware of the connection — 
that the social goals” she had hoped to between good jobs, steady jobs, , jobs that 
attain: through her long struggle for ‘an pds a living wage, and a dreamed-of stand- 33 White: 

_ education were beyond her reach. Shortly of living. Occupational _ aspirations ‘Whites 
after she realized that her education and "were stronger among the class women, The 

of mi her job did not solve her personal-emotional — both patients and spouses of patients, ‘than 
problems, ego structure collapsed, and the Apparently, they visual- 
she experienced a psy sychotic. ized the connec tion between education, jobs, the an: 

woman felt throughout her life that and mobility better than the men. About ra when 
; i was handicapped severely | by her family _ one- half of the men hoped for a steady, -% on the 
background. She aspired toa higher status semi- skilled factory” ‘the picture 
than the one ascribed to her by her family. of dreamed of skilled jobs. . Their wives, how- | ae 
orientation, and she struggled to achieve ever, wanted ed more money, shorter hours, fai 
a desired social position through education. higher status jobs for their husbands, 
In the end, she _was trapped by |! her failure “better shake for the kids.” a soc 

utilize her educational achievement to orient 
solve her emotional needs in the ‘to the 

Class V both» Vertical mobility has shown to be assign 

and schizophrenics, factor of significance | schinp- partic 
either semi- -skilled or unskilled "workers. ~Phrenia and psychoneurosis, in the rep- societ} 
They felt their jobs were unsatisfactory; “resentative samples of two classes of the values 

p they worried about how long they would New! Haven population. This does not neces | 

last, the nature of the work, that they did sarily mean is the only, or effect, not pay enough to meet the needs of their even the principal, causative factor. Nor a “Wi 
families, that there no advancement, is there any information here concerning define 

“that the job carried n no status, and so on how this factor ‘ may contribute t to mental 4 te 

through a long series of specific irritations. _ abnormality. ‘It seems clear, | howev er, that (quite 
jobs they” aspired to were relatively relations between status striving, anxi- had t] 

deserve further urther | 

FERENTIALS AND | THE 
OF NEGROES* 7 

4 

HIS paper reports The first study,! the field- work for 
salient findings of the | second study» was conducted in Indianapolis during 19950, 

projected multi-phase investi- involved the assessment of the attitudes of — 

gation of the relationship between social Whites of varying socio- economic status” 

status "differentials and attitudes in “the” toward both Negroes” and Whites of vary- 

‘Tealm of relations. ing status. The present study, the data for 

By which were gathered in Indianapolis during © 
| ©The authors express their appreciation to the 

Indiana University Foundation and to the Graduate some extent a mirror- -image 0 

connection with this research. We also wish to 1 Frank R. Status Differ- 
thank Albert K. Cohen and Dr. Erwin entinls and ‘Social 

Smigel for their criticism of this paper. 
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AL 1 MOBILITY AND MENTAL ILLNESS 

are the same as in “the first 

gation. This time, however, we are concerned minority-majority are 
with attitudes s of Negroes toward an integral part of the system ‘social 

rather than with the attitudes of telationships which constitute our society, a 

Whites toward Negroes. if our purpose in studying them is to 

research dealing with the attitudes help” fill the gaps in our knowledge of our 

of minority group members toward the “society, then such relationships 

majority makes a rather thin chapter in studied as social relationships, which means 
annals of sociological research, especially that they be considered in their 

when compared to the \ volume ‘of _Tesearch reciprocal aspects® 

on the other half of the Sengenp relations et Previous studies of the race attitudes s of 
picture. Negroes have been largely concerned with 

‘The reasons for this apparent i imbalance the attitudes of “Negroes in general” to- 
fairly obvious. The inter- -group relations ward “W hites in general.” The present 

area has been traditionally handled within - ‘study is concerned not only with the atti- 

a social pathology framework — and this tudes of Negroes toward Whites, but with 

attitudes of Negroes toward Negroes.* tas berm conducive not only 
to the espousal of the values of the in- Moreover, the > Negro respondents a are given 
4a ‘vestigator, but has ; also so lent itself. to the 7 opportunity to respond to members of these 

enment of blame and responsibility two groups, not simply in terms of race, 
particular individuals groups” for the but also according te _ the within-s “group 
society’s failure to realize the investigator's status of the attitude- object. By interview- 

| Thus what is known in popular ing Negroes on different levels of the socio- 
parlance a as “the Negro problem” becomes in economic hierarchy of the Negro com-— 

effect, in the parlance of social pathology, — munity and assessing their attitudes toward _ 
a “White problem”; the social norms which © x. whites and Negroes in occupations of di- 

"define in negative terms the attitudes and vergent status, we establish the relationship 
actions of Whites toward Negroes are seen between social status differentials and the .. 
(quite correctly, we might add) to ‘race ai attitudes of Negroes. The term ‘ “social 
had their genesis and perpetuation in n white status differential” ‘refers to the e difference 

society. Given this viewpoint, plus the fact between the status of the respondent and > 
n most investigators i in this area have" Status of the attitude object. 

been concerned with amelioration of con-— instrument which was used in the 
| flict and the more speedy realization of study of Whites was” employed in the 
a democratic ideals, it has been deemed effi- “present ‘study of Negroes. Despite the 
- cient to concentrate our research efforts” fact that the members of another race were 

| on the attitudes of the majority. The view | a _ interviewed, it was not “necessary to make 

has been, in effect, that the problem ulti- any alterations in the the attitude 
mately resides in attitudes of the 

majority and that the cure lies in the chang- 8 We might add that it is a 
ing of these attitudes.” most sociological investigators fail to consider such 

however, our is to understand "relationships in their reciprocal aspects that the 

-Majority- minority relations , hot as an in- 

vatient 

Asa 
ection 
s that 
stand. | 
ations | 
omen, 

= 

how. 

is generally. indistinguishable from ‘the product of 
stance of social pathology or as an extra- 

q te appendage, but rather as a part of 
the larger social _system, | then the 

a = 4 
2Whether attitudes are are mere symptoms or 

ey | 9 some sense causes, whether or not it is more efficient 
1s to treat attitudes rather than social conditions, are Research, 32 (May-June, 1948), p. 882, 

considerations which are not relevant to this paper; The findings regarding the attitudes of Negroes 

| 

_ and, as far as | we can tell, the findings contribute _ 
little to arguments on either side. 

the psychologist. And until we relate this study a 

the first one, so are ours. Although the = | 
article simply presents regarding the 

of Whites in terms of Bogardus’ concept 

of social distance differentials. See E. S. Bogardus, | 
“Social Distance Differential,” Sociology and Social a 

toward Negroes are not presented in the present. 7 
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n the ite ie sample was | 
of the instrument. This. was due the clude Negro males years 

fact that the schedule calls for, responses or over, rer, who are , heads of households ; and 
to both W hites and Negroes. ‘Thus, the who live in blocks without Whites. 
findings” of the first study (of Whites) Since this study focused upon the 

are ‘directly comparable to those of t the relationship between ‘social s status ‘differen. 
present study. tials and attitudes, it was necessary that 

primary r reason for including items 

calling for responses to Negroes as well socio-e -economis 
® to Whites has to do with our technique — Sas enon to per- 
of measuring prejudice. This device, referred | Br statistical ‘manipulation. This posed a 

to as the Summated Differences Technique ° ® major sampling problem. W e were ‘unable 
yields a prejudice score which is a function to” draw area samples along» socio- -economic 
of the difference in response to persons of lines, as it was impossible to discover any : 
the same occupation b but of different races. a clear- cut socio- economic status areas mone || 
For this reason we a are able to _ measure © 
prejudice toward Negroes at the same time 

we get at prejudice toward W hites. 
The instrument has been described live, e, and the area of UN Negro residence 

dength i in a previous article.? We need merely 80 segregated ten nds be un mniformly 
vind repeat here that the schedule includes four low from the ‘standpoint of soci socio-economic 
social distance scales which “measure (1) ss status. Although there is some variation 
a Residential Distance (degree of “residential in house type and dwelling area within the 

proximity permitted), (2) Position Distance Negro community, the range” of “variation 
_ (degree of willingness to have the attitude- -small compared to. the range in the White 
object occupy positions of power and community ; the Negro community it is a | 

_tige), (3) Physical Distance (the degree t to 2 not uncommon to find living next door to — 
which respondents are averse physical one another er persons who occupy positions at 
contact with the attitude- object), and (4) the opposite extremes of the o occupational — 

Interpersonal Distance (the degree of prox- ladder. 
a imity permitted in interpersonal interaction). Because of these” characteristics of the 

7 The attitude- -objects in the items of | these Negro community, we decided to draw a 

‘scales are not simply “the Negro” or “a single that would be sufficiently 
_ White man,” but rather Whites Negroes large to turn up a range ‘of socio- 

eight different ‘occupations.® In the types broad enough to permit establishing 

study we asked Negroes of relationships between status differentials 
Status to respond 2 “Negro_ Doctor,’ and attitudes. This sample was secured by 
“White Doctor,” “ ‘Negro Ditch Digger,” assigning numbers to all blocks i in th the 

“WwW Ditch Digger,’ ete. , in the community and drawing a sample of 
various areas of social interaction | list of all households within the 

* by the titles of the scales. blocks was prepared from the Indianapolis 4 

the Negro portion to the number of households i in the 
Indianapolis _ was interviewed during the block. Tables of random numbers were used 

summer of 1952. The universe from which in these drawings. Respondents were inter- 

a 5 Westie, op. cit., pp. 550-558. After” a few dozen respondents had ben | 
6Frank R. Westie, “A Technique for the Meas- interviewed, it became apparent t that 

urement of Race Attitudes, ae merican Sociological lv 
s sample would aan yield a sufficiently 

Review, 18 (February, 1953), pp. single 

City Directory. The households were then | 

numbered and samples were drawn in 
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single sam 

were 
| decided, “continue respondent and all were by 

viewing: until at least 5 50 persons of lower same _ interviewer— is himself 
< 

viewe 
order to secure, “the limit of 

nomic our budget, an adequate number of 

per- spondents of higher status, was" neces- 41 
a sary to resort to an entirely different kind» = (1) What is the relationship between vari- 

unable of sampling procedure from that employed ations in the socio-economic status of Negroes 

rou . The U er sam the social distance they accord W fhites in 

er any was drawn by preparing lists of persons in 
Ww hat ‘effect does the “occupational 

sher st e-coll ar wit | the” professions, | higher s atus status of the white person (as attitude-ob-— 
lis, as positions, and higher status business posi- ject) have upon the Negro’s response to. 
vegro’s tions. ns. A persons in these had to 

f shall fected by the socio-economic ‘status of the 
idence 10 Socio- -economic status were white to whom he responds, is this effect. 

made according to the occupational scale developed equal for different socio- leaves of 
formly W. L. Warner, M. Meeker, and E. Eels, — q 

5 

Class in “America, Chicago: Science Reseat arch As- population 

Inc., 1949, Chapter 8. If a person’s rank responses egroes equa 

on this scale was 4 or more, he was considered — “categorical (or non- -categorical, as the vin 

i ; to be of “lower” socio-economic status. Those with may be) in one kind of interaction as in 

a score of 1 to 3 were assigned to the upper group — another, or does the degree to which Negroes 
_ for purposes of analysis. By the time 55 cases had respond to “Ww hites as a type” depend on the 

been secured, , we found that our of of interaction inv volved? 

lists were prepared _ through interviews Table the U; per and 

with business and professional persons in the Negro able compares the pper an ower 
community. In addition to the list of business men | samples with Tespect to the average distance - 

and the list of higher-ranking white collar persons, accorded Whites in eight occupations in the 
_ separate lists were prepared for each of the follow- - four interaction areas. The following general 
ing professions and white-collar occupations: Medi- relationships are indicated: 

| cine Dentistry, Social Work, Pharmacy, the Minis- 
: ‘at There is an inverse relationship. try (only persons with formal theological training), — lites 

Law and Accountancy. A list of Negro teachers tween ‘the . status of the Ne egro and the dis 
| was secured from the Indianapolis. Directory of tanc he would accord Whites: the higher 

_ Public School Teachers. From the standpoint of the status of the Negro, ‘the less the distance 
sampling accuracy, the list procedure is decidedly 

inferior to the area procedure used for the firs expressed toward W ‘hites ‘Thus, 
sample. The following sources of error should be in Table & the Upper sam ple has a mean 

made explicit: (1) Upper status persons: had residential ‘distance score of 2. 56 toward 
greater chance of being included in the ‘sample — WwW hite Doctor while the Lower sample has 
cong as they were not excluded in the defini-— a score of 5.14, yielding a difference of 

(2.58. A “qualification, however, i is in order: 
tion of the universe from which the “lower” sample — 

/ Was derived. Actually, however, only four persons _ 
in the first three ranks of the Warner scale turned — In the Position Area we find that the Se 

2 in the first sample. (2) In the construction of sample indicated — greater distance than = 
the lists it is quite possible that some occupations 

listed. However, , the per arcentage of such persons number of persons in any given profession 

ot probably small inasmuch as persons who con-_ quite small. ‘Thus, many professional persons who 
L tributed to the list were asked if they knew of Ee lists of persons in their own profession — 

| 4 persons of higher status who were not in any of were quite confident of the exhaustiveness and ace 
ent | the occupations enumerated. (3) Some of the indi- curacy of their lists. At least two | persons in each 
——— 4 vidual lists themselves are probably not exhaustive. 
or the However, the Negro community itself is relatively 

ossible small, (population ,000) and concentrated. gmisions the “lists of the other occupations. 
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As ¢ one would expect , upper status persons te the Lower sample vary less than the | Upper | , 
re more averse than lower status sample in their responses to Whites of vary. 
persons to the ‘idea of "skilled and un- ing status. Where variations in the ‘Tesponses | 

skilled workers of lower status Negroes do o occur, however, 

lationship outlined here holds in general lower ‘status: s respondents, the magnitude of 

_ the > Upper sample tends to express slightly the variations is so slight that they must 
more distance toward White Ditch Digger be regarded as categorical in their responses - extremes 

does the Lower sample. = to Whites except in the Area. 

E 1. Mean Distance Scores ‘Towarp BY ‘Socto- SAND Digger. . 

Doctor 
White hite White White and 

hite Ow ner- Book- Machine Ditch Ditch 
Manager keeper Operator Digger Digger N 

must also that, ‘though ‘the re tance toward higher status Whites. For the 

yerage 

8.94 

| 8.32, 
Lower 6. 02 6.02 6.24 5.86 
Diff.** 39. 0.85 0.58 64 

4 Upper 4.22 .39 4.22 4. 85 7 

— 61 2.15 1.35 0. 9% 0.03 

scores indicate less distance. 
oe Difference between Upper and —_ Lower er Samples. 

I=Residential Area 
 II=Position Area 

Physical Area 

I= Interpersonal Area 

"Least distance is expressed toward (4) The responses of Negroe. to Whites 
‘hites of high status while | greatest distance according to. the area of interaction in 

P accorded to the lowest status White. We “which responses. are elicited. The data ap 
find, for example, that the Residential Dis- - Table 1 indicate that Negroes are not equally” 

; tance accorded White Doctor by the Upper nas their “responses to. Whites in ‘the | 

_ sample “is only 2. 56, while the distance _ various areas of interaction. The status of — yields 
toward White Ditch 1 Digger i is 6. 32, the White makes “greatest difference to 4 
_ This ‘same trend can be discerned in all Negroes i in the Position Area. Both high and | On the 
areas for the Upper Lower a low status Negroes would prefer to have | for the 

samples. hites of high rather than low occupational lev 
ey Upper status Negroes are less cate status occupy positions of power and pres- © sample’ 

gorical in their responses to og hites than are in the Both ( and sample’ 
lower status Negroes. . Table 1 rev nificance 
the Upper and Lower samples | persone 

degree to which increased status of ‘the White "occupational po in the critical 
operates to mitigate the distance accorded the variations here being unsystematic 

Whites. In all areas of interaction, persons _ statistically insignificant. The findings de 

ved f ro 

dicate 

Area *** Sample Doctor__ tive Banke — 

Lower 5.14 

| 
2:03 

itm 

im 

a 



| rived ‘from 1 this scale (which seeks to to measure — ratio for the lower sample is not significant - 
the degree to which respondents are averse — at a satisfactory level. Critical ratios were 5 

to physical contacts with the attitude- -object). not computed for the Physical Distance ¢ fata 

indicate that Negroes do not respond in terms: inasmuch as the ‘differences — here appear a 

- of conceptions of the relative cleanliness  < priori to be too ) small to be statistically sig- 

he various categories of Whites. 

ratios were computed between 

age to W hites in — COMP “occu »ATIONAL 
che 

‘CATEGORIES | 

mean distance toward White Ditch In Table 3, which deals w with Residential 

TABLE 2. (OF ‘Mean DIstANce SCORES Towarp. Iv Occurarion FOR 
Upper anp Lower SAMPLES OF NEGRO RESPONDENTS 

used as occupation extreme in the Position ‘Area, 
Ree Critical ratios were not computed for the Physical . Area inasmuch as eae differences are too 

= be of statistical significance. 

extreme in “the Position Distance, fessional and white collar p persons, expresses 
because least distance was was expressed toward the least distance toward Whites in ‘general, - 

Table. presents the. critical ratios s of the 12 The seven point scale adapted Alba 
ek ‘differences between the extreme means. For | 3 Edwards by W. L. Warner was used for making , ; 

the upper sample on the Residential Scale the occupational classification of respondents. The — 

| the difference in n mean distance s scores be- lists of occupations included in each of the seven 
categories are too lengthy to be presented here. 

is 3 tween White Doctor and White Ditch Digger ‘We can but remark on some of the occupations 

yields a critical ratio of 6. 60, which is sig- included in some of the categories along the a 
nificant | beyond the 01 level of probability. — tinuum: Occupations included in Category 1 are 
On the other hand, the critical ratio of 1. 44 of high status, eg., doctor, lawyer, owner of a 
for the lower sample i is not significant at the large business, big business executive. —_ 

3 and 4 include, among others, those occupations — 
05 level. On the Position Scale, the Upper "associated with the label “white collar,” whi q 

_ Sample’s critical ratio of 10.28 and the Lower _ categories 6 ‘and 7 include, among others, semi- 

- sample’s critical ratio of 5.30 indicate sig- skilled and unskilled workers, truck drivers, jani- 
: 

2 nificance beyond the .01 level. On the Inter- tors, and service persons. The classifications were 
a made on basis of rather detailed descriptions given | 

a Personal Scale the Upper _Sample_ has by each respondent concerning his job activities. 
critical ration of 10 which is significant For explicit definitions of the categories 
beyond the .01 level, while the 1 a W. Lloyd Warner et al., op. cit, pp. 140-141. 
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Difference 

Occupational White "White Ow ner- Book- ‘Machine Ditch 
tive Banker | Lawyer Manager keeper Operator: Dig gger ‘Digger 

2.3 2. 80 3.33 3.40 807.005. 4 
48 3.292, 2.90 3. 00 3.52 6.00 3.52 

4.00 4.20 204 .80 60° 
(5.33 

29 

.96 5.52 

pill 

while th the number 7 which is ‘suspected these inconsistencies to. be 
‘up, for the most part, of unskilled workers to the smallness of the N’s of these three ; 
and service persons, tends to express greatest | > categories. In order to. check on this possi- 

distance. Moreover, as the sample com- bility we grouped the seven categories into 
parisons, high W hite status. tends to ‘miti- a three-fold system which would yield a 

gate distance as far as upper status Negroes larger N for the middle range. The grouping 
are concerned, while | the status of Whites | “y is as follows : (1, 2), (3, 4, 5), and (6, 7 & ei 
tends” to have relatively little effect on the ‘When the data are grouped in this manner 
responses lower status Negroes. In find in ‘Table 4, that the relationships 

other three areas (for which tables are. not indicated by the sample comparisons emerge 
presented here) the same kinds of relation- again. , somewhat more clearly where 

ships as described in the “sample the seven- -fold classification was used. 

apparent. Although the purpose of this paper has 
will notice in Table 3 certain in- been simply to present some of the empirical 

indicated by this phase of the the 
overall realize that some readers 

Distance Toward 

Difference 

Respondent's White White White White White and 

Rank Doctor tive Lawyer ‘Manager keeper Operator Digger Digger 

2.28 2.97 2. 2.75 3.08 3.17 4.06 6.424. 
Ranks 3,4,5 5.00 4.67 4 5.00 5.56 0.56 
Ranks 6 and 7 5. Bos. 39 6.08 5.11 5.53 

1 and 2 
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ANTIFEMININITY IN MEN | 

of the present compare the find- respondent categories 
ings of the previous study of W hites. We 1 larger. 

can only point out here that the general —————— 

_ relationships indicated by the present study, 1A detailed comparison of the two studies is. 
in preparation. The reciprocal relationships derived 

are e almost exactly ‘similar to those found through this comparison are being interpreted in 

the study of W hite - respondents, although in terms of their meaning for the competition theory — 
the case of the White study the trends were — of race relations. jullie 

> ~ — 

DEAN A. ALLEN 

Princeton: University — 
Md)” 

kness, ‘subservience, and the like, in 

a provocative | women “ in their place.” 
“a . Already large” body of psy- questionnaire constructed for the present 

chological research has appeared aimed at study will be si seen to reflect intolerance for 
darifying, -explicating, and measuring the tenderness, passivity, anything hinting 

_ concepts proposed by Adorno, et al.; and the at femininity in men, _ together with admi-— 
a success of these investigations attests to the 1 ration for a rough, aggressive, strong- -willed 
soundness of insight and judgment of the supermasculinity. 

original work, The present report is « con- Thirty items were devised and | tentatively > ie 
with one aspect of authoritarian- considered a scale. These ‘ ‘antifemininity in 

ism, derived directly from some of the basic items were interspersed with authori- 
ships notions in The Authoritarian Personality. tarianism_ scale _items_ the F "scale 

nerge: 7 _ Adorno and his colleagues concluded, on (Forms 45 and 40, The Authoritarian Per- 
shere | “the” basis of their extensive and ‘intensive sonality, pp. 255-257) plus a number of neu- 

“interv ‘iews with highly a authoritarian subjects, tral | items. ~The scales were administered to 
has that” ‘exagg gerated “masculinity, defensive 95 male students in a freshman ps psy ychology 
irical nature, is an integral part of the personality course. Subjects were i to sign” 
f the | of the antidemocratic male. They their names, since these data were also 

ders speak of his boastfulness about traits like connection with another study. The 
determination, energy, independence, decisiv- consists of young, white men from “many 

“Ress, and will power, and his extreme i in-— parts ; of the nation, n mostly upper- middle 
tolerance “of males lacking these qualities. class. In the analysis of the results, compar-— 
Tendencies in themselves toward softness, ing high scoring w with low scoring subjects, 
“dependency, and passivity, although ap- all items were found to. discriminate between 
= in the interviews, are heatedly a a high and low groups in the predicted 4 

the authoritarian males. direction. Five of the original 30 items, how- 

Based on these findings, and motivated by e ever, were discarded as not adequately dis- 
‘ - the relevance to current political and social criminating, and 1 were felt | to add little to 

_ trends, , this study was designed to identify the total scale. ‘The remaining 25 items. 
and measure a constellation of beliefs appear below: 

broadly called “antifemininity in feel uncomfortable to 
This is to, but not 

ji Mr. George and Dr. Jack Vernon ‘for 

Adorno, Else Frenkel- Brena, D. J. this part of the study possible. Dr. _ Harrison a 
Levinson and N Gough offered many useful suggestions regarding 

1950. | content and phrasing of these questionnaire items 
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(2) A man should not let his decisions be “agree: a little,” “disagree a little,” “dig 
influenced agree pretty “much,” and 1 “disagree 

despise and lack of will strongly,” respectively. Scores ¥ were obtained 
in men. for both the authoritarianism (F) scale and 

_ (4) Men should itil the really important 

(5) It irritates me to see a man asking for 

sympathy, r=+.70 was found between the two scales, 
aan 6) Every boy should take part in some _ Although no data are yet available on other . 
oS sports, like football, wrestling, and boxing. groups, it seems likely that the relative homo. 
is cs (7) I admire a a man whe 4 sa real ag- geneity of th the present s sample tended, if any 

the ‘ ‘antifemininity i in men” scale for all 

subjects. product-moment correlation of 

ressive go-getter. thing to lower the correlation. The relation- 
(8) immediately dislike a man who ship between the variables is 

_ doesn’t have a firm handshake. indicated by the mean ‘scores for various 
— A boy should be made to take sor ents a 

hard knocks in life w without any help 

may sound ashione For Hicu, Minpie, anp Low 
_ true that a man’s best friend is his mother. — 

Self- is a fundamental trait 

(12) I feel” that ‘a man who 
lets others take advantage of of him deserves 

(13) A man should take the upper hand i ‘in n Middle F 
dealing with a woman. group 28 
(14) T really have little sympathy for a LowF 

‘man who gets discouraged easily, group 35.87, 
a (15) When a man does something he Total 

ought to be ready to face the consequences samp sample —12.79 £20.34 +5. 16 +18, 26 
whatever they might b. | or 
- (16) No matter how they act on the sur- — No 
face, men are interested in for only ti it for 

reason. ques ionaire 1 ems constructe or ais 

Women usually seem to prefer ‘the _Vestigation; some could doubtless be made 
trong, silent typeof man. to operate more efficiently by rephrasing, 

I am really disgusted by weakling and the reader feel that important 

who can’t handle his liquor. asp aspects of ‘ ‘antifemininity in men” have been 
A not give in to overlooked. Nonetheless, the correlation of 

“emotions. +.70 indicates a strong relationship between 
(20) Am man an ¢ te baad aggressive: about attitudes toward authority and attitudes 

sex toward feminine tendencies in men as de- = 
(21) As will be able to make duced from the psychodynamic 

up his mind even on the most difficult ques- 

military service ‘is no no ing 

is often invoked. 

bis feelings. 
When you get right it, the sado- char 

period of ‘military ‘service is ‘really a good acter who shows excessive deference to all- 
: thing for man. powerful leaders coupled with persecution of 

Subjects _ Were _instructed to answer t guides to behavior vaguely ‘felt 
‘questionnaire by checking +3, +2, +1,— 

2, or —3 for each item, , as indicating 
4 “agree very strongly, ” much,” 
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sense loss s of control of the : self, the fear ence to authority.* revealed im the \ 
without inflexible rules one would present study, the authoritarians’ adulation of 

at the ‘mercy of pressing wicked impulses. rugged, strong- -willed, inflexible Supermas- 

Freud postulated the operation of projection culinity ‘and their accompanying contempt 
_ as the defense mechanism in paranoia, and | for men who fall short of a virile ideal “*, 
__ specifically projection n of unacceptable femi- offers 'S support for the thesis that ; a paranoid- 

nine impulses (tendencies to latent homo- like sexual conflict may be fundamental in 
sexuality). Accompanying this process 

_ the fear and hatred of others who now seem 

to embody these (projected) ego-alien char- ‘ ; 

acteristics. Others,  éspecially these who 4See, for example, Else Frenkel- Brunswik, “ ‘In- 
P f Ambiguity,” Journal of Personality, 18 awaken passive homosexual feelings tolerance of 

fantasies, are felt to be threats, as indeed . (1949), pp. 108-143; A. H. Maslow, “The Authori 
_ tarian Character Structure, ” Journal of Social Psy- 

. = they are to the latent homosexual male who chology, 18 (1943), pp. 401-411; M. Rokeach, 
js struggling the repress these aspects of _“‘Narrow-Mindedness’ and Personality,” Journal 

| himself. Personality, 20 (1951), pp. 234-251; R. 
aa Authoritarianism emerges as a pervasive M. Rubin, F. C. Shontz, and W. RL Morrow, — 

lving stron minorit grou Rigidity of Attitudes Regarding Personal Habits 
condition invo 8 y and Its Ideological Correlates,” Journal of 
prejudices, rigidity, narrowmindedness, , anti- normal “Social Psychology, (1954), pp. 

intellectualism, political reaction, and defer- 89-93. 

LARSEN AND MELVI DeFievr 

HEN a ‘propagandist sets out to per- 
people adopt his con- 

clusions, he faces the following ele- 

mentary proposition: contact precedes but. medium. 2 While “leaflet transmission is” 
not guarantee communication. That is, unique ‘many respects, the | leaflet 

before there is a transfer of meaning, or operator confronts the same ‘basic prob- 
before comprehension and acceptance of a _ lems and has available the same “basic 

of can take place, the symbols % principles: in | achieving effective communi- 
- must come to the attention of the audience cation as do all communicators. The scope 

question. In these of competing the general problem is characterized by 
"global. propaganda efforts, even contact is 

not always readily achiev ed. The propa _ 1The use of leaflets during wartime has been 

andist often has the task of transmittin a _widely publicized. See, for example, Martin F. Herz, 
vital message to a mass population 

monitored by the Human Resources, 

> Research Institute, Maxwell Air Force Base, ‘Ala- 
: “casts, ‘the use of closed circuit broadcast bama. For other reports from this contract, see 

systems, or the lack ‘of mass media facili- Stuart C. Dodd, “Testing Message Diffusion from 
ties in many underdeveloped parts of the © Person to Person,” Public Opinion Quarterly 

Confronted with such disposition 1952), pp. 247-262; and Stuart C. 
dist esting Message Diffusion in Controlled Experi- 

normal channels, the propagandis may ments,” American Sociological 
turn to the mass diffusion of a messa 1953 
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w can we gain attention be the were par- 7 

to a given dren stems the usual structure of toa 
person 

the 

| 
on. Th 325 to 

"everyone, or even a majority of persons, will the communicative leas test co 
come in direct contact with the message, as — On the other hand, children have : seldom 
when they pick up a leaflet or directly hear been subject to equally severe restraints, 
are radio program. In | fact, the 1 message —y Thus it may be | possible to inform | the parents 

greater impact and influence if it is “through the children, providing children | 
widely spread through interpersonal chan- are capable of f learning and d retelling the com 

A The purpose of this report is to ‘examine ci content of propaganda messages. For 
the general character of ‘these interpersonal ample, it has been _the practice of Aeneas 
channels with particular reference to ‘the: warning» 

industrial 
the learning of a message their cities about forthcoming bombing Such 

warnings serve several purposes. They pro- 

SOURCE OF THE DATA | policies of the United States, they prevent stated 

needless loss of life, and they usually reduce 

of  rarious factors war production w when workers leave town 
age diffusion, Project Revere, an Air Force _-Tapidly for safety. The leaflet warning usu- f 

research Program at ™ Washington Public ally” ‘occurs days in advance of 

= ft * the announced bombing r Taid. ‘To combat others 
‘000 leafiets ¢ on more than thirty industrial setbacks, enemy at 

target communities varying in ‘times peeecribed the death penalty for per- amour 

500 to 325,000. ‘Following sons apprehended leaflets. However, leaflet 

each of these tests, | ground observers in m the even i in severely controlled | areas, if penalties ' in fac ~ target communities invariably called atten- were extracted from children for leaflet ac questi 

ig the leailets Irom the groun Children, then, offer potential channel 
through w which the propagandist. can reach an : lected 
0 therwise unreachable primary audience. viewer 

provide for the systematic observation ‘ive y 
“hi Of message diffusion, a study was designed age fa 

“several occasions children even mp occasions children even atte np involving eight small towns in western the ar 
T 

sel leaflets to observers | and to inter- Washington State. These communities varied classi 
from the project." _ The active role in population size from 1,015 to” 1,800, but —-yeal 

children was. thus suggested through 
f t This wes essentially comparable | cultural, 
orm servation. i elopment wa 

deemed enough ‘total of 7B, 069 leaflets were dropped on the 
eight: towns from “small airplanes flying 

~ altitudes around 500 feet. In every town 
qt 

Fleur and "Edith D. Rainboth, “Testing Message 
Diffusion in Four Communities,” American Socio- imately, 12: pm m. on a and 
Togical Review, 17 (December, 1952), pp. 734-737. 
- Also, @rjar @yen and Melvin L. De Fleur, “The 
_ Spatial Diffusion of An Airborne Leaflet Message,” 7 

 Amevicen Journal of Sociology, LIX (September, “The exact number of on 

a given town _was ras determined by the size 

. es. popular account of this as it took place in of its population and by an - assigned leaflet 
test can be found — 

Newsweek ratio. such ratios were employed, | a 
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with | one leaflet for every persons in stented at 9: 00. a.m the 

population, and doubling in a regular series first Saturday following the 

to an upper limit of thirty- two leaflets | per leaflet drop. . By prearrangement, | the mass 

“pe person. . The assignment of the leaflet ratios S media — (newspapers, radio and 1 television 

leaflets to various target towns: followed broadcasters) refrained from mentioning the 

target random procedure, and resulted in from | leaflet drops during the three-day period, 

‘reduce 325 to 37,600 leaflets being dropped on the that the message diffusion remained unin- 

leaflets, test communities. fluenced by mass media publicity and may 

leaflet used was a 5 x 8-inch yellow be attributed to the leaflet itself. 

parents reader that “One raid by an enemy ACCURACY OF MESSAGE RECALL 

hildren bomber” could paralyze Ww e shall refer to various parts of the popu- 

ng the , telephones, news- ation interviewed, and the following sum- ‘or ex. papers—and necessitate the use of leaflets to ot mary presen help > the keep | 

nerican impart official information. The reader was 
these subpopulations in mind: 

rarning then asked to do three things: (1) to 
lustrial ps post card attached to the leaflet, which ‘a = number of interviews 

‘1,372, 

ture of 

jartime, 

s. Such | asked six brief questions, (2) to ‘mail in Children 
pro- | post card, postage free, and (3) to pass Adults 

itarian- on extra leaflets to others. The leaflets Total number of message-knowers 
Learned by social diffusion 451 

87 

364 

407 

revent stated the importance of “spreading vital i in- 

reduce formation to everyone” and asked the. ques- 

town “Did you talk about the leaflets with Learned | by physical ‘isin 

usu- anyone?” thus stressing to the reader the 

ce of | importance of talking about the leaflet with 

combat others in in his community. 
population of primary interest was 

the total number of message knowers in the 

ave at mi assessment of wet eight town ns. TI his group can be classified 

“a | leaflet_ was made by teams of interviewers 2 ‘the communications network operating in the 
nalties diffusion of the leaflet _ message. ¥ Of the 

in face-to- face interviews using a standard 

respondents, a little 1 more than half, 
let ac | questionnaire. . A representative sample of the 

ulation in each target communit one ee 
severe. y ( (54 cent, were identified as message 
hannel — person, of school a age or over , randomly se- +9 

know ers. This classification was ‘made on the 
sehol as inter- 

ce.  ~-viewed. The ‘respondents ranged in age 
oi | a t tv-five and over. The median "°SPOmS€S of the interviewees to the question : 

vation _ five years to sixty-five and ov “What did the leaflet say?” That is, the 
signed for all respondents was 40.7 years. W ‘ith | interviewers recorded | the exact words of 
estern the available information it was possible to 

the res yondents’ re lies this uer and 
Classify a given respondent a child (16 query, 

these recorded statements were examined 
years of age or younger) or as an adult, and f judges. If 

) classify his ‘responses according: to the pal ak 
mark” (im ortant ic ea rom t e- eafiet 

of his “family y. A total of 1 597 re- 
spondents were interviewed. 

message) was judged to be present, the re- 
spondent was classified as a knower. Those 

The questionnaire eleven n basic with doubtf ul replies concerning the message 
queries regarding the respondent’s contact 

2 

h b beh COI atent, or those with incorrect replies, were 
with the leaflet and his subsequent behi avior . added to tho-e who said they did not know 

about ‘the message content. ‘Those respon- anything about the leaflet and were classi- 
dents: who first learned the r message by pick- fied as non-knowers. 

a ing up the leaflet contributed to the physical Tt possible, & however, to estimate 

ed on diffusion of the message. Those people who more precisely the degree of communication — 
ize received a leaflet from others, heard the achieved by subjecting the of the 

pos message orally, contributed to the | social 858 message- knowers toa second more rigor- d 

| diffusion of the “message. In ‘each of the ous content analysis. A six-category accuracy 
eight "communities interviewing ‘was scale was devised. The most accurate cate- 
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included responses which contained six they w were interviewed three after 
from the leaflet, three of which indi- thedrop, 

— what the respondent was asked to do _ Having staked out the boundaries 0 of mes- Fy 
Gil it out,” “mail it in,” “Dass it on”) and ‘sage-knowing more precisely, \ we turn tog | 
three of which indicated the respondent knew consideration of how the various age groups 

why he was to do it. The least accurate re-— _ became message- -knowers, how informer er and 
sponse on this six-point scale indicated informed were related, and what they did 

_ the respondent did not know any of the what = the message once they learned it. For 
or why items but did clearly express - other these purposes, we e shall use the most | liber) 

miscellaneous items or ideas contained on the criterion of message-knowing. That is, we will 
leaflet ¢ (and which could not have been analyze the communications behavior of the 

learned from some other respondents who knew at least one ear. 
Two content analysts, working independ- mark of the leaflet “message. 

ently, classified the responses of the 858 mes- 
sage-knowers by the six-point accuracy rat- SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP OF INFORMER TO a 
ing scale. High agreement (96 per cent) was 

achieved between their judgments. The What proportion of the combined target 
population learned th the » message > by social dif. 

* en e fusion? This inquiry may y be answered in 

Taste 1. THe Accuracy or Learter Messace first of all, 28 per cent of the total interviewed 
RECALL” THE MepiAn AGE OF RESPONDENTS © P cw 

Towne population (N=1, 597). Or, they also /Tepre- 
— per cent the 

| 

Knowers per 

sie 1000 | 4 to 38.5 per cent where the most leaflets were 
dropped. 5 To what extent did this social diffu. 

; sion: take place between members of the s same 

household , that is, from husband | to wife, 
4 41 Child to parent, etc.? For all eight target 

(Least accurate) towns combined , significantly more social 

(Leaflet in hand ? diffusion took place between persons 
wheninterviewed) households, than between persons 
ren ern same household. That i is, social dif- . 

fusion outside of household gr: groups to social It may be seen from Table 1 that about — 

half the total target population | knew some- 

thing the leaflet message. here was, place of about six to four. Table 

ac- Presents the findings for the eight towns sep- 

er arately a and combined. 
: acy 

pee of the message in 5 aaaiidite detail. Also, it is clear that considerable social diffusion — 

more than half of the knowers could ‘recall took place beyond th the mere 

less than half of the message content. In members of the same However, 
general, there was a tendency for older re 

1 5 The corresponding | in in physical difede 
spondents in the population to recall the leaf- 1a 

let message /ess accurately; (though not re- 6 This general finding apparently is not peculiar “a = 

ported in Table 1, this was equally true for to the small towns of the present study. Similar 

male and respondents). Finally, results were found in Project Revere, Test 7, 
Number U:53-182. In this test 325,000 leaflets (one there was some suggestion that the very aged Birmingham, 

7 respondents i in the population were more apt. - Alabama The leaflets contained the same message 
to have retained a leaflet which was produced both tests. 
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Difference 

and — Learning by Inside Outside Standard Error of 
erson SocialMeans Household Household the Difference 

: 

Indicates significant beyond 05 level of confidence. 

wey 

further analysis of the social ‘diffusion chan- MEANS OF M 
‘nels outside the household indicates that the 

coca interaction did not involve people far — 
removed from each other either in Physical 

: or in social distance. In half of the eight towns 
‘3 not one person learned the message from a 

communication channels used in social dif- 
fusion have been described. We may 

(defined |as someone respon more specifically to the ‘mechanics 
4q t bef ‘In th social diffusion by examining how chil- 
ent had never met before). In the remaining dren and = adults learn the leaflet message. 

towns t the diffusion of the leaflet message ~~ First, how many children and adults in the 
tween strangers never accounted for more __ 

than 4 per cent of the social diffusion. ‘The interview estimates of these numbers 

ged presented in Table 3. 
block of each other, or between friends who : 

total number of persons interviewed. Com- lived within a few blocks of 
the he same ‘communit pared with adults, a significantly greater per- 

centage of the children knew the message (72 

interviews were not conducted. ‘The measure of versus 50.7 per cent; P is less than .001). 

combined target towns learned the “message? 

response was by mail-back of the postcard attached The degree of association between age 

to the leaflet. A total of 10,012 leaflets were mailed and message knowing may be stated in t terms 
back. Of these, 4,470 or 44.7 per « cent were inv olved of phi correlation as equal t ok © ~~ 

q social diffusion. Of these, in turn, 38 per cent Ww . have noted thet more than half of ine 

involved interaction between members of the same 
_ household, and 57 per cent involved interaction 858 message-knowers (53 per cent or ‘S41 
between members of various households. This cases) learned the : ‘message either by hearing» 
compares very closcly with the results reported it from someone or receiving a passed- on 

above for the eight small towns where 404 leaflet. In Table 4 the nature of this | social 
cent. of the social diffusion involved interaction 

~ between members of the same household, and oo is further analyzed. About one in 

cent involved inter- household interaction. of ‘involved the 
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hear about the leaflet “message, ¢ and an 

the bearer comments favorably or un- 

AMERICAN, SOCIOLOGIC AL REVIEW 
4. OF DIFFUSION IN THE -MEsSAGE- LEARNING OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS 

a Note: For one one degree o of freedom, chi- -square is 14. 1, P is less than 001, 

"pure oral transmission of the message. Again, vai varies with the age ‘status: of the 
4 a significantly greater percentage of children interacting parties.” 

than adults were involved (34 per cent of the ; a Unfortunately i in the present instance we 
a children and 16 per cent of the adults; -Pis do not have any direct evidenc 

Messag 

= a] 

less than .001). Conversely, a significantly ‘Message-passer evaluated the content as 
= 7 : greater proportion of ‘the adult social diffusion passed it on. We suspect that adults, as con- — 

involved receiving a passed-on leaflet (P is trasted with children, have a more structured 
less than .001). Thus a child was more ‘response either negatively | or positively as as 

they engage in social diffusion. This may hb be . 

a adult was more apt to have a leaflet passed ‘so for a number of reasons: (1) Adults gen- > 
are guided by a wider range of experi- 

From what source do chine adults ence and probably possess more verbal skills 
receive their passed-on leaflets or hear the for the task of nding the leaflet mes-_ 
leaflet message? Are adults more apt to. 
ceive a leaflet and hear the ‘message 7 That older persons tend to be more influen-- 

— other adults or from children? How does this tial than younger ones in many communication — 
vary with the number of leaflets that are’ “studies. See, for example: R. Berenda, The 
available in the target community? some Influence of the Group on the Judgments of Chil- 

answers to these questions are suggested in dren, Columbia University, 1950; K. Duncker, “ 
_ Tables 5 and 6 where the amount and direc- ~<_ perimental Modification of Children’s Food Pref- 

tion of interaction between children ‘Abnormal and Social Psychology, 33 (1938), pp. 
adults in high and low leaflet- ratio towns is — 439-507; R. K. Merton, “Patterns of Influence and 
summarized. of Communications Behavior in a Local Com- 

es- _ The source ? of a passed- on propaganda me - munity,” in P. F. Lazarsfeld and F. N. Stanton, 5 

sage can be assumed to be | important when: 
P Harper and Brothers, 1949, 180-219; 

nd F. A. . Stewart, ‘Sociometric Study of In- 

favorably 0 on the content as as he passes it On fluence in Southtown,” ”  Sociometry, (1947), 
to others, and (2) the e impact of the c caenell pp. 11-31. 

Tan INTERACT THE SouR RCE OF SocrAL Dirrvst [ON = 

Le 

degree of ‘freedom, chi- “Square 1.3, is less than ‘phi-correlation “equals 

erences Through Social Suggestion,” Journal of 

editors, Communications Research, 1948- 1949, New 
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CHILDREN AND IN PROPAGANDA DIFFUSION 

6. Cuirp-ADULT INTERACTION: ‘THE Source oF SociaLt DIFFUSION IN Hicu- -Ratio Tow WNS 

sage; (2), most propaganda messages their leaflets from ‘children than from other 
a ‘awe require the decision cf adults in the _ adults (significant at the five per cent level). 2 
‘a target community; and (3) the social status When there are e many leaflets available (high 
+ of adults is ‘more clearly crystallized ‘nd ato towns), an adult is as apt to receive a 

recognized in the community. These condi- leaflet from another adult as he is from a 
- may indirectly influence the reception of - child. Children, on the other hand, report re- 

in transmission and color its in- a ceiving their passed-c -on leaflets from other 
toa than from adults, 

be neutral transmitters in the social diffusion "(significant at the one per cent level). — 
process. To the e extent that this is true, the 
impact of the message will neither be COMPARISON WITH A LARGE CITY 

a strengthened nor t weakened when children — _ To what extent might these findings hold | 
dominate the process of social diffusion. under ‘similar test conditions i ina large city?” - ‘ 

Bil Tables 5 and 6 indicate that there is little We may get some indication of the g generality — 
variation i in the pattern of social as of social diffusion patterns by comparing the = 

of the number of leaflets dropped results above with those found another 

a. the target. That is, in both high and low study.® A’ total of 325,000 leaflets (one for 
leaflet ratio towns, more of the total leaflet every person in the population) bearing the 

passing and m message can be attributed same content were e dropped on 

“week, and the time of the day ‘the drop. 
lation figure | stated table, there is were exactly the same in both tests. The 

a moderate positive tendency for children to major difference in the tests was the w way of 
interact with children and adults to interact * 

with adults. ‘However, one significant. differ- This study dealing w ith ecological factors in 
} message diffusion is reported in full by J. Gordon 
concerning these interactions — be Shaw in a Technical Research Report at the 

noted. W hen there few leaflets available Washington Public Opinion Laboratory, Document 
(low ratio. towns), adults receive more of Number U:53-182. 

7. Apu LT Iwreracriow: : THe SOURCE OF PAssen- On LEArLets IN A LARGE Cry 
7, Cu 

eaflet Recipient = | 

Adults Children 

A aj > 

i | PS Nore: For one ¢ degree of fr redo om, , chi- square is 341.7, P is less than. 001, and phi- correlation eq equals: 
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‘measuring the source of passed-on leaflets. In back cards, no percentages are reported 9 on 
the eight-town study the results are based -: mailing compliance. The slightly varying Ne 
personal interviews. ‘The Birmingham on which the proportions for talking and pass. 
oer in Table 7 are tabulations of the | ing in Birmingham are based are due to var 
mailed-back leaflets involved in diffu- ation in the completeness of response in 

Tn comparing social diffusion in ‘the large It is clear from Table 8 that the pattern of 
city” (Table 7) with social diffusion in the — compliance to the leaflet message was on 

all towns (Tables 5 and 6), we get a defi- me ingly similar in the small towns and in the 
indication that the general pattern of 

talk about and pass on the leaflets to a sig. 
large city. In both places children claim to 

interaction involving children and adults. is 

- similar, regardless of city size. In Birming- nificantly greater extent than do adults, The 
ham, as well as in the eight small towns, chil- children in the small towns are ‘slightly more 

dren accounted for more leaflet passing than active than the big city children, whereas the 
a adults (significant at the one per cent a adult pattern was very similar in both places, 
level). In addition, children, to a very high There was no significant difference in the 
_ degree, are more apt to receive leaflets from mailing behavior of children and adults in 
other chi Idren i in both places. One difference the eight small towns. The magnitude of re 
in the passing-on behavior n may be noted. a "sponse to the claimed mailing behavior in this 
Adults receive slightly, but significantly (at case is also | very comparable to findings of 

- the one per cent level) more leaflets ‘from other studies. _ For example, in Project Re- 
9 adults than from children in the large city. _vere’s Salt Lake City study 30 per ce cent of 
This is a reversal of the finding from the the adults interviewed by telephone, and 30 

small towns and suggests the hypothesis that per cent of the adults interviewed face-to- 
adult-to-adult interaction is relatively more face, claimed to have mailed in the | 
important in large cities, _ whereas children’ Thus the finding t! that about t one in three of - 
are more apt to interact with adults i in 1 small the p persons in the target area will claim | to 

towns, complied with the leaflet message re- 

anion. a mail- back response appears to 

COMPARATIVE | COMPLIANCE OF CHILDREN AND 4 Very stable one. 

ADULTS WITH THE LEAFLET MESSAGE he high degree of talking compliance re- 
. ported i in Table 8 may indicate a high inter- 

est level in these communities with regard to 
the leaflet. should be emphasized, | 

that w we do not know how much of the talking 
resulted i in new message-knowers in the com- 
ey Not only did most of the respond- — 

ents claim to have talked to someone about 
‘the’ Teaflets, but t they o often to 

4 

| 

| 
MPARATIVE ComPLIANCE WITH THE LEAFLET BY AND 

Birmingham, Alabama 

WwW e have examined the ways in which the ~ 
respondents claimed to have learned the leaf- 
let message. We may now turn to a considera- 

. a of how they reacted to the message after _ 
- ' they learned it. That i is, we are interested in 

claimed compliance of adults: and chil- 
= 2 with respect to their mailing, talking, 

; and passing-on behavior. The latter two acts 
1 may be examined as they took place in the 
_ eight small towns and in Birmingham. The 

are summarized in Table 8. As all 

Otto N Larsen, “The 
Telephone and Face-to- -Face Interviews,” Amer- 
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CHILDREN A AND ADULTS IN PROPAGANDA DIFFUSION 

talked to several persons. The frequency \ child was “more apt. to learn ‘the leaflet 

“tern is. reflected in the following figures: — _ message through oral diffusion than was co 

Median Number ll Imost excl th hild Persons Talkedto exc usively from other children 
the small towns and the large. city test. 

Eight Towns 

a and children in the small towns. However, i 
the large city, adults received significantly 

Thus, not did a greater proportion more leaflets from other adults. The amou: 
children claim to have talked to others about — of social diffusion will vary with the number — 

leaflet, but they claimed all of leaflets: available in a target community, 

| talked, on the average, to more people, both but the pattern of child-adult interaction re-— 
‘athe small towns and i in the large city. mains Tegardless- of the 

+ ith regard to complying with the mes- 
With regard to knowing ‘the message, We 
m ay summairze as follows: In the combined | 

eight towns slightly more than half of the in- 

terviewed population knew the leaflet — 

sage, we may | summarize as follows: -Propor- 
“tionally more children than adults « engage 
passing on leaflets to others i in both the small 

sage ze three days after the drop. Children were 
‘more apt to be message-knowers than were 

adults. The degree of message knowing, how- Jeaflet with others. In these. 4 |S varied considerably. Only four per cent the average child claimed to have talked to 

of all the nowers could be scored as accu- f more people about the leaflet | than did the | 
rately knowing the entire essential content mm on average adult in both the “small towns and 

| the leaflet. More than half of the cuca. ‘ 
knew | less than hi half of the leaflet content. 

} Younger r message e knowers tended to know © 

of the leaflet content than older message “(This finding was ‘Project 

test. 

__ knowers. While age made a difference in the tT vere’s Salt Lake City study.) There was no 

significant difference in the proportionate — 
a difference. Males and females tended 

proporti 
mailing response of and 

to know the leaflet content equally we well ata the small towns. 

|= regard to how the: message was 
we may summarize as follows: social _ 

diffusion accounted for slightly more than This investigation has been concerned with 

= | degree | of leaflet content known, sex did not 

half of the message- -knowing i in the combined ~ certain factors operating in the social ‘diffu- 

“eight towns. Significantly more social diffu- of a propaganda message. Social diffu- 

“sion took place between n members 0 of separate -sion involves the exchange of a message be- 

households than between members of the a gj 
| “same household. (Similar results were found | population. Under most conditions, not every- 
, a in Birmingham.) Most of the social diffusion _ one in a target community will have direct ac- 
took» place between friends and neighbors cess to a as it is by the 

who lived within | one block of each other, 
while the diffusion between ‘strangers” can pear 

(someone the respondents had never met be- te on how much social diffusion is stimulated. — 
fore) was negligible, never accounting for degree of social diffusion | achieved will 
‘More than four per cent of the social diffusion _ undoubtedly vary with | many circumstances ~ 

_ inany given target town. Over-all, there was e including the nature of the message content; 

_ proportionally more social d diffusion in those the composition, mobility, and other char- — 
target towns where ‘relatively leaflets acteristics of the population; and with the 

pv available than in those towns where a stress context of the occasion (such as war- 

time ne conditions, the imposition of legal 
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ot 

strictions, etc.). In this paper we have dealt _ cation i is commonly - thought to depend toa 
with data collected under conditions which considerable extent upon who « delivers it, 

posed only a | hypothetical threat to the tar- _ Thus the impact and the credibility of a mes. 
populations and no arbitrary depends i in part on the general charac. 

conditions were in effect. An adequate ter of the source, or, more precisely, depends 

_ sponse was generated, , however, for the pur- on how the audience perceives. the general 
pose of analyzing some of the r mechanics of character of the communicator and whether 
social diffusion. they recognize his role as involving origina. 
- We have concentrated on an analysis of tion of the message, endorsement of the mes ‘ 
age as an influence in social diffusion. ’ ‘That — sage, or mere transmission of the message, 2 

our attention has been focused on the for example, a prestige source in the 
— role of adults and children in the — community (a person with high Status) en- ap 

learning of a message, the retention of its dorses ; a message while | passing it on to 

content, and the compliance with the leaflet’s others (even “if this endorsement is only 
intent. mere act of his bothering to pass it on), | 

The study of these relationships may have -.. may be hypothesized that it will have ‘| @ 
considerable practical significance for propa- greater impact than if it were merely 

gandists. While we emphasize that the find- ceived directly from the medium or casually Ay 
__ ings reported here are relativ e to the speci- _— accepted from some active youngster. In this : 

at fied test conditions, we also suggest that they particular study we do not have any direct . 
: may have a practical potential beyond these evidence on message impact resulting from i 

_Testrictions. This is so because there is a high © ‘the age status of the social diffusion source, | 
probability that the communications role of However, we have indicated the extent to | 

¥ _ children is quite consistent under several geo- which adults engage in the social diffusion | 

graphical, ideological, psychological, and a leaflet “Message, , and we have noted that 
cial conditions. The restrictions in movement adult- instigated interaction is mainly directed | 

and social intercourse that are placed in toward other adults and not toward children. 
adults, either through normal | commitments Subsequent studies social diffusion of 

or r arbitrary fiat, are not always — Se messages s might profitably be di. 
= or enforceable with children even under the 
severe conditions of totalitarianism. ‘Thus it questions: (1) To what extent is s the message 

i plausible to ) hypothesize that the active and - - passer perceived as the originating source of 
vigorous communications role displayed by the message, as endorser of the message, Or | 

children under the test conditions discussed as a mere neutral transmitter of the message? — 
would be found under many other conditions. (2) How does the retention, acceptance, and i" ) 2 
This hypothesis would be worthy of further compliance with the message vary with | the . 

While we have particularly noted the ac- passer? a 
~ tive role of children in social diffusion and We suspect that t — are re crucial icsues es in & 
their keen ability in message recall, we must determining the impact of the propaganda 
not overlook the possibility | that adults ful- content, particularly © when social diffusion — 

| a qualitatively different function in the ‘involves adult-adult or child- adult relations. , =. 
diffusion process. Thus” while children | are this latter instance, contact is readily 
undoubtedly important neutral transmitters achievec ed largely because of the intiative 2 and 
of the message, adults, by virtue of their de- high mobility of children. However, there a | 

position in the little ev idence suggest any 

a 

= ‘influence its or indi- These propositions should, | in any | 
rectly, negatively or positively. case, be definitive empirical 

effectiveness of any form of com communi- ‘test. 
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“only on. ANNUAL MEETING 
on), 

The fiftieth annual “meeting” of ‘the Society 

ly re re- 

sually 

Committee have a arranged the following sessions 
and chairmen: pall 

Racial and ethni 

George Simpson, Ol Oberlin College 

Wilbert Princeton Uni 

Crime and penology 

Lloyd E. Ohlin, University of 

Taeuber, ‘Bureau of the Census 

‘Social stratification 
Leonard Broom, niv f California 

Edgar F. “Borgata, Harvard Univer 

Roland L. Warren, “Alfred” University 

Samuel Blizzard, Pennsy lvania State College 
and Union Theological Seminary 

be made for a number 0 of Special activities a 

Speier, Rand Corporation 

measurement of Opinion 

any 
ial 

ave a a | be held at t the Shoreham Hotel, Ww ang 

| 

Nelson N. ‘Fouts, Univ versity of Chicago 

William J. Goode, , Columbia University. 

mental 

‘Soci d th 

‘Sociological tl pam ory 

Daniel Price, of North 

Ernest Greenwood, Univ ersity of California 

Neal Gross, Harvard Univ versity 

Labor force 

Members may submit ‘papers directly to 

_ chairmen, or, if there ‘is any doubt as to the 

appropriate chairman, ‘to the Program 

mittee, | in n care of Conrad of 

. C. Papers 
should not exceed 1500 in length, and 
must be received by February 1, 1955, at the 

In addition ‘to these sessions arrangements 

(at tour of the Census, for example) and for the 
demonstration of statistical machine operations 

under the | direction of Robert Bower. It is 

anticipated that joint programs will be 

the Rural Sociological Society and the 

for the of Social Problems. 

GS rs it “TAT REPORTS A 4 mes. IA R E PO RTS ¢ AN P RO 

of Colorado 

= h Cit 5 of 

elop- _ 

versity dren. 

owing 

i 
or | 

q sage? 

q 
usio 
tions 

adil 
ii 

itica 4 Problems of aging 
Henry Sheldon, Bureau of the 
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a __ Festinger, both from the University of Minnesota ; 

Georg 

ane = of the In 

United Nations Congress on the Prevention Jerry W Walker ber, 1953. 
“of Crime and the Secretary 

ago 

The agenda will include the following items: Boston The Department of Soci- 
standard minimum rules for the treat- clogy” and Anthropology of Boston University 

of prisoners ; made the following appointments to its staff: 
William O. Brown, formerly Chief, African Branch, — 
Division of Research for the Near East and Africa, — 

United States Department of State, as 

of Sociology in eg of the newly established — 
"Graduate Program of African» ‘Studies and Re- 

ee The new offi- Search; George Horner, to the staff of the nee 

cers of the Society are John Burma, President; ‘Studies and Research program; and Daniel F. ‘ 
‘Marston McCluggage, Vice-President ; Arnold Rose, McCall, who is completing his dissertation for 
fee Committee; and Stuart Queen, Repre- the Ph.D. degree in sociology at Columbia Uni- 
sentative to the American Sociological Society. The — versity, as Instructor in Anthropology. Mr. McCall z ship and 
1955 meeting will be held in Des s Moines, Towa. rai has recently returned from three years of teaching 7: 

and research in Africa and will devote part of 
his time to research in the African Studies Program —\ Fellow it 

and part to teaching, a the depat 

seminar at Brandeis University, on problems of ‘ts Seco, 

oratory experiments on social _ behavior. Seven Afri d January 
psychologists and sociologists from four tates, supported é accepted . in part by a grant from the Twentieth Century [| 
will assist each other in planning research designed Fund, and also under the auspices of Boston 

to test findings from laboratory research in University’s Graduate of African Studies 
“natural situations, or vice versa. The participants and Research.  G5eorg 

Henry W. Riecken, Chairmar and Leon T. Scott Miyakawa his teaching in a has 
“accept ar a fall, following a year’s leave of absence as = So 

Nicholas J. Demerath and John W. Thibaut, _ Fulbright appointee at Doshisha University, Kyoto, 
‘University of North Carolina ; Morton Deutsch Japan. in jointly 

-Helmu 

The Social Science "Research Council is. 
a summer -inter- university 

- and Richard Christie, New York University ; and ~§ ¢ Wesley Topping, of the University of British tions for 

q 
Gilbert Krulee, Tufts College. The approximate Columbia , taught in the 1954 Summer Term of -conferenc 

_ dates of the seminar were June 28 through August Boston University in exchange with Albert Morris, 

Social Science Research Council has Anthropology, who taught in the Summer —_ 
received a Lord and Taylor Award in the sum of at the University of British Columbia. _ 

thousand dollars, for increasing knowledge 
of man and human relations through its advance- E June, 19 

earch an Brooklyn College. ‘The of Sod- June, 19 
" ‘ment of research and training in the social sciences. ‘ology and Anthropology joined the Department of study of 

_ The award was presented at a luncheon in the — ‘aaa States, u 
grand ballroom of the Waldorf- Astoria on Education conducting Workshop 

May 3. relations July 1 to August 3, 1954. The By, 
National Conference of Christians and Jews and Short stuc 

7 the Anti- Defamation League of Bin nai B’rith co- using so; 

Center. Rupert B. Vance, University of North Gross of and Helen Brel of Education 
_ Carolina, spent the month of June with the Lab- "directed the workshop, aided by a group of | 

oratory at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, | nationally known experts in intergroup relations. 
; as consultant to the Manpower Research Division . hours of graduate credit in sociology and 
on problems of the Air Force officer population. three in education were earned in the workshop. by Fra 

GA. McMahan, formerly of the University Herbert H. Stroup has been appointed Dean of search fel 
i. of Georgia, is Chief of the Manpower Research Students in the College of Liberal Arts and school fo 

Division. Other sociologists in the Division include Science. He has also been peencted to Professor = 
Thomas R. Ford, formerly of the University of _ of — and Anthropology, | following 
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— ‘AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

was promoted to the rank DePauw, Charles Hobart Redlan 
; of Associate Professor on February 1, 1954. ae > ‘Bell at Temple, and Henry Hart at Western State 

George Simpson, Assistant Professor of Soci- College of Colorado. Robert Hardt has taken 
ology and Anthropology, is serving as a position with York: ‘State ‘Mental 

of the Interdepartmental Graduate Committee on Health Commission. 

§. M. Miller, Assistant in Sociology University of Minnesota. Elio D. Monachesi, 
“and Anthropology, was appointed Chairman of the ~ Chairman of the Department of Sociology, and 

interdepartmental Social Science Group in Septem-  starke R. Hathaway, Professor and Director of 
"ber, 1953. Professor Miller had served as Executive _ Clinical Psychology, received a grant from the 
Secretary for this _ Group since its inception © five ‘United States Public Health Service for a longi- 

‘tudinal study of social adjustment. The grant was 
Hugh H. Smythe, who recently returned from _ made available January 1, 1954. Selig 

“a “Japan where he and his wife, Dr. Mabel M. = Lowry Nelson has — received a Fulbright re- 
Smythe, held posts as Visiting Professors at Yag- search grant and sabbatical leave for 1954-1955. 
amuchi National University, is now giving: a full He will study village social organization in Italy. _ 
program in the department. George Vold has been on leave 

‘Herbert A. Bloch of St. Lawrence University studying penal systems 
been appointed Associate Professor of Sociology countries. 

and Anthropology. Arnold Rose was appointed ‘consultant to. the 
— Human Resources Research office of the United 

| Emory University. In the 1954 the States 
Department of Sociology will offer a newly- de- mi... Theodore Caplow has received “a. Fulbright 

signed course of study leading to the Master of a grant and sabbatical leave for 1954-1955. He will 
Arts degree. Enrollment is to one student lecture at the University of Utrecht in Holland. 

~~ Leo G. Reeder was awarded a grant from the 
Graduate School for a study of “Social Factors in 

Cardiovascular Diseases.” The research is being > $2,125.00 for the first year of graduate study. = 
_ Helmut: Schoeck, formerly Visiting Research done in the Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene 
Fellow in ‘Sociology at Yale University, joined of the ‘School of Public Health. He was also 
the department in in the fall as Assistant Professor appointed a consultant to the “Minnesota Heart, 
of Sociology. Association and is directing a study of attitudes 

Dudley E. De Groot joined the « department and of employers toward cardiac workers. 

3 January from Ohio State University, and has 
secepted a regular appointment as 

George Williams College. Sylvanus M. Duvall lyn Ellis, Associate Professor of Social Studies, — 7 
has been granted a leave of absence so he may > ~ resigned her position and was ‘married this ‘sum- 

accept an invitation ‘from the World Council of mer to Glaister A. Elmer, - Assistant Professor of 

Churches to work with his wife, Evelyn M. Duvall, _ Social Science at Michigan State College. — on 

in jointly conducting conferences on family rela- 
_ tions for church leaders, especially in Asia. The University of New Mexico. Helen Ellis has 

conferences will take the Duvalls to Japan, Manila, returned to staff duty in the social work curriculum 

India, Palestine, and a re Europe. after a year’s sabbatical leave spent at Smith 
College and Boston Psychopathic hospital. 

Harvard University. Carle C.. Zimmerman summer workshop in intercultural velations 
Was appointed Visiting Research Professor at the " was conducted under the joint | sponsorship of the 

4 University of Rome for the nine months following _ department and the College of Education at the 

= 1954. The research involves a cooperative University. The workshop was under the director- 

study of Italians in Europe and in the United — ship of Stewart Cole of the National Conference 
States, using the techniques of sociology, anthro- of Christians and Jews. 

pology, and the medical sciences. In addition, a — department is s sponsoring Institute 
short study of certain Italian villages may be made, ot of Labor Relations in cooperation with the New 

using some of the techniques of Zimmerman’s Mexico State Federation of Labor. Ellis” 
Siamese study in 1930-1931. is director of the Institute. 

Indiana University. Joseph Schneider was en- University of North Carolina. William 
gaged in research on the sociology of war during 4 Noland was appointed Chairman of the Depart- 
his sabbatical leave Spring semester. reper ment of Sociology and Anthropology for the 

_ Frank R. Westie was granted a summer re- five-year period beginning July 1, 1954. ‘one n 
search fellowship from Indiana Graduate, Howard W. Odum ‘and Lee M. Brooks relin- 

and school for research on race relations. -quished the co- chairmanship of the department 
a Teaching positions have been accepted — by the in the summer, 1954. Odum retired in September, 

tllowing doctoral candidates: at 1954, to devote himself entirely tc to writing, under 
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a provisions ads three- Gugg renheim "grant. University of Puerto Rico. The Social Science by te 

Brooks will devote his entire time to teaching — Research Center of the University of Puerto Ricg to determi 
and writing. | has had four major projects in operation this pag ¥ duced in 

ee Harold D. Meyer was visiting sociologist s year, all of which continued during the year begin. f permitting 
inthrop College, Rock Hill, ‘South Carolina, ning July, 1954. Most of the financial support of suppliers. 

March. Between April 4 and 7, Professor — the research is derived from the University of Purdu 
directed a second Southern Regional Conference on Puerto Rico and is supplemented by grants from - promoted 

Recreation for the Aging at Chapel Hill. _ foundations and public agencies. been grant 

_ Wallace E. - Lambert, of the Institute for Re- The Family Life project is directed by Reuben | academic 
search in Social Science, attended a work con- Hill, on leave from the University of North Car. | appointme 

_ ference on psychology and linguistics at Columbia olina, and J. Mayone Stycos in collaboration with | | - Sciences C 

: . ersity in May sponsored by the Social Scie nce Kurt W. Back, research associate. The project is jn in the ne 

Research Council. third year of operation and is being financed first 
John -Thibaut and N.. J. Demerath of the this year on a matching basis with the University. Gerald ere 

for Research in Social Science took The Population Council, Inc., of New York. duties at 

part in a six-weeks invitational seminar at Brandeis af Its focus this year is upon quantitative verification | semester. 
_ University — near Boston beginning in laie june. of hypotheses about the consequences for human of absence 

Rupert B. Vance is one of six social scientiots. fertility of family patterns and_ interpersonal = A new 
appointed to the Sociology Panel for “Anthropo-_ relations within the family. The final phase of the industrial 

logical and Related Sciences the National research is to be conducted collaboratively with been emp 
Research Foundation. During June he served as Guillermo Arbona and Robert | R. King, Jr., of completed 

- Consultant to the Manpower Research Division of the Department of Preventive Medicine and Pub- | he studiec 

_ lic Health of the University’s School of Medicine, , Anthropol 
The Social Stratification and Mobility Project Re 

= States Air Force at Maxwell Field, 

John Honigmann continued his study of in Puerto Rico is being directed by Melvin Tumin, | 

Pakistani culture this last summer at. the Univer- on leave © from Princeton University, with the 

“sity of Peansylvania, | on a grant from a special assistance of Arnold Feldman, Ph.D. Candidate in 

‘fund for the Institutional Exchange of Personnel Sociology at Northwestern ‘University. Carlos of the C 
x by the Ford Foundation and administered — Albizu Miranda, Clinical Psychologist at the Uni- . fedology 
by the University of North Carolina’s Insti- versity of Puerto Rico, is Research Associate in in} study of 

tute for Research in Social Science, charge of psychological testing. 

Reuben Hill returned in the fall after his leave addition the basic financing provided 

of absence for one year in Puerto Rico’ where by the University, supplementary funds have 
directed field work on “Family Size and Fertility been secured from The Ford Foundation and the 

Planning,” a project sponsored jointly by the National Institute of Health. Under the latter's 

United» States Public Health Service and the subsidy, a special study “of Personality 
Culture in Puerto Rico is being conducted. Institute for Research in Social Science at the 

_ The study consists of an investigation into the bit, Univ niversity of Puerto Rico. Professor Hill 

‘Visiting Professor Leslie, as’ directors, assisted — different kinds and levels of readiness of various 
the population of Puerto Rico for in the planning and direction of the seventeenth — 

Groves Conference in Marriage ‘and the Family alternative possibilities in the Island’s future, 

held April 28-30 at Purdue University. In rec- especially the ongoing | 
‘equitien of the twentieth anniversary of the first industrialization, urbanization, and secularization | 

Groves Conference held in Chapel Hill in 1934, of the Island. Accordingly, an area probability | 
- special tribute was paid to the pioneering leader- sample of one thousand persons has been inter- 

ship of Ernest R. and Gladys H. Groves. viewed with regard to objective statuses, life 
Nicholas J. Demerath of the ‘Department of chances, institutional patterns, attitudes, and per 

“Sociology and Anthropology has been elected a sonality structure. The sample is stratified 
vice president of the Society for Applied A Anthro- and 

The Manpower Resources Project is under the 
= Chien K’un =a of the University of Hawaii, — direction of Lloyd G. Reynolds with Peter 

Gregory Luz Torreullas serving as 

search is 
oof the 

under 1 

7 

Res 

and William E. Cole of the University of Tennessee, 

were ‘Visiting Professors in the e Summer Session, — Directors. The project is undertaking a broad 

oa Gerald R. Leslie, Visiting Professor for 1953-_ accelerated industrialization of Puerto Rico. 
returned to Purdue University after teaching The Puerto Rico-United ‘States Economic 

in the first summer session, == Sees oo ‘Relations Project is directed by Walter Isard of 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Its 

 Setieedern University. Thomas D. Eliot purpose is to identify new markets for Puerto . 

has. become Professor Emeritus of Sociology: at industrial products in the New York and 

Northwestern after thirty-five years of service Gulf Coast areas. Its method is “to forecast the 

there. During the Spring semester he was Visiting economic expansion of these and 

Lecturer at the University of Wisconsin. “quantify the inputs necessary for this 
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ad by technological and cost analysis who are interested in joining the group 

to determine which of these inputs could be pro- receive information from Dr. Allen Katcher, De-| 4 7 

duced in Puerto Rico at | a _advantage partment of Psychology, University of Washington. __ 

permitting — successful with other Sanford M. Dornbusch has been granted a leave 

absence to work at the Center for Advanced 

~Purd ue Louis has been Study in the Behavioral Sciences, in Palo Alto, 

poo to full Professor. In addition, he has California. He will pursue inquiries » > 

been granted a leave of absence for the 1954-1955 tion and role- ee 

appointment by the Division of Behavioral degree” in June, 1954, has a position as Dean 

Sciences of the Ford Foundation to participate ‘Men ‘and Assistant Professor of Sociology, at 

‘in the new Center for Advanced Study during Kent ‘State University, in Ohio. ie ae : 
a its first year of operation. ae... William R. Catton, Jr. has been appointed to 

iversity Gerald R. Leslie kas returned to resume his — an instructorship at Reed College,  asileaalh saad 

York. { duties at Purdue with the starting of the Fall 1954-1955, 

fication — | During the past year he was on leave Aubrey ‘Wendling, w who is near the point» of 
of absence at the University of North Carolina. completion of ‘Ph.D at this University, 

ersonal | = new staff position has been created in urban- John Kitsuse, at about the same stage of training 
of the - industrial sociology and Robert L. Eichhorn has at U.C.L.A., have been appointed ‘to teach the 

y with been employed to fill it. Dr. Eichhorn recently — courses of Schrag | and nd Dornbusch for the present 

Jr, 0 of completed his degree at Cornell University, w here academic year. 54, 

1 Pub- studied in the Department of Sociology and Nahum Z. Medalia, has completed the 
dicine, ‘Anthropology and the School of Industrial and final report on the Air Site Project, has accepted 

Project | Labor Relations. the position of Assistant Professor in Social Sci- 

Tumin, ences at Institute of Technology. 

and has accepted a fellow Nygreen, who v as a awarded the Ph.D. ‘a 

Vanderbilt Committee of Educational “Inquiry on 

Carlos of the Carnegie Foundation, the Department regrets t to report the ¢ deaths 

Sociology and Anthropology is conducting a thon of its members: = P= 
study” of _changes in student's values. The | re- Walter: Richard Harrison, died 

search is based on a revision of the 1950 version _ 

of the Cornell Values Study ieee and since 1946. His undergraduate training, in Econom- 

is vunder the direction of Jay Artis. and Sociology, was at Howard University, 
latter’s e sur "where he received the B.S. in 1930. He earned an 

ining on the structure of the MS. in Economics, and a Ph.D. in Sociology at 

family in relation to the societal “class structure. (Cornell University, receiving the “latter” degree 
va the This study is subsidized by grants from Vander- in 1944. He taught for seventeen years and was 

-arious bilt the Social Science Research engaged in the practice of social work in Detroit 
mal Philadelphia. He was the author of 

ngoing 

uary, 1954, had been a member of the Society 

Zation 

ability 4 
inter- the State of Washington. ‘He will return to the Columbia University, an “Associate 

department in 1955 or 195. | Member ‘of Society in 1950. 
Frank Miyamoto was awarded a grant for Herbert D. ‘Lamson, Professor of Sociology" at 

mmer research by the Graduate School, in order Boston University, , died March 12, 1954, 

to plan a project on small group studies. He has so received the Ph.D. degree at Harvard in 1935 q 
had a part in forming an organization of psychol and taught at the University of - Shanghai, and 

ogists and sociologists who are interested the University of Maine. He was the author of 

esearch in the field. Sociologists on. the west coast Socia Pathology in China, and Several articles. 
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‘The Social Psychology of Prejudice. ‘By Ger- 
ave 

SAENGER. New York: Harper 
Brothers, 1953. xv, + pp. $400 

The Nature of Prejudice. By Gorpon W. 
Port. Cambridge: Addison-Wesley Publishing 

_ Company, Inc., 1954, xxiii » 537 pp. $5.50 

These two books, ‘published almost 
taneously, represent a new development in the 

study of relations between racial, religious, and 

bid ry of presenting all of the known 
techniques of combatting: prejudice. Though 

scholarly and well-balanced, he has produced 
an invaluable handbook ‘ “for j all those who i in the | 

‘crimination. 

_ The book starts out with a statement. of the 

‘Jength: exa 
structure, | 

cesses of 

tion, aggres 
the structut 

evaluation. 

methodolog 

study of p 
ethnic groups. While psychologists have engaged - scope of the problem but immediately goes 1 Allport’s 
in specific studies of intergroup prejudice at into the practical question of ‘ ‘the of f 
least as far back as the 1920’s, they have prejudice.” ' The facts about actual group differ. | and theref ook a: 

hitherto left to sociologists the writing ences are then summarized, not so much to | ha 

| the author 

ind it i 
convey 

to certain changes of orientation that will take— 

place: (1) Attention will be shifted from the 
involved in intergroup relations, es- Berry and psychological variables must be 

“natural 
position that a number of economic, bes i | natural phi 

tation of 

of minorit 
— 

— 

to ‘the “psychological set,” 
which the members of groups view each ‘other. 

Saenger presents only a summary, background pe a and outline of tactics 

merely refers his readers to other sources 

(2) Attention will be shifted from historical 
and cultural analysis of the group | to ‘Psycho- 

chapter on objective behavior, and 

‘the group. Both Saenger and Allport acknowl- © 
edge the important role of “culture, ” but de-— 
vote the bulk of their space to such topics 

a as the structure and etioligy of the prejudiced 
personality, “scape- goating, the | perception of actually do. 7 

‘The Allport volume i is more ambitious in 
that it seeks to day a basis 

group differences, etc. Both authors con- 

and deal with economic, political, ; 

4 which these variables are integrated i in certain - techniques for reducing prejudice, 

‘that includes the use of law as well as edu. 
cation, propaganda and ‘social contact. al 

is practically nothing that is new in this volume, 
but it is a praiseworthy summary of relat 
should he "presented in such a form that it 
should have maximum usefulness for those 

who seek to effectuate “social change. Perhaps 
a minor defect is the i impression it unintention- : 
ally conveys know more than we 

its main 

_ ways into the structure of the society. These — purpose is exposition of the nature of part 

psychological emphases will be healthy Its scope is therefore broader than that of | 
stimulating approaches to study of an ‘Saenger volume. Allport starts out with» 

important subject matter if they do not re- a philosophical analysis of the concept of 
_ in the neglect of the sociological emphases. — 

Both books are products of good workman-— 
ship. The authors have covered most of ‘the 

recent literature on the origins and nature of 

prejudice and have organized it in logical and — 
systematic form. Saenger especially has pro-— 

duced | a a highly readable volume. Its orientation 

“prejudice” ‘and seeks to relate it to xi 

groups finc 
stereotyped 

mani 

varied. At 

that “ “man | 

‘without sh 

of the ter 
racial and 

in the bu 

“bigot and 
“matters ( 
scientist 
between t! 
different n 

the abandc 

ing group 

cultural 

includes 

-gorical dif 

| in human nature. He quickly moves 
to the sociological processes involv ed in the 

formation of in-groups and the rejection of | 

= out-groups. Four chapters are devoted to group 
differences, varying from the purely physical , 
ones to the intangible (and unsubstantiated) 

” 
ractical—its subtitle is due to victimization. ‘consideration ‘traits’ 

<a 
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ing Intercultural Understanding Cooner. 
q 

aities and 
The book 

a 

with, ing Saenger again avoids the | 

dice of traits | 
to the irre 

Negroes, | 

as whites 
103). He : 
“If Jews 

social 

£«§ 
the pre 
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takes the form of a discussion of the e cognitive Ina book as long and on such a po 

- process, the nature of language, stereotypes in subject as - Allport’ s, mistakes are bound ‘a 

‘a ‘ our culture, and factors in prejudice. The last- occur. For example, there is obvious need - 
| mentioned topic is then broken down into describe and explain group characteristics, and 
| fine subcategories and dealt with at great yet this is likely to lead to’ overgeneralization. 

| |ength: examined are culture ‘patterns, _ societal While trying to be cautious, Allport does ay 
* | structure, patterns of social contact, the pro- - that Americans are more punctual than Western | 

eesses of learning, ideological conflict, Europeans (p. 97), “to an outsider a Lutheran 
| tion, aggression and hatred, anxiety, projection, . is a Lutheran” “regardless of what ; synod | he 

the structure of prejudiced and tolerant person- | belongs to (p. 134), “the imposing sy nagogues 

- glities and the impact of propaganda on them. in Jewish residential districts make for visi- 

The book closes with a brief consideration of — bility” (p. 249). Freud’s theory of anti- Semi- 
| the techniques of reducing prejudice and their tism, while treated with greater approval than it 
| evaluation. There are brief discussions of — perhaps deserves, is distorted: according to | 

ae methodological considerations which arise in the Freud, the Jews are hated, not because they 
| gudy of prejudice, killed Jesus (which is "what Allport ‘thinks 
| Allport’s approach, like Saenger’ s. is ‘eclectic, Freud says) but because they killed Moses and 
and therefore it is not possible to characterize refuse to expiate their guilt through accepting 

the book as having a distinctive point of view. tt the penitence of Jesus. While making excellent — 
| does have a certain peculiar quality, which ~ use. of case material brought in by Harvard 

tt | the author ‘reveals unintentionally. While students, Allport sometimes fails” ‘to correct 

false find it difficult to characterize this quality, << : for bias created by this source: for example, he 
Ss Of | tan convey something of its flavor by labelling — “states that rumors derogatory to Negroes are 
lectic it ‘naturalistic.” is presented as less numerous than rumors derogatory to Jews 
itical, (p. 65) without indicating that his information __ 

tation of human was from the Boston area. Also the North- 

racial and ethnic antagonism that he considers 
the bulk of the book. He refers alize that American culture is racist. 

“bigot and nonbigot” as equally biased on race is racism accepte unthinking and 
‘| matters (p. 85), which suggests that the true provides a framework for perception, thought, _ 

scientist should take < a position somewhere and action. Tt has» varying forms and degrees 
between ‘these two reprehensible creatures. A in different sections of the country, and is 

+ different 1 manifestation of this “naturalism” is now declining generally. The psychological, and 
- the abandonment of the terminology of analyz- even the “s social” variables , that these authors 
ing group differences as physical, mental, and emphasize in their analysis of the causation of — 

cultural for a methodological classification that .2* are very powerful, but nevertheless 
‘Rdlodes “a rare-zero differential” and “a cate- they influence American behavior specifically 
forical differential.” discussing overlap in an anti-minority direction because of the 
of traits between racial groups, - Allport goes - definitions _which racism: provides for them 

to the irrelevant extreme of referring to albino a to work on. This defect, while a crucial one, 
Negroes, when Negroes who can readily does not “invalidate the carefully _worked- out 

would serve the perpese (p, theories and ‘supported conclusion of Allport; 
108), He Bassons: ‘it merely leaves a logical gap to mar an other. 

Jews could be evenly distributed through = prob- t ' ably open to correction since they strive sO 
€ social structure, anit-Semitism would prob- hard to dev elop a properly balanced interpreta- 

: ably be ‘greatly reduced, ” without — va Allport especially is creative when he is 

q 

that the sentence is at least "equally accurate reconciling psychological and_ sociological in- 
ated) if the proposition were inverted to: “If anti- ‘fluences, as in his suggestion that psychological 
ation | Semitism ‘would be greatly reduced, Jews mee identification may play an important role in 

. 

) 

y 7 

a 

~ 

+ 

¥ > ; groups find objectionable, while distorted and _ tons is indicated by his interpretation of most « 7 

be stereotyped, nevertheless have a basis in fact. ‘Southerners’ claim, that Negroes are satisfied, eo $$$ 
eZ The manifestations of this orientation are aS “a tribute to the Negro’s protective con- - a 
edu | varied. At one point, Allport bluntly “states cealment behind a mask” (p. 147). Negroes = 
so vas coon has a propensity to prejudice” (p. 27) do have some protective concealment, but so ‘ma 
— showing the relation between his use 0 white southerners, = — f evan _nreiudice and the phenomena of underlying difficulty, afflicting both Allport 
at it 

ition- 
1 we 

| a 
1s in 

for 
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“the: learning of culture (p. 293). These authors _ of this book a asa companion- -volume i in La Course 
set for themselves a difficult task and have come on research methods. As Cultural 

through remarkably well. The long-range inv estigation of ethnocentrism gelations! 

ARNOLD M. Rose in children reported by Else Frenkel- Brunswit | 
University of Minnesota “Further Explorations b Contributor to after the 

Authoritarian Pe is an _in or social 

fathered 

- It the 
uperio ar any othe 

to most of the inv in the ‘more Co 
Marre Glencoe, Illinois: original work: there is somewhat greater proach 

“1954, 279 py Pp. $4. 50. concern: with the societal and cultural cop. -availabili 

is the second volume i in the series, 

a A substantial portion of Frenkel- Brunswik’s | 
volume on The American Soldier, the present essay is, in effect, a rejoinder to brn 

hada one on The Authoritarian Personality consists criticisms have been “leveled, “both in | 

d_ positive contribution, perpetuate the his | original vob | 
of d ted th Of her many qualifying remarks, we 

= aS eavor represented by the parent have selected” the following for comment here 
work. 

amg because it is a qualification (and als Oa 
Edward Shils, his essay on ‘ “Author revels “We tion) of one of the most important shortcomings ? 

‘Right’ and ‘Left, The « Authoritarian Personality—a 

the of coming which is not given adequate | 
pir gery tion in the book under review: “Choice of the 

approach-via-personality is es veciall call 
philosophies can be classified on the “Right- = y called for when, as is true in our case, objective social significan 
Left” continum. Among these consequences. 

constitutes { Improved 
the following are perhaps most significant : for ! 

the most part only the fascistic, “authoritarian 

G 

= 

no more than the common background of an sg 
estigation centered about finding individual | Indian 

the differences in the appeal various elements of + 
al backg d m Facial L 

‘direct “opposite of ‘the ‘fascist. Thus” social backgroun 
vary ing personalities. It must be 

blur “the distinction between that it has never been our aim to general 
_itarians and reasonable of humani- from our individuals to the 

tarian, equalitarian dispositions.” They not only since we described a variety of fairly distinc 

personality syndromes existing in one and the 

Harold Lasswell, in his article “The Selective 
Effect of Personality on Political Participation,” 
presents a theory of f the development of the 

interest would have hous to assess the predilec- 
tion toward authoritarianism in different so o | 

OF  cieties we would have had to concentrate on {| 
“power- centered personality.” This theory comparative study of the institutions ‘of these | = Of 

in that it combines Sete, and this we did ot set out toa | 
the oliti 1 above positi on, "however, is -Rowhere as well a ical ‘scientis clearly stated in the parent book, nor is this | 
_In their Methodological Critique” Herbert “recognition of cultural phenomena incorporated 

4 in any meaningful way into the theory or con 

the aut ors’ t not been prove clusions of The Authoritarian” Personality. | 
the data they cite... .” If one follows their ver, thle and 

P 
Set analysis from start to finish, ogi quite adequate. It cannot be assumed that the completes 

roces annot help but agree with their conclusion. people studied share a common cultural back Process « 
Four Richard Christie, in Authoritarianism Re ground. “If two people differ in their image | 

examined, ” is equally ‘rigorous in his | criticisms of and hostility toward the members of ype of 
“Mat 

of the parent volume. also "examines the outgroup, these differences cannot be | Raters 

‘MInyriad subsequent | researches which have taken attributed primarily to personality character 
their cue from The Authoritarian Personaliiy yj stics peculiar to one or the other of these | 

in 
on appraisals by Hyman and Sheatsley ar 4 indivi iduals unless the investigator has consider en | 

t t 
by Christie are re models of methodological criti- = knowledge regarding the normative system 

a and would in themselves the use provided by each individual’s family, | 
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social class, local community, “region, ” etc. of view, 

Cultural (including sub-cultural) norms defining values 

pelationships with | particular | out- “groups in way in which these are transmitted to 

‘harshly negative terms often persist long by parents and others, (3) the role played by 

after the functional necessities (psychological deformity in personality structure, and (4) ae 

or social or both) which in past generations" results of surgery in terms of adjustment. 

= these hostile norms have ceased to The chapter on “psychosocial aspects, ” by 

exist. It is perhaps for this reason more than MacGregor, is likely to be of greatest interest 

any other that the ‘ ‘happy bigot” is so much _ to sociologists. The deformed person is depicted 

‘more _ common than the psychoanalytic interaction with others, interpreting 
proach ‘would lead us to believe. The relative evaluating the reflections of self which come 

of prejudicial and non-prejudicial back from them. “ . Socially created images 

eatrism 

unswik 
to 

in im. | 
rovided 

m the | 
uperior 
in the 

greater 
con 

its. | norms is a datum which must be considered in held of the debermed often become distorting - 

any “causal’ ’ analysis of prejudice on the indi- mirrors which in turn reflect their personalities 
= level. and which can be significant factors in con- 

Despite the incisiveness of its” criticisms, trolling their behavior and social adjustment ” 

| this book as a whole is likely to leave one with (p. . 81). Three types of ‘adjustment are 

‘a feeling of greater respect, not less, for the suggested to cover the range of cases: (1) with- | 
‘parent, work, This is not only the drawal or avoidance of others, (2). overt 

substantive contributions Lasswell aggression, and (3). _attempts to do something 

‘Frenkel-Brunswik; it is also due to the fact deformity, such as excessive charm, 

that the conspicuously negative critics, Shi!s, joking remarks, and the like. Having 
age ie and Sheatsley, and Christie are rarely this approach to the data, it is strange that 

; ‘disdainful, rarely out to demonstrate their own ‘the author fails “mention H. Cooley, 
. erudition, | but rather engaged in a meticulous, G. H. Mead, or W. I. Thomas, although Mind, 

led for sometimes task of criticizing a very ‘Self, and Society is listed in a the 

social 
improved. 

FRANK R. Ww ESTE 

should take warning from her finding 
“sometimes the mother’ description 

mbered 
neralize 

| 
istinct | | MANN. Springfield, 

230 75. cases with the help of projective tests, 

“major | a 2 inter discip inary group consisting 

redilec- 

ent 

ate = 
these 

to do,” were assisted, "personality 

to structure and social relatively 1 “unchanged, while in still others sur- 
‘this s well as oe effects of plastic surgery on this gery resulted in new problems or redefinition — 
porated adjustment. ‘The 74 patients, studied by inter- of old ones. The concluding chapter consists — 

views and projective tests, vary considerably mainly of practical recommendations intended 
onality. | in type of facial deformity, age, socio- “economic — to be useful to those who deal professionally — 
is not ethnic backgrounds. _ Twenty- “seven w with p persons who are facially deformed. 
nat the completed plastic surgery, while 28 were in & In general the book leaves something tc to be : 
back Process of surgery when the study ended. sired as a research document. preserva- ted 

Four detailed case histories illustrate the tion of individuality in the inter- ‘disciplinary 
of data _ obtained in interviews. T he approach is an advantage in that it presents 

‘Materials are lively, human, and interesting. many. facts of the problem, although with» 
} | Bes authors succeed in giving the reader some repetition, but a disadvantage in that it 

these eeling for the e patients as persons in contin- makes for a lack of integration in the concep- _ 
mnsider- interaction with» others. Each tualization ‘of data. One is entitled to express 
syste authors has written a ‘separate chapter, inter- the pious _ hope that the pilot study will be 

school, preting the case material from own point followed by one characterized by a more inte- 
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stitutes | Obtained Dy visiting the families of patients” a 
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; . attempt to bring together the various interest- _ with the identification of mental health as wel 
ing and insightful typologies scattered through as of mental illness. T he paper by Leonard 

present chapters. Scheele, Surgeon General for the Public Health 
= i~ a Readers — who are mainly interested i in fine Service, | is a summary of the contribution which 

unimpressed. Others, like who: some of problems of health. The 
, _ consider it worthwhile to report impressionistic _ description by J. P. Scott of the socialization in public 
findings based on the exploration of new areas, process among higher animals—dogs, for er vided D 
will find the book rewarding. In particular, it makes interesting | Teading 

_ chapter | of case histories, and that on “psycho- seemed to this reviewer to be a little irrelevant, F eminent 

aspects will be to followers the theme of the symposium. The criti. that they 

is the 
portion 
twenty-ni 

organized 

by chapt 
tions: 

Social N 
. > reference to the reports on on research, ‘the 

G. Bow DREAU and JEAN Dow NES. et ork: general orientation, if not the specific content, 
SR Memorial Fund, d, 1953. 2 263 pp. $1.50. of some of these papers would be known to 

This is a collection of papers in the area of sociologists—the August Hollingshead and 
~ social psychiatry presented at the 29th (1952) _ Frederick Redlich discussion of the social- class. 
annual conference of the Milbank Memorial differences in the incidence of mental disorder, 

und. There are six with what has and the Joseph Eaton and Robert Weil further 
been called “Interrelations Between the Social report on their research among the Hutterites, 
Environment and Psychiatric Disorders,” vone for example. There is a report of an ecological 
each representatives from public by! van Belknap and Gartley Jaco which 

"sociology, psychology, social psy ychology, biology, 
and anthropology. There are nine papers deal- ences i in incidence and form of mental dnl, 

with empirical research in this field in but goes beyond earlier 
- progress, completed, or proposed, and there is that differences in distribution may be associated | Johns Hi 
a report of a kind of panel discussion dealing — ; with the “type” of city studied in terms of eco <i cou 
with the “Definition « of a Case for Purposes of nomic base. A variety of other research proj- | physics. 

Research | in Social Psychiatry.” All papers are ects are discussed in the remaining papers. “Jung, he 

‘comparatively brief. A part ‘of ‘the informal general tone of this book is a lack of pre _psychiatr. 

discussion which followed the presentation 0 of tentiousness, a lack which is not to be confused, | he shifte 
each paper is included. The sessions were pre- incidentally superficiality or with simplifi- 

sided over by Alexander: Leighton, who also cation for the benefit of a lay | audience. None 27 

contributed | a report of the progress of the of the authors claims, or even — ae Lifwynn 

Stirling ‘County study. Mla nat, he is on the track of anything rev olutionary, and } his atten 

The sociological contribution to the first group some of the discussion—and some of the = | el 
induced of six is a + creditable paper be Eugene Schneider search described—are not particularly profound 

_ This book represents | a groping toward a real internal t 
the: physi 

of the relationship of content to very complex social problem. . As such it merits “adjuster 

personality disorientation (pp. 39-43) is well the attention not only of sociologists but also _ ‘medicine, 

organized, and the paper includes a brief, sensible of all interested in social welfare. ea analysis, 
observation on the limitations of the analysis of DonaLp D. STEWART phylopath 

small-scale social systems as a research method ersi d { Since 

in this field. Sociologists will also find interest- appeared 
ing the paper by Benjamin D. Paul which deals — Science and | Man’s Behavior: The Contribution | Social Ba 

with the psychotic behavior of a Guatemalan Phylobiology (Including the complete and | appr: 

girl analyzed in terms of what he has called = of: The Neurosis of Man.). By TRIGANT { . siderable 
the “self- regulating processes in culture.” Burrow (Edited by E. Gatt). of Huma: 

papers by the psychologist, William E. York: Philosophical Library, 
Henry, and the social psychologist, Marie 564 pp. $6. 
a point out the need for concern wit , ‘sii book consists of two major parts; one 

—_— be considered to be the positive is based exclusively upon edited material which 
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Burrow gathered before his death part v is of little value to physiologists, and 

of his plans for Science and Man’ 3 Behavior, > called attention to the extremely pessimistic 

eonard and the second consists of unchanged point o of view of the nature of man and his 

Health | te issue of The . Neurosis of Man, published in future. re. Others in still looked upon the 

that constitutes 404 pages of the approach as a promise. 
ook, Since Dr. Burrow has published in so many 

h. The } a to the editorial foreword, a delay fields, it is clear that a specialist in only one 
ization 4 publication The Neurosis of Man field cannot appraise the range or ‘significance 

al 

a 

or ex. yided Dr. Burrow in 1948 time of his work. He organized a group of investi- 
reading | necessary to present se! lected parts of ‘it to gators about him, set out to study tensions — 

elevant — eminent scholars in several relevant fields so_ under v varying conditions of attention, snd 
y criti: } that they could prepare considered appraisals. use of the techniques of electroencephalography, — 

ness : It is these which have been used for the first — > wrote books which appear to have a | paucity 

terms portion of the book. |The | statements of the of Supporting data. But the more recent 
were twenty-nine authorities have been selected statements of Herrick and others raise 

cipants— organized around major problems “suggested questions that are more than just 
cipant; by chapter titles, two serving here as illustra- _ problems. The » fundamental conception of man — 
ed, on tions: “‘Normality’ and the Meaning of the seems to be acceptable, why all of the 
ne, Social Neurosis” and “Biological and Cultural confusing categories and related concepts. and 

ch, the Considerations. Among the twenty-nine author- “Lone Wolf” activityp 

ontent, ities solicited were Herskovits, , Kluckhohn, one reviews the several books and reads 

Krogman, Lindeman, Ogburn, and Sorokin. The Neurosis of Man, ‘one makes the prelim- 

It seems ¢ clear that ‘the purpose of including inary” estimate that Dr. Burrow had possibly 

thorough reader Dr. Burrow’s conception of His work, as he saw it and as he convinced a 
man, the theoretical system he | has devised few others through inspiration, was program 
and some experimental data in order to facili- of reforming our scientific approach to the 

study of the first section. study of ‘To work out this program, he 

The Neurosis of Man is to put in hand for the made his most important contributions by 1937. J 

‘The bibliography of articles. and books of gathered a few followers, including his son- in- 
‘differ. -Trigant Burrow is more than respectably long. = law who edited the present book, about him for 
sorder, Upon completion of his training in medicine, the express purpose of setting up phylobiology. 

gesting | he completed a doctorate in psychology at _ Apparently the world of scholars has paid little © 
ociated Johns Hopkins. His dissertation, published attention to this program and to phylobiology. 
of eco. - 1909, ‘could be classified as a - study in psy cho- — It appears to be little known by social psychol- 
1 proj physics. After returning from studying with ogists who have been trained in departments. 

Jung, was practice research in of sociology, and its findings and techniques 

of psychiatry. and p psychoanalysis until 1923 been subsumed and extended, so it seems, 

nfused, | he shifted to what he refers to as‘ ‘social by social psychologists who have been | trained 
implifi- | psychiatry” and “group” method of analysis.” in departments of psychology. Science and 

None | fn 1927 he became Scientific Director of the Man ’s Behavior may be the last effort in this _ 
s, that Foundation, i 1928 he shifted program reform. Most of us are likely to 
ry, and ‘his attention to research in _phylopathology. remain convincingly unreformed, for much of 4 

 @ concern with “ ‘modifications of behavior his work Points to the existence of a central 7 

found. induced through adjusting the organism’ problem but offers no empirical proof that its 

a real, internal tensional patterns and a recording of solution ion has been advanced by phylobiology. — 7 
the physiological changes. accompanying these oRREST E. LAVIOLETTE 

adjustments.” publications have in 4 Tulane Univ : 

medicine, experimental psychology, psy ycho- 
individual and social psychiatry, and Three Men: An in the 

phylopathology. Emotion. By Jean Ev ANS (Introduction by 

Since 1926 articles by Dr. Burrow by Gorpon W. Attport). New York: Alfred 
"appeared in sociologi cal journals. In 1927 The A. Knopf, 1954. xviii, 297 Pp. ‘$3. 
"Social Basis of Consciousness was well receiv ed The reader wo ] ader would be well advised to begin 
; and appraised as a Point of view holding con- this book early in the evening, - because — 
- Siderable promise. Ten years later The Biology its cover is opened he will be unable to lay 
. of Human Conflict was defined as a beginning - it away until | he reaches the last page. This is 

fulfillment of that ‘promise and continues in superb writing—the work of a craftsman 
use by departments of psychology. But a review story telling. Its theme is the tragedy of 
§ at ‘that time by Anton J. Carlson was emotional impasse. 

_ Miss Evans is first of all a journalist 
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writer. While doing feature stories for the now will have the e effect of mea Social | 
extinct newspaper PM, she developed what then case worker to v write in a more interesting man. 
_ appeared to the reviewer to be a new literary ner. This may be true, but it does not do 
_ form, which combined the values of the short justice to Miss Evans. For what she has added 
_ story, the newspaper article, and the case history tol the case history is not merely the effect of 
of the psychiatric social worker. The develop- _ craftsmanship in writing. Rather, she has shown 
ment was a natural one for Miss Evans. Assigned ~ how “much can be disclosed by a passionate 

to do the story of a crime 2 and a criminal, she attachment | ‘to fact and an unhurried concem I'm will 

+ would allow her intelligence to seep itself in to understand the life of an individual. Cer. anomie. 
the facts of the case until she found herself “i tainly it would be utopian to expect the | converse 

_ involved in the problems of personality devel- _ psychiatric social worker to have as much time 
j opment and of social organization a and structure. . and energy for each subject as Miss Evans 
| The difficulties presented in concreto . by her 7 had. But, at a a time when sociology and the 

ig 3 empirical material led her gradually to look for other behavioral sciences are engaged primarily 
what help she could get from the sciences of 4 in extensive research and in the development 

= human behavior. Gordon Allport had the of large- scale interview techniques and statis- 
ax _ imagination to perceive the usefulness of her tical analysis, a fresh consideration of the 

for teaching in the academic disciplines. fruitfulness of intensive research and its 
_ Despite the literary quality of these three oe supplementary role can have only a wholesome 
histories, they destined become the effect. Such intensive research can be produc- 
_ material for analyses in courses in sociology, _ tive of ideas not only for the problems of ~ growing 

social pathology, criminology, ‘clinical psychol- psychodynamics but also for reviewer 
psychiatry, mental hygiene, and social of social structure and organization. all “hig 

work. retry It may be useful to conclude this review their wo 
Although her developing sophistication in the with instances of empirical insight in the study of 

. "sciences. of man is evident , Miss Evans has - book to illustrate this last point. Both are the view 
the good sense to allow the facts of her cases to’ taken from the case of Johnny Rocco, the only to be us 
speak for themselves. . Certainly one perceives individual among the three who shows signs of 

_ her interpretive mind at work in her assemblage EA breaking through his — emotional impasse. ~ similar \ 

of the facts. But there is a minimum of Jan- Johnny’ s early history was such as to make he asks 
one or another of his case seem hopeless. He was one of eleven 

| contemporary schools of human behavior. The children, whose immigrant father died in a 

Consequence is that material len itself drunken brawl. Johnny was unloved by his 
_ easily to the uses of the teacher in exempli- mother, was the terror of his neighborhood, question 
fying interpretive schemas various and he had long record of juvenile arrests 
- schools and disciplines. The student will be for robbery. Yet, he is now trying to | bea not thin 

_ moved by the material to raise many questions - good husband and father, and he is learning to aware 
that should lead to fruitful discussion, read for the first time in his life. If Johnny discours 
_ For the most part, the subjects of these now can maintain his heroic effort “to be Power 

_ biographies are allowed to tell their own ‘stories, good,” the one factor in his environment most Part On 
and these are supplemented by whatever rec- responsible (and this conclusion is “not drawn associate 

_ ords and information Miss Evans can obtain _ explicitly by Miss Evans) was the assignment ine 

from institutions, doctors, _ and social workers. of O’Brien to his case. O’Brien was a counselor on the | 
I The core in the presentation of each case is in an organization devoted to working with These ; 
the subject’s own image of himself and of his: delinquent boys. Miss Evans’ account of the psychol 
relationship to others. There are movements in therapeutic process developed by O’Brien child p 
the direction of realistic self- appraisal (large throws the kind of light upon the value of guistics, 

: the case of Johnny Rocco and at a minimum _ such work that no amount of statistical follow- range 0 
jm the case of Martin Beardson), and ‘these up studies could accomplish. The other empit- 7 book se 

are” followed by speedy withdrawal into the ical insight to be instanced here concerns the perhaps 
_ Closed circle of the original image. The reader role of Johnny’s anomic social enviornment — arrange 

can _judge from the subject’s own words, in impeding Johnny’s present efforts to recog- lon 
“teen only a little by Miss Evans’ impressions, nize certain elementary norms of conduct as Part ' 

the extent of delusion as well as the nature of _ binding upon him. Johnny is deeply troubled, | - things 

the environmental factors ‘that participate in for example, by the normlessness— of the : national 

the formation and the maintenance of the image representatives of law. “And asso 

of self. The interaction of this image with the conga , . They hang around in the bar- q the: “cor 

changing realities of the environment make the rooms... I see them take money off pimps ‘ and 

drama of each case. hustlers . . I’ve been shook down myself.” 
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‘one in sociology. | it needs constantly Chase’s sugg for future should 

be enriched by intensive research. And, in the be welcomed ed by the graduate student who is 
context of such material, discussions s concerning — “looking for a thesis topic.” The bibliography 
the relations between * be useful to sociologists at all levels. 
ology” can ~The entire book, however, germane 

ssionate 
concern 

al. Cer. 

ect ‘the 

ch time 
Evans 

rimarily Power of Words. By STUART CHASE of of words. And 

lopment oration with MARIAN TYLER Cuase). New | process which it 
1 statis. York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, helps to shape. ords are what make us 
of the 1954. xii, 308 pp. $3. “human,” ,” says Chase. “At the same time, words 
ind are full of traps, distorting evaluation, leading 

olesome Stuart Chase’ The Tyranny Words to pain and misery beyond all sense and reason” 
produc- (1938) was one the ‘first works in the 288), 

lems of growing field of semantics read by the present , Chase sees no escape from this paradox, : 
roblems reviewer. It left him with the impression that but suggests that the appropriate attitude 

pe all “high order abstractions” are sinister at toward it is appreciation “for the power and 
Teview their worst, meaningless at their best. ‘Further utility of words, and determination not to ,. 
in the study of the question led this writer to revise misuse the gift. Words are like a sharp ww 
oth are the view and conclude that abstract terms are ax, invaluable for the pioneer as long as he 
he only —t be used with caution, but nevertheless bagel does not let it slip. Today, however, sharp axes 
igns of It is gratifying that Chase has come to a_ are flying in all directions” (p. 288). eee ter 
mpasse. similar view. In his newer, more balanced work, ‘The sociologist, at least as much as the man 
> make he asks: “Why use abstractions at all, ‘when in the street, must know how to cope with the 
eleven they can be so dangerous to understanding? barrage, 

1 in Why not always WILLIAM R. Carton, Jr 
by his about?” He answers himself with the further Reed | College 
orhood, question, “Well, why use water at all when you 

can drown in it? Without abstractions we Case Ceylon: The System 

ning to “Rot think in a human way. The a is to Z = Transition. By Bryce RYAN. New Bruns- 

Johnny of them, what the wick, N. J.: Rutgers University Press, 1953. 

Power of W ‘ords is divided into parts, 
Part One presents—in the always style It. is a to that t 

rawn | 

gnment from a dozen different sciences which shed light 
unselor on the role | of language in human interaction. author, Professor of Uni- 
with ‘These include: brain physiology, cybernetics, versity of Ceylon, is thoroughly knowledgeable 

of | _ psychology of perception, animal psychology, about the best theory in in the field, and his eye 
Brien child psychology, cultural anthropology, lin- pen are as keen and bright as one could 
lue of : = semantics, group dynamics, etc. The a for. I do not know any study of a social — 
follow. range of material is so large as to make the system in operation which is more yy 

= “book seem merely eclectic. This weakness | can = and persuasive than Caste in Modern 
ns the perhaps minimized if the reader can Ceylon. 
mment = arrange to the entire without one were to choose the most difficult kind 

d long interruptions. social system to observe and report sys- 
Part Two, entitled “Applications,” ” views tematically, certainly a caste system in transi- 

yubled, things as the writer’s craft, economics, inter- tion would be a contender for top honors. Yet 
the national propaganda, political campaigns, Dr. Ryan has managed to convey the 

q by association, mass communications, etc., via full flavor of the rock- like stability of “caste, 

the concepts which were introduced Part at the same time, in all their meaningful- 
One. The chapter on the mass media (and in “ness, both the n major and minor fluxes” of the 
conjunction with it the chapter on McCarthy- system as it moves toward we westernization and — 

ism) will be of special interest to ‘sociologists. secularization. 

1€ 

as added 

effect of 
shown 

Sociologists can neve sless, hold book is a useful introduction to what might 

called the sociology of language. Language 
| Never is not only the vehicle by which culture is __ 
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4 among the porn and skilled 
then Part I to the and artisans, in whose ranks fall most of the Sin- 

Historical Backgrounds. The dems chapters of — halese population, and among whom “it is prob- 

| F Part II are devoted to a systematic rendering — ; able that the greatest biological mixing of the | 
¢ the formal structure of the caste. Part III castes” is taking “place today.” The disrupting 

in operation, and in part 1V the same types of economic hardship and marginal existence in 

Society. The Introduction and Chapter 13, occupation, are placed in proper causal 
Social Structure in ‘Transition, would make context in this process of disintegration of caste. 

splendid any Equally impressive is Dr. Ryan’s treatment of 
and -Teinforcement of 

Here one ‘sees class study caste in transition, can have nothing 
- distinctions operating side by side, in a fashion © but deep admiration for Dr. Ryan’s excellent 

compatible, according to _simple- minded struc- ‘cial system stem, 

Professor Ryan’s words are better than 
summary I could provide. “Class differences are Amerika Mura: _Imin Soshutsu Son no Jittai 

far visible and probably more objective (Inflence of Emigrants on their Home Vil- 

sharper than in the Western _nations. lage: Report of a Survey of Amerika Mura). | 
manner utterly incomparable with the class. By TADASHI FUKUTAKE. Tokyo: Tokyo Uni- 

‘structure of western societies, the fundamental versity Press, 1953. 503 pp. 20. 
“status division of the urban population is into 

‘This volume 
an English educated, shoe and trouser wearing, — olume is a detailed report of a study 
white” collar and professional upper class, and 

made in 1951 of an isolated fishing v village in 

‘the saronged, W akayama prefecture 1 ‘under the sponsorship of 

labor class. ‘This is the most highly visible 
the Population Problems Research Council es 

division of the society. . With it caste 

bears no conformity. The fact is that caste 
has not disappeared from the city. Althouch 

universities and six government | agencies par- 
ticipated in this survey which 

many traditional aspects of the system, designed 
died away, the deep sentiments which rage 

throw light on emigration as a possible ‘solu 
tion of post-war population Sage 

‘support the endogamic principle 1 marriage of p ar populatio problems. 

_ have been partially redirected and transformed. 
The village” surveyed became known 

In an era of democracy and pleading for na- 
Mura | because o of of emis 

grants to the F raser loyalty above many be- Columbia who more than 50 years main- 
caste have tained close contact with their relatives left 

behind and contributed liberally toward their 
author indicates how strong is the sur- hy 

vival of the endogamic principle, even among So extensive this migration that eon ded fourths the village families | 
the sophisticated, western-minded universi Y either emigrants or ex- -emigrants, and at one 
students, among whom it is absolutely wrong time the 1500 : residents of the ‘village were 

even to mention a man’s caste much less 
_ to raise questions regarding caste-membership — ‘thei 

employ caste criterion not always relieve population pressure, 

of eligibility for social relations. deans hemi this village the size of family decreased from 
Of great interest is Professor Ryan’ s s analy sis 5, 2 in 1901 to 3.7 in 1951. The 1 village birth 

of the manner in which and reasons why caste * in 1950 was 15.1 per 1000 in contrast - 
is more stringently observed among the secu- 28.3 for the nation as a whole. si aa 

-_larized, esternized, upper-c -class, economi- Economically, the village, which had for 

ir families in Canada. hile emigration 

= 

which, though apparently incongruous and ine study of a much compen 

then focuses on the caste system in the villages — influences of urban life, most especially — the 4 

observations are made about Caste in the New the city, and the proliferation of non-caste. | 
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The volume opens with a most illuminating generatic 
very lir 

tances f 
and som 
in 

consid 

cluded 
was con 
ards. T! 
disappea 

4 upon t 

a Tigions, | 

. : ‘to class and from eastern to western ways of areas, and low-country towns and villages, | influence 

a life is found in the city of Colombo, whose Space forbids more accolades, merit them 
gg - metropolitan area contains some half million though the book does. Suffice it to say that the 
* ' 2 persons, and which stands out as “the center of | reviewer, who has tried his hand at observation 
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ethan generations been poverty 

skilled resources, prospered by ‘remit-— “gists who with limited research funds at their 

he Sin. “tances fi from abroad. Concrete roads were built disposal have carried on field studies usually 

sprob- | and some of the houses became more western — of more isolated mountain villages in order to 

of the in appearance and equi ipment. Clothing » was to “discover the extent to which old customs and — 

rupting 4 a considerable degree westernized, the diet in- traditions still survive. The rural sociologists, 

ly the | ~ cluded western articles of food, and sanitation recently organized into a society 0 of their own, 

nce in | was ‘considerably above Japanese rural stand- held their first annual meeting in the autumn 

caste. ards. The patriarchal type” of family largely of 1953 in cooperation with the agricultural 

Causal disappeared and there was much less emphasis _ economists and discussed problems of land re- 

caste. upon the usual distinction in rural areas form which indicates an increasing exnphasis 

ent of | tween head and branch families. The old actual ane problems o 

ent of 
ghland and Christianity apparent 

es, influence upon the community. Fukutake and its by” the “Tokyo 
them On the whole, the survey showed that the University Press is further evidence of a grow- 

jat the ‘emigrants did not tend to become assimilated i ing interest in concrete studies and may be 
vation | in their Canadian environment but always significant step toward closer relationship 

age looked upon their native village as a place Japanese and id American Sociologists. 

othing | of retirement in their old age. Their Canadian- Jesse F. STEINER 

cellent | born children were as far as possible back Arlington, Washington 

to the village for least part. of their 

“education, and they tried to bring them up 
hat th be © ually at home in Economic Anthropology: A Study in 

tay woe parative Economics. MELVILLE J. Her-_ 
both sKovrrs. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 
iagers, cut off entirely trom conte 1952. xiii , 551, xxiii pp. $5.75. 
relatives in Canada, suffered ‘severe privations. gp 
The repatriation of many of those abroad 

after the end of the war brought an increased of The. Economic ile 
burden upon the village. Nearly 600 Nisei are Peoples published in 1940. It has been ex-_ 
eagerly awaiting an opportunity to go back panes with materials. from the extensive new 

to British Cotunibia, and the | 

Coun “some e reworking: of the theoretical: 
it t is second edition, it 

a in the past brought prosperity to the commu deserves a full review, since it is the sole = 
_ nity. But as the study clearly shows, the = by an _ American anthropologist dealing with 
profited by this emigration because the emi- - primitive economics. 
grants remained loyal to their homeland and ad An unusual feature of 

failed to become thoroughly assimilated pology is the inclusion of the review of 

their home abroad. = earlier work by the economic theorist, Frank 
Tee significance ‘ofthis survey is by Knight, together with Herskovits’ "rejoinder. 

means limited to the factual data presented Knight attacks Herskovits for his empiricism 
and the conclusions set forth in’ the foo | and makes a plea for the dadactive approach ~ 

mE report. It stands out also as a venture in co- jn social science and the use of model analysis. 
operative, interdisciplinary research of a local His objections as much directed at “in- 

community situation utilizing quantitative ma- stitutional economists”. and sociologists as at 
left terials tabulated and analyzed in accord with Herskovits. They also” “cover attack on La 

their modern statistical "techniques. In contrast sort of social welfare point of view as 

a the pre-war emphasis in the field of sociology | tinct from “hard- headed” classical economic a 
upon abstract problems of a philosophical na- theory. The rejoinder i is a denial of the validity 

ture, this” ‘study of Amerika Mura points the of “economic man” and an insistence that: 
Way” toa more fruitful development re- economic analysis” must use the real world of 

search of Japanese institutions. primitive life for analysis; ‘it a 
__ That this volume represents a trend in this as cry for empiricism. $3 mention this at some 
direction is borne out by the 1953_ ‘program length, for in - the failure really to lock horns from | 

birth the Japan” Sociological Society. Out of the lies a clue to the essential weakness that I 

90 papers presented at that meeting, only 18 feel mars Herskovits’ work, = 
dealt theoretical topics. This growing For, though | we agree that economics builds 

emphasis upon so research has been greatly theoretical systems a case of one (or at 
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least on a “highly selected set of cases), and of uniqueness of each “cultural: solution—con. primitive 
a that the concept | of “economic man” is an sidering how closely economic life is tied to | tion and ¢ 

anthropomorphic reification of outmoded psy- biological demand, _hatural environment, for cours 
chological notions, yet we are not given an technology. reference 

adequate theoretical substitute. Herskovits’ On the economic side, "Herskovits treats 

jection of classical or neo- ~classical economic aspects of the economy separately rather than | Univers 

theory is not the problem; rather it is his as a system of interrelationships. We can set 
rejection of all theory. Theory, that is, in this in the general organization of the work, 
the formulation of workable hypotheses of Each chapter | treats with an economic topic, 
systematic interrelationships ‘and their testing After an introduction, there are chapters on 

in the data at hand. The remainder of this production (getting a living, patterns of labor, 
review will be a critique first of Herskovits’ incentives and reward, division of labor), on 
anthropological position and second, of his exchange and distribution (gifts, trade, busi- 
understanding of economics as an aspect of ness enterprise, consumption ai and capital forma- 

human social behavior. tion), property (ownership, tenure and 
Herskovits belongs squarely i in the Boas goods) and on economic surplus (population analyses 

much spi 
ethnologi 

tradition: elevate the factual and evidential; size and social leisure, government, the super. 

minimize theory and preconceived hypotheses. — natural, and display). Each topic is illustrated 
All ultimately is culture, and culture is free with data from many tribes (as already noted) 
to develop as it will, unfettered by any laws— to show how differently matters are handled — 
environmental, sociological or evolutionary. in different cultures. The result is that 

this anarchistic point of view may well subject item is seen as a discrete thing—a_ 
be correct, but the ironic fact is that the only — sort of annotated dictionary of economic con- 
way to demonstrate its validity is to assume cepts as they apply to primitive—ie., non- 

opposite; Herskovits’ method precludes the ‘literate—societies. 
tat will ever prove himself” to But no science is merely a set of concepts: 

be correct. athe, it assumes that there are dynamic and» 
‘The position is so so anti- evolutionary that it "predictable between separate 

not ev en consider ‘proper the word phenomena. Such relationships cannot 
s literate, much less primitive; it denies that sought if _ examine, say money in chapter 

‘modern primitives give direct clues XI and land tenure in chapter XV and = 
7 earlier forms ‘of society, and it avoids any in 1 chapter ' V. If Herskovits does not believe 

4 classification of societies. s. This leads to another that such regularities exist in in economics, he 
jrony. For Herskovits, by avoiding all should either avoid the systematic treatment of 

velopmental implications lumps together all it, or should set out systematically and forth. 
non- -literate societies and counterpoises them rightly to demonstrate his position. But because 
to industrial ones. _ As a result, the reader he does not examine systems he cannot do this. 
feels a unity in " primitive “societies despite _ Now Herskovits is correct when he says 
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Herskovits’ explicit denials. His method is to that present economic theory applies only to 

cite cases at random so that, for instance, in industrial civilization. What is is_ needed is 
res “the course of | the first six pages of the chapter i broader frame of reference in economic theory; |_ ee we 

“Business Enterprise, Credit, and the De- broader generalizations Yegarding man’s eco- 

= termination of Value” he cites consecutively: nomic behavior which will fit the cases found ie 
Melanesia, Bush Negroes of British Guiana, in the literature of anthropology, and in 
pre-Spanish Mexico, Plains Indians, Pueblos industrial economic systems find their place as 
(Taos), ‘Melanesia (a second group), Yurok one special case (or several). This, however, 

extensio 

classes” 

one upp 

of lesser 

Indians of California, Hidatsa Indians, North- he cannot do, because he does not admit of 

west Coast Indians , Navaho. taxonomies | ‘of economic forms, regularities in 
} Now it would seem to be the first order of social systems, or the possibility of laws : 
= business to invoke | some taxonomy of economics societal behavior; nor does he see economics 

systems among primitive e people, but there is as a system of interrelated phenomena. Or, | 
_ none. _ The most feasible and usual taxonomy _ rather, he reduces economics to anthropology, af 

fea on production basis established in the makes every thing culture, generis, a 
earliest evolutionary writing; perhaps acc This review has been ‘directed to the 

counts for | the avoidance. Nor is there any regarding e economic and social behavior; 
classification “of types of distribution, of is admittedly written certain in intel- 

sumption, or of any other major economic lectual predilections. It would be highly unfair 

. Vet surely “economic life ‘it is to give Herskovits the much credit he is 
reasonable to presume some order—some lack due for bringing much 
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primitive economic life, for orderly presenta- carries higher prestige than Indian he 

at, and 

treats = 

| Amazon 7 Town: A 4 Study of ‘Man in the Tropics. rubber and other extractive a activities involved 

pic, al CHARLES WAGLEY. New York: The Mac- i in gates products for sale, the “strike it rich 

| millan Company, 1953. xi, 305 pp. $5.00. ee attitude” and disparagement of physical labor 

| Alt | hough the principal p primary ‘data on which is based upon the “slash and burn” “system, 
| this book is based come from v what the author py primitive ‘and age 

a. | calls “case history” a small county- (4) Communication transportation 
seat town of about 500, near Manaus, and some poor or lacking, ae Me 3 we th 

analyses including the - outlying neighborhoods, (5) Until recently health conditions and fa- 
much space is given to general historical or cilities were among the poorest. 

t | ethnological description of the Amazon region (6) About 60-per cent of the 
strated ; p p yp 
noted) | ad of Brazil. “Case studies” — made of M13 habit the Amazon region are illiterate and the 1 

- families covering details of diet, expenditures, - educational facilities are inadequate, or lacking, _ = 
income, personal possessions and ‘other specific especially i in outlying places. 

economic and social information.” Sampling pro- Modern technology and economic ic devel- 
cedures are not described which makes the coOM- opments have made almost no contribution to 
parison son of the race ‘composition of class groups, ‘ the area and levels of living are very — 

_ averages and percentages questionable. The soci- (8) Formal rel the unofficial 

_ ologist also may find the lack of the description religion, which includes a surprising amount of 
ic and of specific clique and other groupings a short- jay, ritual activities and fiestas and is pro- 
parate | coming. The investigators have ee hibited by the church, serves to give the com- 
rt -eralizing for the reader. 3 munity solidarity and is especially important in 
hapter Sociologists will find monograph tying the outlying villages together and to the 

pred readable and interesting and from the review er’s center. However, town and many relations 
relieve point of view, it is a superior e€ ethnographic are filled with “friction. and ill-feeling, even 
cs, he report. For specialist general reader ‘though in Brazil, as in New England, rural 

ent of alike much of its interest derives from the fact _ town portions | of trade-center communities be- 
forth- that it treats ‘the most extensive sparsely in- long to the same political tte. 

habited area of the world” (p. 291), which (9) Magical and non-rational action from 1 In- . 

2 8 

ecause 
> this many have considered under- populated, and it dian, Negro and Portuguese sources "pervade Zz 

"says deals with problems involved in introducing im im- activities involved in making a living, medicine, 
ly to proved technology and change. and most other activities. 

_ Judging from space and emphasis given by — 10) Personal cleanliness and frequent bath- 
eory; 
7 pi characteristics of the area as presented in the poorer, more ignorant, isolated and less affected = 

monograph: technology than the Americans described 
which (1) In politics, business and other activities James West in Plainville, U. S. A. 
ce as the most important reference group (called in- 4 (11) “Hospitality, sheath to point tein: : 

vever, stitution by the author) is the family and its tation, is s a traditional Brazilian trait, and the - 
‘it of ‘extensions through the compadre esco or ritual elaborate and polished manners of 
es in relationships such as god fathers, mothers, etc. _ the aristocracy are characteristic also of the 
vs of | A “fixed system socio- economic simple e country folk” (p. 264). Generalizations 

classes’ emphasizing -ascription and stressing concerning the strategy of change, such as the 

is a | ( 
eory: | the author the following seem to be the chief is the: rule. The people cleaner but 

found 

one upper class of whites and three lower classes ‘ following, are made throughout the book: rote .: ‘ m hr 
Of lesser town dwellers, farmers, and island col- 

 lectors. These are all results of the early slave (1) “A new idea will be accepted only when a 
_ system and later creditor-debtor relationships basis is present in the preexisting culture to make © 

| quotes festivals, the Catholic priest and the official 

Study. “The lighter the skin, higher the social institution, unaware of its great potential 
Class; the darker the skin the lower the class” value to themselves and to the community” (p. 213). a 

131), In the area of Magee ancestry (3) “Yet when a a culture, through lack of tech 
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nological equipment : - those who are now or may be wo working 
fails to provide for the material needs  yndey eloped areas to help people help then. 

of man beyond a mere survival level, that society <ely es. The more general reader will ts im estigat 

culture must be judged inferior” (p. 295). eal 3 Vv 

“But the main factors which make for the Environ 

difference between those communities which furnish © ceeding 

a bare minimum existence those which is | 

‘more amply, for human needs are, in 
_ broad sense, social and 287). out that aiding undev areas has tobe devices, 

slow process; otherwise a community | that the 

ate College gether. Much of value can be learned from this 
volume which can be applied in communities 

Approaches to Dev velopment: which are not usually considered undeveloped, 
Symposium Introductory to Problems — and In this reviewer’s o opinion, , however, the editor 

_ Methods of Village W elfare in Underdevel- and authors would have succeeded much better | _ ins 

by PHILLips Ruorr. The in their common endeavor if they had su a8 Herei 
Hague : W. Van Hoeve, Ltd., 1953. xvi, 352 ported their generalizations by describing in | double | 

A indicated. detail the work each had been carrying on in scientifi 
the separate communities. Although it might be | sake, ar 

a symposium by twenty-two persons from eight Supposed that the case studies at the end of | and cul 

different countries. Most if not all of the authors Ch part would do this, they do not. The book | eight pe 
abstract, not to say abstruse, and is “Dot ecology. 

‘munity development projects in the so-called oriented. plus. ‘two lev 

undeveloped areas. The book has the defects a hard y cultural 
“Most symposia in that the various essays to read. a 

‘sizing t 
are not of uniform quality, although the editor 

within 
. ASHLEY W EEKS | 

New York University 

“in hur 
custom 

a have apparently had some connection with com- 

tries to tie the contributions together by an 

erall “central purpose which orders and unites 
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Ecology. By Rosert Ezra PARK. Glencoe: In the Introduction the editor, Mr. Ruopp, 
_ sets the philosophical framework of the volume | The Free Press, 1952. 278 pp. $4.50. fine 
_ by a discussion of historical thinking about the 2 oT The second in a series of three volumes of 
concepts of “community” and “development”; the collected pa’ papers of Robert E. ‘Park, Human 

Mr. Hart, the Executive Director of Com- Commeniti ies, a generation of stu- 
| manly. Projects, Ltd., writes of the role of non- 

gov ernmental agencies in the field of community | ferment which stirred in the mind of one of 
4 development. The rest 0 of the volume i is divided America’ $ great sociological pioneers. Although 

into four parts. _ The first three are devoted to the 1 nineteen articles, prefaces, and reviews 
analyses of “The Sociology of Community 4 which make up this volume were selected by 

Development,” “The Economics of ; Community — the editors as 1 reflecting Park’s thinking about — 
_ Development,’ ’ and * ‘Education for Community the city and the emerging field of human 
_ Development.” Each of these parts opens with ecology, it is apparent in ev ery chapter that 

1 a chapter on the aims, implication, or -back- he gave a broader interpretation to these fields — 

of subject under consideration. In of study than is. common today. Park’s earlier 
two or three other chapters some specific aspects ‘ experience as a a newspaper man and his ‘in. 
of the Subject are elaborated, such as Social satiable interest in human nature would 
Values and Community Development, , Land permit him to restrict his analysis” of the com- 

‘Tenure and Land Reform, The ‘Concept of a munity to its purely measurable aspects, al- 

Team, etc. The last chapter of each of these _ though | he readily accepted as the ultimate 
parts tries to summarize all the details in i oe social science, “the reduction of 
so-called case study. In the last part, entitled the colorful variation and detail of human 
“Regional Considerations,” y some of the prob- experience to the dull “uniformity of a mathe- 

of Africa, ‘the Arab Middle East, India. matical formula.” the cit 
and Latin America are discussed in It was, however, Park’s concern with 

all 

ao Throughout the book gen- social and cultural diversity of the modern city | 
alton are made c concerning the “common _and his desire to find | some order and <2 | 

Broblems encountered and methods found to be in its apparent chaos which led him to | 
in solving them. roe human ecology. One of the first, if not the 

“careful reading of this’ book as first, direct references to ‘to human ecology 
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in soci gictogical literature is to be found in ‘Park’ ‘in the entire book at which he somewhat 

paper on ‘ “The City: Suggestions for the In- impatient with the work of a fellow social scien- _ 

~ vestigation” of Human Behavior in the Urban ; tist is in the one chapter—previously unpublished — 

Environment,” published in March, 1916. Pro- —dealing with an unimaginative but rigidly sta- J 

. - ceeding from his widely cited thesis that the tistical approach to the study of the city. But 

city is “a state of mind” rather than “a mere even in this article, Park did not wish to mini- ¥ 

constellation of institutions and mize “the importance of the statistics and cor- 

devices,” Park arrived at the conclusion relations which had been gathered at such 
- that the city’s culture was rooted in the e soil pense of time and patience.” He insisted only 
and that one of the most effective means of that they raised more questions than they an- 

isolating and describing the typical configura-_  swered and he urged instead “something less 
tions va bend life was on the basis of its physi- : precise perhaps and more empirical than the 

statistics and the formulas on which the con- _ 

‘in the processes. both people > and clusions in this study are based.” 

ins titutions are distributed in space. pares a a time when sociological research is is con- 
Herein also lies the explanation of Park’s ceive ed so largely in terms of methodology and ; 
"double concern | with human ecology—first as a__ the application of purely quantitative techniques, — 

sake, and second as an index or clue to the life as prerequisites to scientific knowledge comes as 

and culture of the community. in the a wholesome and necessary caution. Human 

scientific discipline to | be cultiv vated for its own Park’ s insistence upon insight and understanding 

eight papers devoted to the concepts of human eco! ogy, as Park rightly ‘points out, ‘may con- 
ecology, Park invariably calls attention to the tribute significantly to the development of soci- 
two levels of human society—the biotic and the ology as a science through its quantification of 

' cultural, with the cultural superstructure resting — social distance in terms of physical distance, but aa 

a sy mbiotic substructure. While empha- sociologist must constantly bearin mind that 
‘sizing the central significance of competition “space is not the only obstacle to communication : 

within the ecological order, Park insisted that that social distances cannot always be ade- 

Human custom and culture.’”” Even such a basic ecologi- 

functioning on the political and cultural 

nes of | Th general, the analy ses of the city in terms Urban Behavior. By E. Gorpon ERICKSEN. 

opal | “of the abstract symbols on a map and the other ew York: The MacMillan Company, 1954. 
stu- devices: of human ecology are valued chiefly 482 pp. : $4.7: 

lectual “for the light which they shed upon the people This book is addition the 
te a | who live within the city and d upon the order relatively long list of recent books - intended 
though which binds them together. use as texts in ‘in urban s sociology. As such, 
eviews | What is perhaps most impressive in the re- the author claims no major contribution 
ed by aban theory, and, appropriately, claims t to have 
about | ‘munity, the of suggestive whose written for the student 1 rather than the scientist. 

human research possibilities have not yet been fully - These two aims seem to have been relatively — 

, 4 exploited. During his lifetime, Park manifested well carried out in the book. The style is 
fields | phenomenal! ‘capacity for stimulating younger readable and visual aids are used in 

to follow out the research ideas: which he In theory, author considers the 
had first suggested. This is clearly revealed by urban dichotomy obsolete and s ubstitutes the 

d not the inclusion in this volume of such a large idea of a rural- i is in 
com number of his introductions to research mono- keeping with current thought in the field. 
5 at ; graphs by former students. But Park’s ability He offers brief definitions of — the poles of 
imate to develop research hypotheses far outstripped this continuum which: are less adequate, 
on of the capacity of his students to subject them *o ingly, than those given by Robert Redfield 

— scientific testing, and sO it is that nearly forty in his formulation of the folk-urban continuum. 

mathe | years after the appearance of his first paper on Though Erickson discusses Redfield’s con- 
es ; the city, there remain in this volume scores of tinuum, it is not clear that he draws any 
lived 
n city 

larity 

oneer 
t the 

ology 

ideas hypotheses regarding the distinct between ‘ “folk” and “rural. a 
community which deserve further examination. not, o of course, the logical end of his continuum > 
Park always placed a a higher premium in his should be folk rather than rural. The con- 
own wr writing | upon penetrating insights than “upon tinuum _is undoubtedly a more useful concept 

iid adherence to any of methodological than the rural-urban ‘dichotomy. However, 

of science, virtually the only point Redfield’ s folk- urban continuum ‘concept 
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systems 

will be found inadequate 

Part I | which is entitled, “The City wn 
_ Civilization,’ ” does a good job of presenting 
the author’s point of view: and of defining 

concepts. The history of urbanism is cov- 
ered in one chapter in this sec Section. This 

chapter is fairly good but is a very minimum 
outline of the subject. on “History, portation changes on urban dev elopment. It 

Thinking” About Life” ao to bape, therfore included in this par a very | 
knowledge about the ; growth of cities. 

Of importance, to. many, the heavy 
weighting given to human ecology in this text. 
Part II, which is devoted entirely to” this 
subject, takes nearly 200 of the 467 pages oan 
the book. This section is well in the 
sense of being a good summary _ of the re- 
search findings on urban ecology. The author’ » ' a f h 

point-of-view fundamentally that of con- ew paragrap on implications for urban 
ventional ecology. Much material is development. The implications pertain, ‘the 

_ which is normally included in the introductory ‘most part, to the relationships of cities with in ecology. For students not rural areas, three types of which 
having an opportunity to take a special course (1) taxation” of rural areas” by cities; 

in that subject, this section might a 
substitute. In reality, this section may 

well be regarded as the main body of the book. 
‘The social structure and social psychological 
Om of the urban community are dealt with 

1954, vi , 170 pp. $3.00. rife 

The fundamental importance transporta- 

this reviewer is aware, devoted to a 

sociological analysis of the effects of ‘trans. 

the ancient to the modern period. | Special 
attention is given to the ‘stationary wagon axle 

the methods of harnessing : animals, to the tack. P 

non- -essentials for the essential produce of rural - 
areas; and (3) “equal trade between urban and 
rural areas. The social systems associated with | 

the three _types of economic ‘systems are | 
briefly in the fine, r ‘relatively hort chapters described chapter four, with 
Part III. It appears to be the purpose of this Particularly to to standards of living, urban- -rural | 

relations, power structures and status system: 
and value systems. At this point the discussion | 
turns to the distribution of retailing and whole- 

_ section to give the student just enough informa- 
“tion regarding the basic institutions, the occu- eh 
pational structure and the class structure 

In the first three chapters the author | 7 

traces the development of transportation 

ing sail ship, and to the types of metal used j in | 

railroad trackage. Each chapter concludes with 

trinket trade, or the of city- -made | 

2 
Se him to the urban community. The sec- 

tion falls far short of giving a comprehensive towns, collection cities, and terminal cities, 

a "Passenger travel inventions and their effects on treatment of the group structure of the city. 3 
‘Part III receives barely twice as much space the locations of functions within cities are also 

* as is devoted to the e subject of lend we » ag considered. And, finally, the author analyzes 

the “section on ecology. ‘The sociological 
aspects of the city seem ‘to be deserving of 

more: emphasis than this in a book intended change. h 
for use as a sociology text. Although it is the. author's belief that 

One of the strong points in the book is the ° “better key to | 
emphasis placed on social “process and social “socio- -economic- systems than social rrr 

change. Sociological “ still shots” are not only have recognized,’ My book falls short of a sat: 
‘unrealistic ‘but ‘less ‘interesting to” the isfactory exposition of that conviction. Even 

granting the author’s narrow view of transporta- a 
tion as including only vehicular movement, his 

student “than social change. The emphasis on nA 
through t the book makes Part 

process treatment skims lightly over the complexities 

> of the matter calling attention here and there 

to the presence of a relationship between se- 
lected variables but seldom probing sufficiently _ 

on city planning. a logical climax. A ‘relatively 

good but somewhat brief treatment of the s sub- 

is given. ‘It is perhaps sufficient to give ’ 

the student a layman’s understanding of the to illuminate the relationship. Perhaps the by: 
process and be fies in trying to span 20 large a subject 

through planning. Small a book. In any event, the mere juxta- 

Ww. o covers of ‘materials on 
7 lan verst y ation econo c systems and social 

certain urban _traditions and 
against the of transportation — aE 
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— Despite the failure of the book to ome ie third paper (Alan T. Peacock) tries “to” 

need of professional sociologists, it should divorce the Malthusian theory of 

tem to undergraduate students and possibly altogether from its political and social back- 

to adult laymen. Its interesting factual and consider it as an economic analysis.” 

tent is simply and lucidly presented. And it at In this the author has been quite successful. I 
‘| least calls attention to a hypothesis that has cannot do better than to quote his own sum-— : 

Amos ‘AL. _—up, I think it can be said with some force that 
University of Mi Michigan the Malthusian theory of population does at 

Introduction to "Malthus. Edited by D. V. which in uence economic development in the 

‘4. | Grass. New York: John Wiley and Sons Inc., : broad sense, ev en in the present century. Conse-— 

ae uently, it is churlish to dismiss him as a x, 205 pp. 75. y, it is | 
second-rate economist and sort of amateur 

This book consists of three “introductory” anthropologist. Be: is true that it may not be 

| papers intended to ‘provide some background possible to accept that there is any — 
for the study of Malthus as well as to introduce link between the level of subsistence and the 

4 the public to his ic ideas; a bibliography “intended _ birth- rate and that what is left of the theory 

aq controversy in Britain” (Godwin 1793 to about 
~ tocover the genesis and course of the Malthusian may amount to a truism. Nevertheless, in the 

next decades, in view of the imminent decline | 
1880) ; and two papers by Malthus not generally © in mortality rates in under-developed countries, 

first of the introductory papers, , “The constant | 
‘ Historical Context of the Essay on Population,” Little can be said about Malthus’ own papers. 

treats primarily of the effects of the Essay upon His “Summary View” should be read by : all 
‘the reform of the Poor Laws which effects the _ who do not have time to read the latest edition 
. author . L. Beales) does not approve. The | of the Essay if they would understand Malthus’ 
author probably did not intend it but he “Principle of Population.” But even this is 
~ leaves the i impression that the truth of Malthus’ 3 inadequate. It is to be hoped that it will stimu- 

rence H | ideas i is to be judged by the conclusions drawn late some readers to go to the Essay. The 

ssion 

hole- 

4 

‘ities. 

ts on 

types 

ation growth which was elaborated in the second and provement as does take in 

~ from them by men for practical purposes in the : second paper, a letter dealing with the popula- 

few decades after the publication of the Essay. consequences of a proposed reform of 

_ thusian ‘Theory of Population ‘contribute a of historical interest today. To the reviewer it 
value to the making: of social policy?” This seems to ina clear light the great 

seems to the reviewer to ignore completely 7 

can 
“reasonably be ‘expected from to year but 

moral restraint as a repressant 

if . 7 

' subsequent editions of the Essay. It stresses reduced death rate some years before its effect 
3 the fact that Malthus himself never approved on the birth rate becomes visible Pee’ ajiun 
of artificial and unnatural modes of checking = Warren S. THom 

wi 
PSON 

Population, both on account of their immorality Scripps | Foundation for Research 

their tendency to remove a necessary stimu- in Population Problems 

| ently, the author is also in the dark on this 

| discuss how Malthus’ moral restraint, | 

g also mentions other attempts, particularly in 

able to find out to just what practices Malthus 
referred as “artificial and unnatural.” Appar- Population Problems: A Cultural Interpretation. 

By Paut H. LANDIS (Second Edition pre- 
pared by PAUL K. Hatt). New York: Amer- 

point. The body of this paper then goes on to ss Book “Company, 1954. xiv, 554 pp. 

leading to confirmed bachelorhood, has become rapid accumulation of research and 
a fairly effective method of population control the development of new knowledge makes the — 
in Treland, although not the only factor. frequent revision of ‘standard textbooks a highly 

desirable practice in all social science fields. — 
Germany, to influence growth by There are areas, however, 
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and decline. The ‘rising + birth rate of the 1940's ‘Demographic Postion of the 
’s, the continuing increase in life’ written by Hatt especially for the second 

- associated with war and postwar developments — plicitly designed to counterbalance the aie 

have sufficiently. - changed the situation to make exclusive focus on the population of the United 
_ new interpretations of the data necessary. It States which is characteristic | of this 4 

therefore exaggeration to ‘point out that However, the battery ¢ of tabulations of com. 

the second edition of this popular textbook : Sein international statistics and the accom: 
was awaited with i mpatience. panying sparse textual interpretation | hardly. 

was prepared not by the « original a author but by as a make-shift device and a tacked-on half 
late Paul K. ‘Hatt, who was ‘apparently measure. ‘One is also amazed to find incorpo. 

given this assignment because of disagreements | > 

betw een author and publisher. The reviser set international data on _ infant mortality and | 
= mself a_ threefold task: (1) to incorporate maternal death rates which, together with the 

; ‘a the latest data into the book and bring it ae ae text paragraphs, are based on 
atis mak 

i aa from the first edition, although current 
_ past decade; and (3) to reorganize the material statistics at least for infant mortality are readily 
in ‘order to” improve its value as a teaching available. 

whole innovation, a_ special appendix on. “Essential 
_ Mr. Hatt has well accomplished what he set out — Statistical Concepts and Methods ‘in ‘Demog- 

factors which influence the biological behavior various concepts as, for” example, the method 
of man, and the consistent use of a sociological of Life | Table construction, this appendix 
framework for the interpretation of demo- 

served. The ‘new materials have mostly been of the main demographic methods and statisti- 

__ incorporated into the previous lines and para- cal concepts which | have | become indispensable — 

graphs so that the individual chapters are tools not only” for the workin g demographer 

expectancy, and other demographic changes The addition of this chapter was 

Contrary to customary practice e this 1 remedies this defect. It impresses the reader 

rated into this chapter charts presenting | ria 

up to date statistically; (2) to make changes 1938 “statistics an nd have been adopted 1 un 

interpretation dictated by the events of the 

‘The second edition features 
On the whole it seems to this reviewer that 

_ to do. The original merits of this text—its u graphy, ” written by Leo Silberman. Although it 

‘represents a welcome addition. It contains 
graphic phenomena—have been admirably pre-— 

brought up to date without drastic revisions. but also for an adequate classr classroom ah 

_ primary emphasis on the social and cultural an somewhat uneven in the treatment. given 

4 valuable and well-written, if brief, discussion 

— organization of Part I “Population Facts of population — SS 

but care has been taken to make at least brief Brown Un niversity 
of Marxian theory and of the 

Ta mum theory” of population which had been Tye World’s Food: A Study of the , ail 
a unjustifiably omitted in the first edition. Pert ee of World Populations, National Diets, 

TT is now called “Cultural and Demographic and Food Potentials. By M. K. BENNett, 
_ Factors in Population Replacement” and con- New York: : Harper ‘and Brothers, 1954. v, 

tains the chapters on sex and age composition in 8 

‘me what a people eat, an will te 

The phrase has a ring of © 
| a trends. The analysis of mortality and 

fertility differentials has been separated from — you how they live.” 
the discussion of the trends and now forms © bs truth that has led to its too ready and uncritical 

Part III “Differential Population Replace-— 
ment.” Part IV “Structural and Spatial Distri- words “ and die.” Either way, 

bution and Movement of Population” contains been general. Anyone who carefully 

; the chapters on race and nativity composition, The World’s Food is unlikely ever again: to view 

residential and regional — distribution, pi and a statement of this kind except as a ‘bit of 

occupational ‘and industrial composition, bragg gadocio, or at best, as a suggestion for 4 

well as the two chapters on migration. series of complex 
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has appeared as pressing as in International Aspects of the Demo. | nett by P 

Case of books dealing with population problems. graphic Position of the United States, Problems empirical 
All population texts were rendered obsolete and Policy” we find the chapters on has made 

not merely because new census materials international migration, two chapters on popu. | and healt! 

ve * became available but also because they were lation policy, which, widely separated in ‘the growth, a 

answerable 

research. 
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and discriminating use of presented with a modesty w which is refreshing 

tien | ~ empirical evidence and of logical reasoning 7 after some of the more vivid writing in this — ‘ 

ers on | has made it clear that the relations between di iet » field. . Chapter 2, which describes available foods * 

1 popu. | and” health, and between food and population ' and conditions of famine in the world since | 

in the are. highly complex and largely un- Middle Ages, will prove more informativ 

Drought | answerable: at the present level of nutritional professional demographers. Mr. 
World concludes that during this time the variety of 

States,” Mr. Bennett isa a ‘specialist it in food economics. food intake has greatly i increased | for r many — 
second. For over thirty ye years he has worked with the peoples and that calorie consumption per head — 

vas ex. | Food Research Institute at Stanford University has tended to rise with the upsweep of numbers. © 
almost and is presently its Director. Famine of course has largely ended except 
United “himself modestly as a layman in many aspects special causes, mostly political. Quite properly 
ia of nutritional research. After such a statement — Mr. Bennett explains these conditions in terms 
f com. | Ican only admit my own total ignorance of the of over- all economic development, , of which 

accom: field and refrain from attempting any critique they are facets, rather than as consequences _ 

“the materials food consumption and of specific events such as additional land under 

n_ half chapters. 

1corpo- | I can nevertheless indicate that thon mate- a graphers into queries, ~ I think re 
rials involve detailed examination of the but over their interpretation. Changes in vital 

and | American diet (Part II) and a ‘more general rates, like changes in food consumption, 

ith the | view of ‘national diets in peace and war in also” attributes of general economic develop- 

ed on - other = parts of the world (Part III). They ment, which is a social as well as a narrowly 
dun appear to be a cautious and realistic appraisal economic process. point is not clearly 

current | of what we know and do not know about the made. Rather, unwary readers may be lured 7 
food avai lable’ to and used by men and into accepting ‘ “independent” causes 

value of that food for ‘supporting ‘and in vital rates (e.g., p. 47) . Further, although 
ul maintaining health. arious data and fully concur with the principle that resources 

sential | sions in are sharply challenged, are finite and that the possibilities 

Yemog- | including some Ww hich undoubtedly gain support for Jarger numbers of people at 

ugh it | authority by their sponsorship by such agencies standards of living through further technolog- 

nethod | the Food and Agricultural Organization of the i Ps 

pendix | United Nations. A number of items of folklore i 

ains a | ae effectively demolished, for example, that 
‘ussion | there are ‘scientifically established or establish- I doubt that te wi 
tatisti- | nutritional requirements for individual frequently be reached i in practice among 

commodities (p. 94); that estimated per capita populations which have achieved any a 
rapher calorie requirements of one country may be tial ec economic advancement. Therefore is 
atation compared with those of another cussion n of” the possibility of supporting 

(pp. 102-108); or that satisfactory evidence of additional numbers by achieving» rising 

YER | malnourishment is provided by the nutritional sumption levels erywhere (Mr. Bennett 
survey “which, after ascertaining what the regards this only as possible in a given time pe- 
surveyed sample population purchases or eats, ‘2 riod, Not as s probable) may be academic. There — 
compares this with standards or allowances is. ‘no discussion of the contribution toward 4 

concerning what hypothetical people ought to i increasing levels of living or of food 1 consump- — ae ot 
eat, leading to conclusions that malnutrition tion which n might be made by a a policy of check- onl 

exist in the surveyed population it i ing population increment. 
does not ingest what is recommended for some- | There are other points | with w hich demog- 

else” (pp. 205-206), _raphers not agree entirely. Controlling 
The direct value of the book to sociololgists population growth is perhaps made to seem too” a, - 
lies mainly in the area of. ‘population study. easy. Mr. Bennett’s apparent acceptance of J. $. 

Except for a few scattered references, demo- Davis’ views on the birth rate in the Uaieed 

graphic n materials are confined entirely to the — States, and the lack of any attempt to relate 
first three e chapters, which were initially given en birth ‘rates | to birth order and, except for 

as public lectures | at Rice Institute, and which, > passing reference, to family size may provoke - 
in my opinion, are ‘more a a separate treatise than some disagreement. These objections, however, 
an integral part of the book. Chapters 1 and 3 pe: must be viewed as minor alongside the gen- 
dealing with population growth, past, present, erally excellent summarization of the ‘popula- 
and future, area careful and tion scene. They are “certainly adequately 
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F compensated for by the highly useful —a greater number ¢ of cies used in the sured a 
ae of the world geography of hunger (Ch. 12). economic section in contrast with the relatively Ez John G 

valuable service here is the specific distinc- “few definite sociological concepts found in the | 
tion in meaning made between the words treatment of social factors and rural instity. | i 

“hunger” and “malnourishment.” The simple — tions. For example, ‘ ‘social control” is mentioned 
of defining these words in a meaningful in a quoted list of eight factors, by whidia 

"way and the prov ision of specific refutation rural community is identified but nowhere ele | 

for some of the unacceptable conclusions in is it defined or used in the analysis of Tura 
Castro’ The Geograpy of Hunger are life (p. 476). “Socialization” is quoted in a lig 

among the major ‘contributions of this chapter. of specific objectives sought through commu 

_ This is a critical study and the author has nity organization (p. 479) as the best measure constralt 
worked hard and consistently to get the facts of organization in the community “(attr | problem 

: _ and to use them intelligently. Because data Maclver); and as one of the basic functions the rea 
™ jj. are lacking we shall not find in this book solu- of the family (p. 518) but the term is nowhere — sociologi 
§ tions to the riddle of the real relations between — defined in such a way that the student can use | cial psy¢ 

_ food and population support. But we will learn it as an approach to understanding the Process BY; as 
that to get such answers, we shall have to by which the social heredity discussed in this |} 53) a 
devote less time to developing “theoretical text becomes a part of his own personality or | ‘ogy; an 

charts of food | required and available and more ‘style of life. Likewise, a number of changes | _ deals wi 

= to observation of real conditions here and i in rural life | mentioned but no attempt social ps 
change” and “use itas | is a me 

Vincent HeatH WHITNEY a tool for analysis and description. “Social disciplin 

both entirely absent. Until writers of rural soci- the title 
The Social Economics of Agriculture (Third ology texts move even farther in the po Man” is 

edition). By Witson Gee. New York: by Loomis and Beegle in their 
MacMillan Company, 1954. x, 616 pp. $6.5 50. 

‘This, the third edition of the wel: known cultural economics will continue to give the: 
Professor Gee, brings his 1942 edition up of precision and definiteness 

date with respect to statistics, legislation, spite much disagreement within the field), 
other d developments in rura) life. It keeps the while material in rural sociology will seem to . science i 

same o1 outline of the previous edition (Part One: __ be ameliorative and concerned with social prob- | suthors | 
ms Setting of the Agricultural Problem; Part lems rather than analytical and scientific. There | _ sible ex 
Two: Economic Elements; Part Three: Social are well-established concepts in sociology which | more Sf 

4 Factors; Part Four: Rural Institutions) with | deal with the heart of the discipline—social re. re- a frames ¢ 

omission of one part devoted to “Some lationships, status-role bundles, social systems, ‘Tn an 

Political Problems” (The Farmer and Govern- or whatever one chooses to call them—and it impact 

"ment, ‘The Tariff and Agriculture, and Farm is these concepts ‘that must recur with greater ' three di 

Taxation). frequency and be used i in a well-defined manner |  concentr 
Although the chapter on on Farm- Relief Meas- in what seeks to be a sociological description. sociology 

ures in Part One | is brought up to date it in The failure of Professor Gee to make use | ing coul 
no no way makes up p for the missing. material on of such concepts is certainly due— more to | of affair 

oan rural government, although agricultural tariffs the tradition of writing about rural life to § Ny leave 
= and farm taxation questions receive less atten- which he subscribes rather than to any lack the vari 
tion today than they did earlier. So many state of sociological | insight on his part. This book | printing 

¥ legislatures continue to be controlled by rural is packed full of basic information, interest. | @ notab 

counties, to the detriment of “wise measures ingly put together and written. Some 

seemingly in favor of the more populous urban _ chapters, such as that on “The Farm Family,” 
centers, that students in this ‘Geld ‘should well- -done and ‘should ensure 

oven - 

Then, too, the numerous problems of county. set a high through the years. ‘Testatem 
government—in addition to those of education 

health mentioned in the text—need the of . 
same serious attention given in the revised but 

third edition. For A Science of Social Man: Convergencs chapters 

The si social science fraternity is ‘fortunate im Anthropology, Psychology, and Sociology. | ness. In 
in having someone like p professor Gee who seeks Edited by GILLIN. New York: The author 

in scholarly fashion to bridge the gap between Macmillan Company, 1954. vii, 289 pp. $4.00. | disciplin 
the” can selection of the authors who contributed per 
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in sured a high level performance. The or, for for merits “which to the other stand out 
latively ohn Gillin, has however come up with a weaknesses. 

immick calculated to give both sharp focus” ‘The central job, however, is ho locating « in the 
instity. and unit of interest. He has taken “two vergences. The acknowledgment of dependence, — 
ntioned men from each of three disciplines and assigned documented i in these essays, is the most obvious _ a 

vhich , | to each the task of appraising the impact one. But it is the explicit spelling-out of 
their convergences that leaves the clearest pic- : 

own. spite of a reported preparatory ture of a series of disciplines developing as 
ere else of ell two fields upon his 

rural 
na lis collaboration between participants, there specializations while fertilizing and interpene- 

small evidence that it imposed any considerable trating one another. ‘First, approaching 
neasure | constraint upon the authors. Each tackles the historical relationships between fields, the au- 

(aft problem his own characteristic way which thors succeed in throwing into sharper relief 
nctions | the reader will quick to identify. As the ways that interdependency brought 

owhere sociologists, was assigned. strains which in turn propelled ‘substantive de 
velopments within each, ‘What is more , com-— cial psychology and Howard Becker anthropol- can 

ogy; as psychologists, Theodore Newcomb ase pression of historical overview makes shambles _ 

sayed sociology and Brewster Smith anthropol- of a good many disciplinary labels and claims 
ality or and as anthropologists, Peter ‘Murdock lineage priorities. It gets to be good serious 
-hanges 7 deals with sociology and Irving Hallowell with fun when Murdock reads a whole “school” out — 

ittempt | social psychology. The result is a volume which of anthropology on charge of ‘being sociologists, 
js a measure of the vitality of these three” _and Becker in turn insists upon assigning Mur- 
disciplines, and where they are going. dock to the category of sociologists. ‘Histori- 
The goal is, in the main, less ambitious than. cally, it is clear that we deal with , divergences” 

-_ the title ‘Suggests. “For a Science of Social as well as convergences, but with a persisting ’ 
recticn Man” is | an engaging label for market pur- compulsion to interpenetration and with many — 
Rural | poses. It is a mark of the: maturation—in of the conflicts flowing from temperament and 
h agri. mood, not subject- matter—of these disciplines expediency, not from Sy 
ve the | lately arrived that they have worked through _ Second, having cleared the way, the | road is 
ss (in ¥ the stage of fetishistic clamour for the » status open to pinpoint those central tendencies of 
field), of “science.” ” The older traditional sense ‘of conceptualization, _theory—and perhaps jur- 

eem to | Science Is appropriate in referring to what these __ isdiction—which are - framing the agenda for 
] prob- ' authors aspire jointly to say. But with one oa one of the three disciplines currently. 
There - sible exception they are concerned with the Such convergences, it is clear, do not in . 
- which ' more specific areas circumscribed by limiting writers so much erase the lines between disci- 

cial re. | frames of reference. plines as articulate their limited fit in the 
ystems, _ Tn any event, ncern and major of man’s behavior, and increase the interflow 
-and it j impact of this volume is that it takes he of resources by dependable communication. Out 
greater three disciplines for whatever they are and of their assessment grows the fo formulation at 
mannet | concentrates the convergences between = length of present and urgent problem- 
ion, sociology, psychology, and anthropology. -Noth- ization, not only within each of the fields 
ke could be more relevant to the present state but in their demands upon the: others. 

ore to of affairs, and perhaps it was more With st This high level probing i is mesmnentiat aaa 
life to to leave the task relativ ely unstructured. With _ strating as it does the critical mood, the greater 
y lack | the varied results in conceptualization, blue- of communication, the  diminish- 
; book printing and problemization, it will be clear that ing parochialism, and the conceptual interpene- 
‘terest: | 4 Notable degree of contact and continuity is en of these disciplines. This certainly does 
Some } achieved. The gimmick itself is partly responsi- not mean necessary agreement. For example, at 
amily,” | “ble, but not all of these authors are” noted least three different conceptions of social psy- 

ensure | for their mild-mannered deference to the other chology | appear: an applied field of psychology, 7 
- which disciplines. Their job called for first, a workable a substantive focus of general psychology, an 

‘Malatement of the locus of boundaries, and “‘interstitial field” between sociology and psy- 
af | | second, an exploration of _ the working rela- chology, and even to forms of it called ‘ ‘“micro- — 

tionships, actual and needed, between them. -sology” and the other “psychology.” What is 
With an occasional exception, these = is that all of 4 them converge 

chapters exhibit little jurisdictional sensitive- in dealing with phenomena of interaction, 
ness, In fact, it may sometimes seem that whether Newcomb’ lucid outline of 

author leans so far backward to credit the a “new model” i in which the behavior of persons 

discipline he is relating that he belittles his own. is treated i in terms of “ “the organization system 
The performance produces even some lighter of which these persons are parts”; or Parsons’ 
‘Moments when each of a ond extols the other focus upon th oe" the stimula site 
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a - that its value to students of all levels in the operational procedures in investigation. These 

features useful to the student. The table of 

AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REV! 

uation” as involving the social system; or Hallo- | research tools, , techniques and procedures, a 
well’s ‘reminder that anthropology goes back the wealth of data found in this book. a 
through Bastian to Herbart in its _ insistence — _ Readers who are familiar with Lundberg’ 
> psy chology cannot treat “man only as an Foundations of Sociology and Can Science Sar 
isolated individual”; or Smith’s call for a “new- Us? will recognize the “tone” of this volume, 

old model” with minimal features which takes Science is inst it is the mechanism 
“its s start from the “interaction of persons. eek which permits the most adequate adjustment, 
This is a small volume of less than three hun- toe environment, physical or social. The ends of | — perience 

_ dred pages packed with historical perspectiv es science are prediction and control . These ends ’ ticle on 
~ and current conceptual evaluation. John Gillin are best served by insisting on the essential | ‘is & the 
_ has provided the framework and editorial direc- identity of a science of the phys sical world and | certain 
- tion for a book of such immediate relevance — a science of the social world, and by following ey 

and its 

social sciences is obvious. themes, carried throughout the book, are pre | 
ee ies oR ae LMAN J. WARNER sented in the initial three chapters, which deal tween t 

language as means of adjustment, and problems sults” 
Grorce A. Lunpperc, CLARENCE of research procedure respectively. 

: C. SCHRAG, , and OTTO ‘Nz LARSEN. New York: One consequence of the foregoing i is that the | 

i, 740 PP- text remains close to the empirical level. ‘The | colleagu 

or ton principles which it seeks to formulate are in Aco 
‘There. is sored is eet in this at- the form of empirical generalizations. It should ogy, 19 

tempt to meet the somewhat conflicting needs be pointed out, however, that the book is not ~— accordit 
of the variety of students ssa found in anti- theoretical, but a- -theoretical, a fact which | taught 

. may well increase its general utility. It may also | theoret! 

_ be pertinent to note that the reviewer, who in | U0M; | 
= from those ping with in representative in- some measure disagrees with the attitudes toe | Hegelia 

troductory textbooks. The most significant sub- - ward science and sociology - Suffusing this work, | - sultant 
-matter omission is a chapter dealing with found little objectionable the substantive |  ¢conom 
and minority groups. A noteworthy inclu-— sections, they an 

ae. is a chapter on mass communication and _ Professor Lundberg and his two colleagues | cult 
public opinion. The organization of materials pe at the University of Washington have entered social 
differs from many texts however; for example, a thoughtful, original, c arefully prepared prod- actor's 

and community are discussed before uct in the high competitiv e introductory text- planatic 
taking up the concepts of culture and society. book market. 

Instructors wishing to follow other modes SHE LDON social 
organization will find their task facilitated by ¥. Indiana U in parti 

system of paragraph that simplifies 
sociolog 

to ‘the of two KEMETT) New York: Oxford University: 

trial editions, clearly was planned to include a Press, 1953. “viii, 319 pp. $6.50. piricis 

relevant segments of which These essays deal with social theory, te 
each chapter, is an extended outline of the sociology of knowledge, and relations between 

mater covered. ‘The chapters close with personality and social structure. Part One be- 

- summaries which, it must be said, do not always gins with Mannheim’s revised doctoral disser- 
simply summarize. There i is a profusion of well- tation, “Structural Analysis of Epistemology.” ial I 

_ chosen plates, charts, tables, and diagrams. The Little hampered by empirical referents, its in- 7 t tention 
class an 
Two 

-sociolog 

cross-referencing referred to above should prove terest is mainly philosophical. ae 

useful to the interested and motivated student. Of considerable scientific importance, how- | 

The provision of exercises in observation ever, is the second essay, “Conservative | -Gologic 

analy sis, as well as bibliograph: and film: Thought.” Mannheim here extends the concept | fals 

erences, may aid the instructor. He may also of “art style” to political and intellectual ex | individ 

—. find value in the reading guide which keys ap- pressions. He then seeks to show congruences if with Gi 

_ propriate selections from various collections of am tween those “styles of thought” and the so- dians v 

F readings into chapters. However, the instructor economic interests of the classes and other a of a fal 

who uses readings to show the student how the ented which “carried” them. All this is pree | 

sociologist arrives at generalizations may find sented against the background of the rx} lectures 

these devoted to social processes and structural changes in 
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q taught that social facts should be viewed in a 

mobile society. Hence arose the 
_ piricism” which tended to veil consideration of © lacks the coherence and systematization which 
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man society @ after Frenc 

: the overwrought text forces the reader 

to dig for the author’s concrete points, | the net 

result is still a brilliant achievement. 
The main attraction of this book for most 

sociologists will probably be Part ‘Two, “Ger-— 
man and Western Sociology. ” Mannheim ex- a; 

- perienced both traditions. His 1932 review ar- 

finds “a painful disproportion be- 

tween the vastness of the scientific machinery 

employed and the value of the ultimate re 

sults” (p. 187). He refers to a fear of theories — . 
to an overeagerness for quantitative preci- 

sion, And he frankly states that his German 
; colleagues tend to err in the opposite direction. - 

1918-1933. Its chief intellectual influences, 

essay describes German sociol- 

according to Mannheim, were (1) Hegel, , who 

theoretical framework of the whole social situ- 

ation; (2) Marx, who made more realistic the — 

evolution. modern sociologists who acknowl 

ticle on Stuart M ethods i in Social In terms of the prevailing American tradi- 

edged the inevitability of centralized social 
planning, and who urged that social scientists: 

devote more attention to the problems of a 
_ planned society. Here he restates his idea that, 

once the transition period is over, a planned 
Social structure can be combined with ‘ ‘un- 

planned areas” for free individual development. 

iny of the great problems of social change and 
~ conflict that dominate this revolutionary epoch. 
Indeed, in the light of Mannheim’s sociology- — 
-of- -knowledge approach, our current norms of | 

‘scientific objectivity” may themselves 
viewed as an ideology of escape and conform- 
ity. With political restrictions on a 
scholars now being tightened, whatever con- 
ceptual tools can help us to understand | our 
social situation are valuable. 

This book, ably edited by Paul Kecskemeti, 
is not Mannheim’s most important « one. Vet 

it is a _ stimulating production by a theorist 

Hegelian dialectic (history conceived as a stature, already substantial, seems likely 
a of opposing forces) by e emphasizing the 
economic and class aspects of society; (3) Dil- 7 
they and Simmel, who stressed the cooperation 

of cultural disciplines, and who held the aim of | 
social science to | be “understanding” of the 
actor’s meanings rather than ‘quantitative ex- 

planation of behavioristic externals. Equally 

decisive for recent German sociology was its 
social milieu of acute conflict, which fostered 

particular the first two of these influences. 
‘contrast, Mannheim suggests, American 

sociology early became preoccupied with the © 
immediate problems of a rapidly growing = 

‘isolating em- 

| social structure as a whole, especially 

mncept 

al ex- | 

jences 

1e 

other 

its dynamic and class aspects. We should 
probably ‘interpret Mannheim’s judgment as a 

- relative one, made in the light of his dialecti- 
cally oriented German background. American 

sociologists have really given considerable at- 
~ tention to social class, but usually in a middle- 

class and non-dialectic vein. 

s Two short papers constitute Part Three, “So- 
ciological Psychology.” ’ The author emphasizes — 
the falsity of the line. society and the 

_ individual. American social scientists acquainted 
with Giddings, Cooley, Mead and the neo-Freu- 

will find in this section new 

The book concludes with four 1938 

of Personality.” ” Mannheim is one of the few 

lectures on “Planned Society and the 

to grow in estimation. 4 

versity of Minnesota Press, 1954. ‘xii, 351 pp. 

is a collection of articles 
PPcwsatt most of which have appeared in 
scientific journals within the last five years. © 
With the exception of the first four chapters 
on which we shall comment presently, the book > 

the ‘title would lead one to expect. There is, 
however, an important compensating factor 
‘in | the consistency which clearly stated 

the whole the book — impresses one as a gen- 

uine contribution | to general theory, and puts: 
Dr. Rose in the ‘forefront of sociologists 
currently concerned with the logical a and 
methodological foundation of their science. 

ao The book is especially commendable for its 
clear and vigorous style. Whatever 
Ds. and he deals -extensiv ely 

of “problems for ‘the nature of 

-eralizations in the social sciences, and the 

problems of attitude measurement and public __ 

opinion, he is never didactic in his approach. 
most engaging of Nis is 

= 

-- 

es, and 
— 

ce Save 
volume, 

. ‘hanism 

4 

tain features of American sociology. He much of Mannheim’s work may seem unscien 
patly admires its cooperative specialization tific and ideological. But science has many 
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the “use of illustrations from the for the minor role played voluntary asso. 
everyday workshop of the social researcher. ciations in French communities. 
=a There is” here none of the pretension Dr. Rose’s book offers a sane and balanced. tought 
-unreality so characteristic of current attempts view on controversial issues in Social ‘Theory 

to develop social __theory either in highly should asa & sic 
abstract terms, or through | the use of mathe-— basic text r discussions, 

realistically with problems that stem directly 

and he phrases his discussion in terms familiar Realms of V -alue: Critique 

to every well-educated sociologist. Civilization. By RALPH ‘Perry. .Cam- mo 
_ Undoubtedly, the special attraction of the bridge: : Harvard University Press, 

_ book is the first chapter. It contains the essay — xii, 497 pp. $7. 50. ae 
which won a one thousand dollar prize when 

it was presented at the 1952 meeting of the As befits a. work 
American Association for the Advancement o f this volume exhibits a tremendous range of a 
Science. The essay sets forth a “Theory of scholarship and a tight system of - thought, om 
‘Social Organization and Disorganization” which Although Dr. Perry disclaims expertness in the | 
‘Dr. Rose summarizes as follows (p. 12): many fields of human endeavor which 
“People are able to act together | in an treats, he treads with a sure foot across the | er 

“organized manner over an indefinitely long fields” of the natural and social sciences, of = 

of time because they have internalized aesthetics, of education and of ‘religion. 
a large number of meanings and values, -com- ‘The general, framework of his thought is . alee 

represer 

q moral ¢ 
quires t 
of their 
science | 
moral i 

‘monly understood and adhered to, which ‘soon _ sketched. The men's fall in 

‘in the form of one or more of the e always b 
social problems—occurs when > ry significant Since one can sympathetically inched “the 
portion of meanings and values ar are no longer interests of others in one’s own, the ‘ “Public” g. 

‘sufficiently internalized to guide the behavior side of a person is _more inclusive e than his 
of a significant portion of the individuals — “private” side and is therefore to be given 
_ still in physical contact with one another.” precedence. Morality is the endeavor to har- 
The theory is not “new” of course. ‘Rose monize “conflicting interests. This is accom- 

makes it clear that its roots are deeply im- plished through the principles of freedom ‘aides 
widespr 

bedded in the sociological tradition. He refers and universality. The first of these requires | q the 1 
ine particular to the works of Durkheim, that interests be harmonized for the sake of the | “the “ 
Simmel, Sumner, ‘Thomas. Surprisingly, ‘interests: concerned, and for no other reason; applied 

he never mentions the fact that the theory has ‘the second, that they be pursued with true wl = 
been stated by Sorokin in virtually the same _ benevolence so that each person endeavors to Neither 

frame of reference. realize” the interests of others, which he in- 

However, Dr. Rose’s distinct contribution corporates in himself. The operation of these 

is his searching analysis of the implications of principles produces the supreme good—har- moralit 

7 the theory. These are first of all stated in terms i happiness. One’s duty is always to - cst 
of the . assumptions and general propositions work for this supreme oe = support 

which underlie the theory. Further implica- Perry takes a nominalistic view of social 
tions are developed by a brilliant attempt to organization. Though he admits that there are | 

7 & _ ascertain the logical derivations from the theory _ characteristics of the whole that are more than | Jit. 
a and to state ‘them as hypotheses for research. > the sum of the parts, these characteristics have | oa at 

. Sixteen such derivations are discussed by Dr. to do with the relationships of the parte and are » nologic 
Rose. The fruitfulness of his” approach is not real emergents on a new level. “There are these 

4 quite apparent and strongly suggests the worth- certain operations and relationships’ which are | — 

whileness of further elaboration and extension,  exclusivel internal to a person. Among 
The possibility that this” might result in an these are verification, learning by experience, 

_ impressive contribution to systematic sociology inference, the mediation of interest. 
is indicated by the content of Chapters II-IV. follows that insofar as a society derives its 
In these Dr. Rose applies his ideas to the unity from thought, | from the control of action 

- elucidation of the problems of Mass Society and iby ideas, from the relation of means to ends, | 
of the fi functions: of Associations in is and from ‘the control of higher interests, it bor- 
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on nly when imagination, is on the Teo often the: economic 

representation, , and benevolence these are thinker instead of surveying economy as 

| brought together in one (pp. 147- 8). whole and judging its processes: and instrumen- 

Most of the book is taken up with a talities by the moral good, puts himself in 

- discussion of social institutions and the sciences” : position of adviser to a ‘special client” (p 260). a= 

that relate to them. These are classified into In a brilliant chapter Perry treats democracy 

the moral, the non-moral, and the super-moral. as a social system endeavoring through — its 

_ ‘The non- -moral fall into the cognitive and the institutions to realize morality. While — 

aesthetic institutions—natural science and art. 

Although these can be judged externally on 

| moral grounds, the principle of freedom re- — 
"quires that they be judged primarily in terms 

of their own purposes. This is the of the 

| science of science and of aesthetics. The super- _ 
moral institutions are education and religion, in internally democratic. 

-moral because they involve purposes ov 

and beyond living” peacefully with other men 

all the dangers and the obstacles, gee 

clearly to the dev elopments in the world which — 
he thinks necessary to make democracy — 
national. keeping with social nominalism, 

pate in a democratic world order unless eo 
“Nations their 

composite capacity cannot agree—only persons 
can agree. For agreement is a form of choosing, 

Though it is in the chapters on non-moral and and only. ‘persons are capable of choice 

‘out his most acute analysis sociologists will be Perry reserves a special role for sociology — a 
chiefly interested in the five chapters on moral and history. y. They are concerned with 
institutions their disciplines, _and the particular institutions, but with the whole of 

treatment of sociology” and history, which culture or “civilization, with the relationships 

fall ina different category, = _ among the parts. Although the chapter on his- 
=> what seems an odd use of ation, What cr is full of fascinating insights and cogent 
Perry calls conscience a social institution. What criticism, we must pass ; over it here and con- 
he is referring to is moral custom or the body -_centrate on his critique of sociology. vn 

4 _ Perry feels that sociologists have ‘sinned in 

rterests 

ones, 

le the 
public’ | moral norms. “Conscience” is used perhaps 
aa his because it preserves the nominalism of his two directions. First, we “suffer from a 
pred “approach, | though he is realistic enough to say: ‘= timidity engendered by methodological scruples” 

attitude which is only personal plays a (p. 356). Because we have desired to’ be metic- 
highly important role in the disruption or —ulously scientific we have 

alent alteration of conscience, but until it has won analyzing the totality of man’s life. We shave — 
equires widespread agreement it is at most a conscience sold our “birthright for a mess of positivism”; — 

and our subject “dissolves into “travelogues, 
of the is > 
aaa ‘the channel by which moral judgments are or into psychology, anthropology, and geogra-— 
true applied to polity, law, and economy, it repre- phy, or into the several cultural social 

“sents morality more directly than the others. sciences” (p. 357). ‘He wants us to attack 

he .. | Neither conscience nor its science, ethics, is to proper subject matter boldly and not be deterred 
be confused with morality, however. Con- _ by the t bluntness of of our analytical tools. His 

we iE science can be criticized by ethics in terms “of second criticism is, . of course, that we refrain 

so morality—as is exemplified in the present from normative judgments. It is at this point © 
necessity of creating — that Perry himself seems most open to criticism. 7 

ood support international institutions. Pe _ He does not make it sufficiently clear here or 7 

om re each of f the three chapters on polity, —_ that one can use norms as objective 
law, and economy and their data in the course of explanatory analysis. 

shen | sciences, the author calls for three kinds of _ Sociologists have done this with some SUCCESS. — 7 
analysis—explanatory, normative, ha and _tech- - It is true that they rarely | have made normativ 

ae oe nological: why do events happen thus? Are judgments but this does not mean, as Perry q 
‘h these events good? How can we influence sometimes implies, that they r refuse to treat” 

¢ their course? Perry would thus social the value of life. Most of his chapter 

rience, 
cussion of how we might fulfill what he 

4 

believes to be our normative task. 
and this seems to him legitimate because he 
has a clear touchstone of the morally good. 
+The reference to the moral purpose of economy — 

in the following paragraph is typical: 

It 

scientists make frankly normative judgments; on sociology careful and stimulating dis- 

American st sociologists are likely to 
Though the author's position is not one | 

~ “Tt is one of the unhappy results of = & accept, they can profit by studying this volume. ; 
r ‘thinking that this ulterior purpose of economy 

— isso often allowed to remain in the bechground, by: 
_ Nothing is more valuable than to look at the ig 
femiller from new perspective. Perry has 

an outside view 0 ourselves, 
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ure system ‘of Marxism. In both sociology and ¢ economic 
ANGELL the prevailing theoretical approaches are static 

and taxonomic—e.g., institutional analysis jn 

The Present As History: Essays — Rete Surely, in this age of drastic social change, this 
Capitalism and Socialism. By Paut M. isa paradox. 

_ Sweezy. New York: Monthly Review Press, . 2 Another basic issue Sweezy’s book raises is 2 
1953. viii 376 pp. $5.00. the relation of social science to social policy, | 

Marxism, of course, is not only an analytical a 
_ These essays, written from 1938 to 1953, / theory: but also an action program. Its purpose | 
‘seek to view the present in terms of basic ‘social in viewing the present as history is to furnish Concern 
forces developing from the past toward the guide to future policy. Academic ‘sociology, 

future. The 34 articles, some published for the however, claims to be primarily non-normative, | does any 
first time, are grouped under six headings: ac against a perspective of modern science | — jnfluence 
Character of Our and of sociology as founded by Comte, the | what ca 

jecture” 
Expanding the area of concur 1 

Scholarly a and bility and control of phenomena, both natural | pig ques 

‘Significant for” several of the social sciences, and social, has been a central premise of i science, | — to wond 
‘Particularly Sociology and economics. Sweezy gives no blueprints for the future, | out and 
The first essay evaluates the leading ideas beyond calling for closer association between few 

of the Communist Manifesto after one hundred theory and practice. tir 

years. Why did socialism, considered by The Present As History solid intent o 
as the inevitable result of capitalism, come first _ - analysis and some very controversial ideas. It | where h 
on noncapitalist countries instead of in advanced is challenging book. monarch 

K. K. Davis, Compler 

The Mystique of Modern Monarchy: With | 
Reference haley British «activity 

mainly after time. Four chap- 
ters deal with the addition of these variables i. a. 

the present status of imperialism. Other conse 
on social theorists include an illuminating re- _ and uni 

: Marxian schema by later writers, and with 

on American class. This is the first nuclear ‘indeed, 
“original « and “reasonably realistic application of flourished luxuriantly for centuries? Surely, the 

the Marxian schema to “contemporary class persistence of this institution is no less chal- 
phenomena, yet a recent anthology on social lenging and worthy study than the rain 
class does not mention it. _ Economists will ceremonials of non- -literate peoples. Or 
appreciate the reprinting of Sweezy’s 1939 study the usual absence of “historical literature 
of interest groups in the American economy, a constrains the anthropologist the cross 

pioneer analysis hitherto available only in an sectional of tribal practices; in this | 

in social 

with “s¢ 

one on . Schumpeter, are primarily for specialists. ‘ - ities of ‘the problem, and of the available = 4 |) ‘idealize 
4 
‘Five chapters are brief notices of trifling books tials, are treated in a cavalier manner. Many 4 | out 
Ww hich add little to our insight. geil, study of prehistoric man more adequately ona des 

In several respects this book is documented of m nodern mon- tion of 

shows that Marxism in the hands volved. 

far tow: 
than a rigid orthodoxy. . This is "same. in “his o own m words: “ ing to A 

thing many conventional sociologists and Marx- observed or read about some activity sre | and ins 
ists need to realize. The book also suggests reference to or about some operatio 

social science will not deal _ note of 
xs = 
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— this ser 
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The articles on the economic theory is in fact an abundance of historical documen- 
of Pigou, Hansen, Keynes, and Hayek are tation and monographs which one might have | “Until 
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terms | nd to my list. ” Unhappily, even the other hand, refer to. the in- 
1omics | scrapbook methodology not: without struments used ‘selecting constructing 

Static }  jts hazards, for as Dr. Black adds, “In the end research techniques. . . . In this book I have 
sis in rT - there were so many items, both important and_ made an effort to seustitn a (not the) method- 

omics, unimportant, that I was forced to “—_ some ology | of social research. That is, I have tried 

this organization among them. raise to consciousness | each | type of decision 
author spends -much of his that arise in the course of research and 

ises is |  euggesting the influence of the school, church, sug 

| ” but this almost ote can be | (p. vii). 
basis of speculation and diffuse "impression. The book is based on of 

| Concerning the role of the school, he writes, view that scientific ‘research | consists of “con-— 
‘ology, | do not know these important facts, nor trolled i inquiry” into problems involving choice 
native, | does anyone else. . . .” Concerning the church’s between alternative courses of action. The 
cience |  jnfluence, Dr. Black comments, “Most choice is to be determined by the acceptance 
e, the | what can be said about the matter is con- or rejection of alternative hypotheses corre- 
tobe | jecture”’; he hen proceeds to say it. We may sponding to the alternative courses of action. 

adicta- concur with the author when he sighs, “Such ‘The acceptance or rejection of the hypotheses 
atural | — big questions: such big voids.” One is compelled is to be based on the results of experiments 

cienice, to wonder what prevented Dr. Black from going carried out under conditions and with procedures" 
gut and gathering some of the data to answer conforming to certain “ideal” designs or 

few of these — “models. This, general point of view has ap- 
| At times, it appears as if Dr. Black were paren 

4 “experimental” philosophy of Z. W. 

as. It | where he outs of ry relationship between ia John Dewey; while the methods are, with 
| monarch and people as one of | “Reciprocal few exceptions, based on the work of Abraham 

avis | Complementarity.” There then follows a string Wald, J. Neyman, and others on the theory of 
of tired banalities; eg., supposedly  “‘statistical decision functions” or “inductive 

-'|__ gives the individual “purpose and belonging- behavior.” Dr. Ackoff’s contribution. is his dis- 
ness. It elevates him to participate in a grand cussion of the application of this theory to 
activity on a grand scale. It stimulates in him social research on a level which is u:iderstandable 
Sense of universality, a sense of belonging to ‘persons without advanced mathematical and 

ris and with his fellows. For the training. 
types of research problems discussed i in- 

alysis: disorganization.” And, final clude: the definition of variables selection 
y, a | crown jewel, ‘fosters 

age of If these formulae have an air of the familiar _ weights based on ratings by judges, the d : 
ndeed, | 
y, the | to the fact ‘that Dr. Black had da “spell” at and 
chal) Harvard. _ ‘From random samples, tests of hypotheses using 
i. ALVIN w. random samples, the reduction of errors in 
narily, | of 1 Illinois “surveys (nonresponse, unavailables, refusals, and 

| 
The Design of Social By RussELt L. g of personnes, ant 

_ Acxorr. Chicago: The University of Chicago — e determination of cost in time or money. 7 
Ther ss Press. 1953. xi, 420 pp. $7. — The treatment of principles and methods related 7 

to these problems is most adequate in relation 
Until recent years, most textbooks on methods tests of hypotheses. Here Dr. Ackoff not 

stem 7 ‘in social sciences have been primarily concerned only presents underlying principles s ‘such as the 7 
ssibile | _ with “scientific methods” discussed on a highly theory Neyman and Pearson, but, also, 

“idealized” level, or with | ‘techniques for carry-_ "specific statistical methods together with their 
‘any 4 ing out social surveys and statistical analyses underlying assumptions. ‘One can criticize this 
uately ona descriptive level with little or no presenta-— treatment only in minor details, such as on its 

mon | tion of the basic principles or assumptions in- lack of clarity and specificity it in defining the con- ' 
me: volved. In this book, Russell Ackoff has a ditions of ‘ ‘randomization,” and the absence of a 
y far toward overcoming this deficiency. Accord- a generalized application of of “chi-squared” tests 
ver ing to Ackoff, “Techniques refer to the behavior of hypotheses. 
olving and instruments used in The of is 
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\ 
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ands. expect in ‘this The basic theories recently developed theories mathematical 
of estimation such as “confidence interval esti- statistics and the numerous techniques conven. 

‘mation, ” “unbiased point estimation 4 and tionally used in social research without adequate 
‘maximum likelihood estimation” are referred to theoretical or experimental ‘evaluation. — 

not systematically presented as a basis for 
developing and ev vahuting techniques of sampling Pullman, ‘ashington 

ase “simple random sampling,” and the term _ Standard of Living: The Conc ept and Its Place 
in Economic H E. Prieer 

aa 
possible restrictions on n simple random 1 sampling ica, Com- 
‘that might be used. mentations -Humanarum Litterarum, » Tom 

A. 

Although Dr. Ackoff made a notable con- 
- tribution to the discussion of research method- ‘This study is on on the borderline between eco. 
ology, there remain a number of problems for nomics and | sociology. The author looks hope. 
which the treatment is disappointing and inade- fully to “a sort of synthesis” between them and 

_ quate. In part this is due to the lack of ade- regards his work as a step in that direction 
quate principles from which to draw, but in a (p. 6). This . his thesis: “In conclusion, a 

. of cases he has not made use of the sensible goal of economic activity would be to 
available principles, for example, on the basic raise standards in all groups without injuring 

. definitions and rules in the ‘ “theory of prob- i any of them absolutely and rather to give the 

abil lity.” ” The discussion of questionnaire and lower strata a chance of wmproving, supposing 

- tes t construction does not make use of the that the use of resources becomes there by moore 

statistical theories developed by people “Tike functional” (p. 253; hisitalics), 
Guilford, _ Guttman, Coombs, thus standard of conte 

not include statistical principles and methods “cizes all utility, "subjective 
““test- -retest” reliabili ty, such as those deve eloped wants, desires, needs, satisfactions, and indi. 
by Louis Guttman and others, and the section vidualistic theories of economics. He finds that 

on relationships between variables | does not objective data the spree habits 

clude a discussion of the statistical theory of 
a prediction developed by Ezekiel, Louis | Guttman, "produce and sustain the standards which govern 
and others. economic activities. He thinks the distinction 

‘A number r of points of inconsistency or lack | between “standards” and “levels” of living is 
clarity occur. For example, in pages 34-35, “confusing. He prefers “ideal” and ‘ “minimum” 

a the term “probability of production” is used to standards but holds that all standards are rela- 
express a subjective judgment, whereas it is _ tive, not absolute; even minimum health (nutri- 

previously defined to correspond to a “statistical _ tion) standards are different for different. occu 
” “Estimation” is discussed on pages pations. True standards are found by intensive — ; 

39-40 ina manner that confuses two. meanings : of objective behavior of 

ail one, of defining one variable as a mathematical in clearly defined social structures. 
function of another, the other, of determining “cont designates four substandards of living: 
unknown parameters from randomly sampled consumption, work and leisure, family, and a i 

ing, and discusses them at length. These are | values. he definitions of simple random sam- 
pling (p. 92), of probability (pp. 144-145), and measurable to’ a considerable degree by ‘finding 

_ XVII, No. 4, 1953. 280 pp. 1,400 Mk. 

capped 

‘records, 

proceedi 

purpose 

degrees of freedom (p. 182) are ‘Particularly the proportions of money spent for each. He 

lacking in clarity and precision. then discusses how standards schange. 

_ included some contributions of his own which most of them do not need it as ser as those © 

would be more appropriate. in a book on newly economists who think sociology | 
developed and specialized techniques than one and social psychology have little to contribute _ yi 

basic principles. In particular, these include to economic theory. 
; his techniques for ranking and weighting objec- Many sociologists, and other social scientists, — | 
tives (pp. 24-27, and 375-376), and for the need to learn from Pipping how to deal 
construction of tests by weighting items accord- with their own “imponderabilia. fi It - seems ; 
ing to ratings by judges (pp. 305-324) clear ¢ to Pipping (and to me) that all we can 
Ins spite of such limitations, which are perhaps _ know about “subjective motives” is: inferential _ 

t 

notable contribution to o bridging the gap  betw een n servable and ‘measurable processed by 

q inevitable in any work that attempts to depart and that if such inferences are to have any 

3 the | beaten trail, this book has” made a a scientific value, they must be based upon sense- | 
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the tested methods of natural science. Crucial - persons who r represent groups concerned about 

a to this is the time factor and clear definitions rehabilitation of older workers, but who are not 
the v various types: of ‘Social: structures with engaged in that area of * 

as 

in ‘the hard of the social “s sciences” ‘likely to be of interest and value to the geria- 

become natural sciences. trician and social worker than to the sociologist. 
| This short r ew 
H to the book and hence is more or less pointless three Michigan conferences—Living “Trough — 

unless it may by chance influence some to read the Older Years, Planning the Older Y ears, and 

iow University, social scientists as well. 

‘Rehabilitation of the Older w orker. Edited by The City College of New York 
be ILMA DonaHvuE, James Rag, Jr., and 

juring Berry. Ann Arbor: “University of Michi- The Philosophy o of Social Work. HERBERT 
the gan Pr Press, 1953 153. 200 200 pp. $3.25. BISNO. Washington: Public Affairs Press. 

ess gan has sponsored a conference on problems of Every practitioner, whether he be physician, 
{ aging. The fourth of these conferences in July - pedagogue, counsellor or social worker, applies — 

rela 

nutri- 

occu- 

nsive 

eople 

or who otherwise leading dependent exist- justifiably divert into clarifying their philosophi- 
ences i in the commmamnity. At the same time the al underpinnings s some of the effort now dev roted 

to improving their techniques. 

& _ The volume under review is an attempt to 

entral 
~. fF 1951 dealt with “Rehabilitation of the Handi- standardized techniques to his problems i in order | 

capped Worker Over Forty.’ This volume to produce preconceived changes in them. This 

wes records, and in some instances summarizes, the implies goals; specific goals for individual prob- ee . 
that proceedings of the conference. _lems, broad goals for the overall problems which 

habits | -; Under the theme that “alll are needed,” the are the concern of the practice. ‘But goals, in _ 
tures | Purpose was to promote a more general apprecia- 7 turn, derive from and are supported by social — | 
oven | tion of the number of handicapped older people values prescribing what is desirable and un- ~ | 
action in the population who can be » returned to partial desirable. In this sense of professional practice J 
ing is or even complete self- support and self-care. represents the harnessing of scientific knowledge 

Rehabilitation, it was claimed, is possible for the service of a ‘social philosophy. It vy would 
_ | many of the aged who are now institutionalized seem therefore that all practice disciplines might | 

== 

the of systematize e the philosophy upon \ which social 

_ to show the large savings in private and public work ‘practice: rests. The work carries” the 
funds that can be achiev ved d through rehabilita- characteristic crudity of all initial essays into 

on. systematization, but it deserves commendation 
a As is usually the case in a coverage of con- Be precisely | because it is a good first venture that 

ference proceedings, the formal papers long overdue. The author has undertaken the 
featured in the book. John Thurston discussed painstaking task of explicating the philosophy 

a interest and the role of the — of social work from the written and oral state- 
in rehabilitation aging; Dr. Howard Rusk ‘ments of workers. He emerges with 

defined the magnitude of problems of rehabilita- - tw enty-nine | philosophical principles” arranged 

_ tion and enumerated the steps necessary for the = broad classes, which may be very 
rehabilitation of the “total person”; Dr. Frank briefly summarized as follows. 
Krusen reviewed the history of physical —_  * The N ature of the Individual. The indi- 

cine and the development of the rehabilitation | vidual, by the very fact of his existence, is of : 
“movement in recent decades; lastly, Dr. Lionel _ worth and has the right of access to life’s oppor- 
-Cosin described a program of geriatric rehabili- tunities; individual suffering is therefore un- 

a tation i in England. desirable and should prevented. ‘Man is 
In addition there is summarized the four - originally amoral and asocial, acquiring a as 
“conference board hearings” of the conference. nature Soe interaction with the social en- 

A ‘conference board was composed of seven vironment that human nature is 

a 
] 

atical. 

mven- 

q 

Pipping and many sociologists often do. of rehabilitation; employment and placement; 

te iL general, it is a carefully thought out and _and rehabilitation services and programs. ce a 
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Individual are not entirely of ‘rational: generalizations “produced by social science; 
origin, but are also irrationally motivated. IL. because they are about human beings does not 
The Nature of the Group Bond. The major elevate to a philosophical level. More 

responsibility for the welfare of all its mem- — efficient organization would have eliminated 

- bers, irrespective of their group affiliations, rests overlapping and duplication « of materials in the 
_ with the community, and the doctrine of laissez- volume, and thereby 1 reduced the number of 
faire is to be rejected. The function of the principles. The book’s title conveys a definitive. 

state is more than social control and includes ness which its contents lack. We wonder whether 

BD a-rwr yl actively for the common welfare. the work might not have been more appropriately 
Political freedom and economic security are not -_- My Philosophy of Social Work, a 
‘mutually exclusive and opposing states, but are - ‘The shortcomings mentioned above should 

7 - ‘companion | conditions. ‘Il. s Social Maladjust- not be : allowed to overshadow the virtues of this 

and Change. There are serious which represents an encouraging start 
“ments in our society social in a area. 

institutions, is feasible. IV. The Method Mi. Century Crime in our Culture: Pei | 

ality and Crime in the Cultural Pattern of | Social Work. | Democracy is an indispensable 
a condition for social improvement. Human be- : 
s can be more effectively modified through - PoRTERFIELD ROBERT H. Fort 

the development of conditions which ‘generate Worth: Leo 1954, 
in individuals the | inner urge for change; ; this | 113 2.25. ” 

the technique of coercion. A. dualistic 

approach toward social problems is possible, This volume _ expounds idea | that geo- 
which © combines the individual-by- individual 
helping process with the reform of social differences in social structure and culture 

pattern. Its contents, with minor qualifications, 
The author develops the logical implications have appeared piecemeal in sociology journals 
of these ‘principles, demonstrating their mani- during the last five years will therefore 
4 festations in social work policies and practices. be familiar to readers of these magazines, 

_ He then evaluates the principles against the ‘For p purposes of convenience, _ the various 

a - dominant values of American society as the writings are grouped under three headings— 
latter have been described by social ‘scientists. theory, data, and action. 
‘Tee conclusion is that the philosophy of social _ Although their discussion of theory (Part I) 
work conflicts with significant aspects of = | deals mainly with the sociological approach | to 

culture, which accounts for the failure of social crime, the authors lean toward, if not espouse, 
‘iam to secure support from influential ‘ll an eclectic position. They seem equally receptive 
ments of American society. to the ideas of Sutherland. The data 

seems to us that, in seeking to ished in (Part pub- 
the conflict between. social work philosophy and = ed in the annual Teports of the Federal 

_ the culture, the author has forced his case. He ureau of Investigation and information * 
b  jmpates to both social work and the American - rived from local records in Fort Worth, Texas. 

acteristics , arrayed against each | other, | the ‘char- 
do not square with reality. After all, social 

Work is American of the population. The plea 
action (Part SES), “does not appear 

there are strong currents opposing has preceded, culminates 

programs; nevertheless these programs are ex- ation — 

panding. The word that \ would more accurately a provisions “to keep normal peopl 

work is not opposition, but ambivalence. P - 
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pa an elucidation of these is usually in order y ing to the = a aa and in times of war 

| gs a check undue generalizing. In their and peace 

report, Porterfield and Talbert nowhere state Part Two, called the Etiology of Delinquency, 
that crime rates by states, as quoted in after presenting a chapter on the philosophy 

Uniform Crime Reports, refer only to urban 

populations, and overlook the possibility that the various approaches to delinquency ca causa- 

rates based on rural or total populations might | tion, discusses what is known about each of the f 

display significantly different geographical “approaches in under 

configuration. Secondly, populations arranged the titles: The Biology Psychology 

according to political units such as states, or Juvenile Delinquents; the Family and Juvenile le 

more natural areas such as census tracts, are 3 Delinquency; Peer Groups and Juvenile Delin- 

certain to diverge on many factors which affect -quents; Institutional Omissions and Commis- 

the incidence of crime. The authors note The 
such differences constitute a methodologi- Society; and Ecological and Chronological — 

to the extent that their impact Factors. he 
on crime can be accurately assessed, but — Part Three deals in four chapters with the 
to note t way in which delinquents handled 
if they are impossible to control or go un- detection to parole. A final chapter reviews 

noticed. Thirdly, no consideration is accorded Various control and prevention programs. 
the principle that group correlations are A series of eight prints from the engravings 
restricted to aggregates and cannot logically be by William Hogarth, an English at artist of the © 

-etended to individuals. This limitation, unless eighteenth century, are used throughout the — 
made explicit, may cause the unwary to con- etiology section. These heavily satiric drawings ~ 

clude, for example, that, since the crime rate Of the society of the time are supposed, 
increases as secularization declines, the most according to the dust cover, ‘ “to amplify” 

quence sacred people are especially | crime prone. ofa delinquent: society. 
culture Of lo theoretical importance, al- Having tried to give a brief resumé of what 
cations though tangential to. the central theme of mid- — the volume contains, this reviewer would like 

century crime, is the datum that suicide is to point out whet io are the “ ‘sins 
telatively low in economically depressed areas. of commission. 

Zazines, This does not square with the inverse connec: _ First, to the ‘student beginning the study. < 
various 

tion between the suicide trend and the business _ ‘delinquency or criminology this book can only 
cycle as it has been observed in the United — be a a rather confusing approach. The author’ ‘ 
States during the last fifty years. It is to be general treatment etiology consists of 
hoped that the authors, have made a ky reviewing a wide range studies dealing with 

speciality of studying homicide and suicide 4 each subject he discusses. The results of the 04 

in the United States, will give their attention — studies are often given without comment as 
“next to this contradiction which emerges in to ‘whether or or not they are based sound 
boos from a ‘nen to a chronolog- or research procedures, and are cited or — 

‘on chronological sequence. AD 1947 cita- 
‘edera SCHUESSLER tion may” be followed by one from 
on de . 7 
Te q Indiana University The Teal difficulty, however, stems from. the 

des | The in Delinquent Society. By MILTon Barron tends dismiss them as without 
f importance because some delinquents fall ed by Barron. New York: Alfred A. Knopf 

peg Inc, 1954, xix, 349, vii pp. $5.00. bal the opposite | category from that which he is a 
— the moment discussing. Of course, this 

lea for Wh tow text by Professor Barron of The that none of the specific items discussed causes — 
o- City College has some things to commend juvenile delinquency, but this seems only | to 

tes Mit. It is clearly and interestingly written ; it is attack a Strawman, for careful student 
an @ ‘fairly comprehensive; and it has a frame of of delinquency today would maintain that a1 any 

reference as indicated by the title. I am afraid, single factor is the cause of delinquency. 
| however, that in - trying to avoid “sins of omis- Furthermore, it would seem that the author’s - 

sion” the author has fallen into of own argument and discussion are ignored in 

One includes a discussion n of the defi- Society, for in this place the distinct 
- nition of the problem of delinquency, proceeds _ pression is created that certain aspects of society 

the available statistical measures of the delinquency, with no attempt to explain 
y's a very small proportion of youth» 
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attempt to bring these many factors together “more than restate the dilemma of corrections 
in some integrated whole. Throughout this the ‘customary terms of individual Versus 

-- section sweeping generalizations are = welfare. At a more profound level, how. 
LZ reviewer cannot help but wonder — pega this collection | of articles provides a body 

what the Hogarth prints” ; contribute of basic data with respect to the assumptions, 
understanding of delinquency. Although these the attitudes, and the institutionally deter. 

_ prints are “indubitably unique and dramatic” ~~ compulsions of those who act for s society 

tudes or even conditions, — 7 2% _ teachers who wish to deal with problems of this 
Finally, in ‘Part Three’ there is to nature Mr. Vedder’s book should be of inesti- 

“confuse the ‘student. Parole, probation, foster- mable 
home care, and other similar concepts Apart from these more general considerations, 
discussed as alternatives to treatment. These are * number of the articles included make a gen 
not alternative but part sadliad total treat- uine contribution to knowledge abo 

Iti is too bad, tiie ‘tremendous amount conflicts currently agitating the field of juvenile 

of work which must have gone into this book, - correction. . The former are well _Tepresented 
that the could not ‘have been ed in Ne s report of an experiment con- 

more ‘Satisfactory < ucted in New York City to discover effective 
H. WEEKS» ‘methods of breaching the barriers w which have 

= ss traditionally made “hard core” groups of street 

delinquents inaccessible to correctional 

Th he Opener: Perspective and Read- an 
ings. B. VEDDER. New York: ing with apparently 
Doubleday and Co. , Inc. i. 510 pp irreconcilable contradictions between estab- 

principles of criminal justice in our cule 

This: book is a collection drawn adopted Youth Correction Authority acts. 
mainly from "professional journals in the fields’  SoLomon Kosrin 

of corrections, criminal law, and casework. Illinois Institu 
For the teacher of courses in juvenile delin- 
quency it provides a body of materials pro- wre 

duced by probation parole workers, “case- 

engaged day to day in dealing "The Stackpole 
young offenders. __ Introductory explication, Company, 1954. xv, 715 pp. $6.50. 

i section and is | intended to make the volume _§ This text has an extremely eclectic approach 
useful as a textbook in juvenile delinquency ‘to social | problems although one would scarcely 

as well. expect otherwise with two editors and sixteen 
‘The -author’s intention of bringing to the ‘different chapter authors. 
student an “authoritative” _of his credit, Caldwell rejects the 

complex problem. On the one hand ‘only of manner 
are continuously confronted with the without a_ basic conceptual scheme and, 

intractable and irritating hostility of the delin- addition Tejects the psychological, psychiatric 
- quent and who must use the established insti- and other single factor explanations of social 
tutional means for “adjusting” the deviant disorganization, Caldwell contends that one 

have access to the empirical materials for unique feature of this volume is the develop- 
by forging new and more useful perspectives on ment of a functional frame of ‘Teference, ie, 

the problem. On the other hand workers in social problems" are. functions of basic "social 
field, as in most other professions, tend structures and social processes. Social struc 

accept “uncritically the ideology of the tures in include cultural systems, social organiza 
4 profession and to respond to the challenge of tion, social institutions, class and caste systems, 
their task by reiterating the shibboleths of the | relational systems, social groups, social situ- 

correctional field. As a result, articles” of the ations values. Processess include social 
= up most of this collection can be interaction, social _ social disor- 

‘ahs seem, is that Barron fails Superficially considered, these writings do 
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this all- frame of reference is is a town ‘containing 000 inhabitants 

doubtful. Caldwell’s procedural steps ‘in ‘tone and an outlying trade area with 13, 

of his conceptual scheme turn out to be none 

. ~ other than the four basic steps of the scientific open country. The data were collected in the F 

method. Chapter authors seem neither entirely following manner: 
ldwell’s frame of reference nor of 

of Cs A carefully supervised sample census project 
his procedural steps. containing a considerable amount of level living 

There i is also a tendency to include materia = with full coverage had been administered — 
sally, even from Popular sources. _ The 

ing, What We Should Know About Marihuana random sample, stratified the 

by Bertha Rechel Palmer, the sole reference area, which included about 700 households, had 
to drug addiction (pp. 364-5), is a case in point. been drawn and used as a basis of measuring — 

~ 
“Under the influence of marihuana, the mind levels and standards of living for both rural 

‘seems to lose the power of directing and _ and urban groups. A ¥% sample was drawn for 
j the town of Turrialba with its 6,359 inhabit- 

controlling its thoughts all sense of values "ants and, depending upon the | density of 

esented - ing e or on the body an ree weakening the to 14 sample of the 32 villages and open country 
ente entire physical system and often leading to households of the area was drawn, 

ffective | - Smoking marihuana creates a mental habit _ The work falls into the realm of applied — 
h have a which is dominant, controlling and exciting to social science and is aimed largely at developing 
f street cruel and revolting crimes. . . . One dose a strategy of change. The various chapters — 

ctional the time being kills the best in the user, and it supposedly represent the social systems con-_ 
article | may cause him to kill others, and even kill sidered most important in the strategy of 
arently 4  himself—hence the name, ‘The Killer Drug.’” change. A list of hypotheses relative to 

= This: of popular misemeeptons the main topic are presented in the ‘concluding 4 
| 

acts, 

more critical textbook 
_ One or more chapters are devoted to each of 

following subjects: population problems, 
minority group relations, modern technology, 

from one to five authors. The scope of the work — 
can best be indicated by the various | chapter : 

_ industrial relations, economic insecurity, physi- headings. After an introductory chapter by 
cal health and disease, socialization, personality — Loomis and Morales, chapters follow on “The 
a disorganization, mental health, marriage and Setting of the Study,” ‘ “Social Status 
the family, parent- -child relations, the aged, ” “Informal Social Systems,” 

educational — problems, political and govern- “Economic ystems: Large and Small Land 
mental problems, crime and delinquency, Holdings,” “The Ecological Basis of Social 

community organization, social class, war, Systems in Turrialba,” “Demographic -Char- 
international organization, social planning and acteristics of the Population, ” “Health Sys- 

social action. Readers may be surprised at the tems,” “Religious Systems,” “Educational Sys- 
appearance of two. chapters on tems,” “Agricultural Extension Systems,” 
midway in the text. “Political ; Systems,” “Levels of Living on Haci- 

Lyte W. -endas and Small Farms,” “Study of the Strategy 

‘Un of Wisconsin of Change on Large Estates and Small Farms in 

ialba: Social the Introduction The work will: be very useful for persons 
contemplating research projects in Latin Amer- Change. Ed : nge. Edited and directed by CHARLES _ 

Looms, “Juno O. Morates, Roy A. ica will be for 

_CLIFForD, and OLEN E. LEONARD. Glencoe, workers in any UR 
work, as might be anticipated, appears Il 

1983. PP. ‘suffer somewhat from lack of coordination 
due probably to the large number of authors 

cooperative involved. There is considerable repetition in 
| adeavor by the Inter- American Institute of the various chapters. The authors make use of 

Sciences and Michigan State Col- the “Social systems” concept as defined in 
= The study was made at Turrialba, Costa rural sociology text by Loomis Beagle, 
Rica, where the is “Turrialba Rural Social Social Systems, yet at times the term 
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or “systems” ’ is used ‘rather loosely to potential or beginning college students with» 
and is sprinkled so frequently into the text several of the following characteristics—from _ 
“that it seems to do violence to the technical — 

concept (see, for example, Chapter X). Never- middle class, from conservative religious ante. — 
theless, the work represents an important cedents, with substandard parents and peer 

to the understanding of Latin experience, and with a high quotient of neurosis, 
‘society and deserves wide reading. Students with the opposite social characteristics 

he University of erately humorous. Placed in the proper hands, 

then a set of chapters” on “Getting Wise to 
This Is College. By Ourselves,” “Flying Away to Dreamland, 

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., “Conflicts, Glands and Guilt,” and “The Destiny 
1954, ix, 205 pp. $3.00. Within Me” might be most appropriate, while 

the farm or very small town, from the loner i 

forward 

better ( 

Strictly speaking, this is not for many other mature, healthy young | 
work; rather ‘it belongs in ‘the tradition of would seem either of time or an 
“functional” books designed to assist young amusing reminiscence. 

better to find The book’s readability is facilitated by a | 
large number of paragraphs from | 

to evaluation of neces- = of adjustment to college (or merely 
_ sity will reveal more of the reviewer than of the tO growing up) are treated with candor and, 
writer because, there being no really objective rarely, with insight 
a standards for a work of this kind the reviewer | Despite the tendency of many academicians — ; 
can | merely compare his with the author’s sub- to | dislike and often ignore the fact, it it still — 
jective appraisal of the need for a book of remains that one of the functions of a “modern ~ a 

this sort and the extent to which this particular college and ‘university is custodial rather than 
book fulfills that need. educational. In its role of parent ‘Surrogate 

American college students are a heterogeneous institution of higher learning needs, 
They range from abysmal naiveté to force, to perform for some kinds 

_ sophistication often exceeding many of their of service for which this book — is intended. — 
teachers. Some are provincial in the extreme; In the hands of the needful student—but 

others startlingly cosmopolitan. To write an not of all students—the book may 
, A ‘advice book” to meet the needs of all would = turn out to be exceedingly useful in a number 

to be and, for that "ways. | 

BOOK 

from the respondents give answers to questions Detroit the People ‘See It: A Survey of 
Altitudes in an n Industrial City. By ARTHUR such as: : How favorable do Detroiters feel 

Detroit: toward their city? (A majority are favorable.) 
1952. xi, 221 pp. $6.00. What do they like and dislike about the city? 

| dy (Twenty- -one to thirteen per cent like Detroit 
‘This is a “oy of the polling study of t as a place to work, the physical characteristics, 

sample of and -women) friends, opportunities for recreation and 
_ toward their city. In this reviewer’s opinion sport. Twenty- two | to ten “per ‘cent dislike 

extensive ‘the physical characteristics, the kind of people 
pé igned in a Boo ore € can who live there, the transportation system, 
said about the actual findings and nothing the traffic parking» problem.) ‘How 

ae: can be written about the methodology, although | do Poll appraise certain selected aa 

the sampling procedure and questionnaire (in (Housing: and Negro-White relations headed 
the appendix) would be of considerable inte rest list.) What do = feel can be done 

‘Tables see selected ‘samples of. 
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The ; answers to these questions are presented 

as facts with no attempt to evaluate them, 
as the author feels that it is not the function 

- of this kind of research “to pass judgment on 

whether people should think and feel as as they | 
do. ” Rather the results, as the book states in its 

sentence, provide “starting points 

guide posts for all who are 2 interested in = 

forward programs to make Detroit an even 

better city than it now is.” This constitutes 
challenge to ‘the government and various 

civic organizations. . The Detroit Board of Com- ve | 

merce is to be congratulated for making the This volume is an attempt to ‘test ‘a quanti- 
study possible through a grant to — _ tative device developed to measure the economic 
University. —H. ASHLEY WEEKS and social costs of strikes. The strike rating 

American Geography: Inventory and another study by the senior author. 
procedure is described in several chapters and 
the rest of the volume is devoted to testing r 

this procedure by analyzing: seventeen strikes 
in three industries in coal, railroads, and steel. 

categories “us ed in determining impact 

are based on the “question of how the strike © 
affects total: public. 

J 

— 

be t the. beginning of new and rewarding | lines” 
of research; for other social scientists it , 
a useful reference to the products of two 
generations of — research.— —WENDELL 

‘iT ‘The Impact of Strikes: Their Social and Eco- 
nomic Costs. By Nem W. (CHAMBERLAIN 

JANE METZGER SCHILLING. New 
Harper Brothers, 1954, viii, 257 

> = 

Edited by Preston E. James and CLARENCE 
Jones. Syracuse: "Syracuse 

Press, 1954. xii, 590 Pp. $6. 00. 

The “fiftieth anniversary of of the Association 
of American Geographers is marked by the 

publication | of this volume on modern Amer- 
ican geography. As indicated by the title, this 
~ volume is a stock-taking of the present status 

and future prospects of the field. It constitutes 
progress report on the objectives and 

procedures of geographic research as of Jan- 

and users. A of are cited 

by the authors in the use of their procedure, | 

one being | that the rating given to a particular 

‘strike only applies to the | day of the rating and > 

“suggestions for directions of future geographic “not to the total effect of a pal 
research, to secure a day-by-day rating are not available. a 

The twenty-six chapters of "scholarly purpose of this study was to determine 

and thoughtful volume were written by about the impact of strikes on the | public sO as to — 
the same number geographers, with the provide information for policy decisions by 
active assistance of as many more of their the government. 

colleagues. Unlike so many books in which | ies In spite of the fact that the authors recog- 
_ chapters are written by different persons, the nize that strikes ar are as complex as our economy 
contents of this volume are well articulated their impact often cannot be measured 

considering the scope and variety of the specific by quantitative devices ‘in advance | of “the 

subject Matters. A conscious attempt must ‘strike, they advocate that some type | of direc- 7 
ha tegrate the “various 

mate tion: be given to the government in the chapters around a few basic concepts. “=e 
of ‘the chapters is devoted to a par- 

ticular specialization within the general field decisions. ‘Thus, the author’s strike rating 
geography. These range from “The Regional cedure is offered as an _ improvement over 

Concept and the Regional Method” and “His- b existing ways of measuring the impact of a strike 
torical Geography” to “The Geographic Study upon the public and its component parts. A 

of Soils” and “Physiological Climatology.” procedure of this type doesn’t attempt 

While much of the material is not of interest ™easure the many intangibles that must be 
to the sociologist qua sociologist, +4 agri- examined in any discussion of the impact of 

cultural ge a strike. In fact, the total impact of a strike 
cannot be measured by dollars and cents 

study « of ‘political eco- or by the measurement of the extent of in- 

nomic geography, and others contain excellent convenience to the public alone, but must also 
summaries of the contributions of geographers take into account many intangibles ¢ operating 

to topics — of teaching and research interest in a strike situation, such as the prestige of ar 

to sociologists. and other social scientists. union with its and its show of 
run impac wie 

uary, 1954. ” and contains considered 
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tices through governmental intervention. WwW hile 

that more attention might have been 

AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REV: IEW 

ofa strike. 

effect. upon future concessions gained by the 

union from management, ete ‘jaation, = RUDOLPH SCHLESINGER. 
Routledge and Kegan Paul Limited (Grove 

Jobs and Politics: Press, distributor), 1953. xiv, 4 402 2 pp. $5.00, 

University Press “Press, 1953. x, 255 pp. $3.75. title is misleading: it is a of 

of the ‘effort to achieve fair employment prac- 
This" book presents comprehensive account 

ment. ‘in the” trend of events that 

in the rise ‘of fascistic regimes 
chapter each is devoted to state and and Austria. 

3 municipal fair ‘employment practice legislation, — The treatment of the trade union and social. 

(segregation, — full employment, etc.), and the The author has an admirable knowledge of 
history of the mov to achieve and keen insight. It is one of 
fair employment practice legislation on 

4 national level, the major emphasis has been 
placed upon na study of the origins, _ history, ‘in 

and achievements of the President’s Committee as “closely related 

on Fair Employment Practice which The author is quite frank 
created by the late President Roosevelt in 1941. jectivity ‘of his interpretation, though in the 

| EPC legislation and other social problems ist movements “competent, 

The President’s Committee is emphasized “not course of the treatise his opinions seem to 
only because it is the parent all later fair become more and more dogmatic. 

employment practice c commissions but because Unfortunately, much of the potential effect 
in its” history and achievements one finds the of the book is lost because | of the tortuous and 
answers to questions relating: to the practica- often quite obscure style. 
bility and effectiveness of federal fair employ- 

Three “answers” ’ for the future noted by the q * Hsien: A North China Rural Community, 4 

author are: (1) in the elimination of discrim-_ D. GAMBLE. New Y ork: Insti- 
ination in employment, education and legislation | tute of Pacific Relations, (1954. -XXxv, 472 pp. | 

serve to bolster and sustain one another, for ‘$6. 
legislation provides a frame of reference within = 

which the necessary educational processes can Since the impact of modern science upon 
China began to be felt more than a generation a be accelerated; (2) opposition and strike 

aga ago, the undertaking of community surveys "action against the employment of minority — 
groups are usually the product of agitation by and studies has become more and more popular ‘a 

_ a small nucleus of workers and once this in that country. Among them, the work done | 
is isolated and neutralized the vast: at Ting Hsien, county located in the North 

‘Majority of workers tend to adjust themselves. China Plain, in cooperation with the Mas | 
& the new situation without difficulty; and Education Movement is by far the most com 
(3) an examination of the variations in re- "prehensive substantial. ‘This reviewer 

‘sistance > employ ment and. upgrading visited Ting Hsien i in 1933 and is quite | familiar 
in the transportation systems of 

with the field studies directed by Franklin 

Lee and with the resulting three-volume, 
w 

to. the type of -management “relations Chinese titles 
__ prevailing within each situation than to differ- = in the Foreword. It is a pity that English — 

4 “ences in intensity of “race prejudice.” — readers: should have waited some twenty years 

The book is factual and well- doastented for 

Ting Hsien contains, _to a nage « extent, mate- 

4 given to the state and municipal bodies even “rials of a census, but it also includes | Pe 

the expense some of the historical mate- of customs, folklore, and historical and geo- 

rials. The book is well- written and should | graphical background of that county. Of great 

interest both to general readers as value 220 charts and 116 statistical 

tables which range in in content from figures 0 on 
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opulation, agriculture, cottage handicraft, regrouped, and some of t e references have 
family budgets, ‘marketing, to those on gov-— ‘been changed. But there hasn’t been much of 

ernment, taxes and education—all of which are this, and the reviewer is of the opinion that 7 
“based on primary sources. The inclusion of some of it has been hurried and superficial. | a 

- fol dramas, complete and summarized, may be As an example, there is a substituted footnote 2 

justified on the ground that to those “who do eee to one of the reviewer’s studies e 
eve first-hand knowledge of a Chinese 87) which seems inappropriate. = is” 

community, these “folksongs express given in support of the premise ‘that every 

intimately the oe values s of | the baby is a “bundle of joy,” when actually 
country people. there is nothing in the work cited that 

:. A critic may object that this book was not justify s such a point of view. pacers 
done in the light of a sociological perspective, Nevertheless, this book’s strong points: far 

7 and, as a result, provides primarily numerical, outweigh its "weak ones and it is to be 
descriptive accounts on many divergent sub-— recommended. T. CaRisteNseN 

jects, without a thesis. However, both Mr. Lee, Ly 
‘" the field director, and Mr. Gamble, the present yp of Wedlock: A Study of i Problems of : 

| author, would probably argue that they are = she Unmarried Mother and Her Child. By 
interested only in the presentation of concrete Leontine Younc. New ‘York: McGraw-_ 
data in an objective and precise manner, Hill Book Com any, inc, 1954. 261 

leaving to others the tasks of $4.00. 
and conceptualization.- —Suv- -CHING Lee 

The “The Sociology of Child Development (Revised ‘difficult to state precisely any definite findings. 
By JAMES H. -Bossarp. New Miss Young sees in (or into) h her ‘cases women 

York: wal and. Brothers, 1954, xi conceive illegitimately, bear to parturition, 

and symbolically react to their child because 
they want to. They want because of hos- 

‘tion Tr The The Sociology of Child _ tilities and other neurotic symptoms directed © 
Development “was reviewed | this journal mostly. against their mother, in a small number 

ia 

by E Ernest B. . Harper (August, 1948, p. 499) of cases against their father or father- -substitute, 

and the present reviewer finds himself in and in a few cases because of general hostility. 

“essential agreement with this ; earlier critique. ‘This neurotic, -fatalistic compulsion arises in 
, the pre- e-cedipal fixations of the “phallic stage 

pages) covers ‘considera able ground, and is related to _mother- dominance, father- 

‘onl of which wes explored for the first time. dominance, the wish for a penis, masochistic A 

Original contributions are particularly prev- -self-punishment and so on. The illegitimate’s 
alent in Part III , “Facets: of Family Life” ; father i is also neurotic and | compulsively acting» 
here the author reports his pioneer research Out hostilities toward a dominant mother or _ 

in such areas as: table talk, family modes of . “In cases” where the unmarried 
expression, the bilingual child, the role of father is’ the corollary between his 

the gue guest, domestic servants, parental occupa- Probiems and those ‘of the girl is even 

‘tons, and family rituals—all as related to child apparent” (Pp. (137). 
Professor Y oung: -Tecognizes and decries: the 
use of law as a bludgeon, ‘deleterious public atti- 

4 tudes, inadequacies in sublic_welfa licies, 
_ those who with children. The “approach P 

is sociological, with» major | given to 

Situational factors which condition ‘the growth caseworkers employ current canons of good 
of the child. But psychologists, home econo- " case- work in dealing with | these cases. The 

social orkers, but Utopian solution to. social Prob- 
she 

Revision has ‘not extensive, ‘Two new The rare use of ‘statistics | is polemic and 

and the overlapping, competing and sometimes 

“chapters dealing with parents’ occupations and “unsound. The study is naive and unsophisti- 

q family rituals have been a added. The chapter ; cated, without © critical analysis, employing a = 

‘War and Child Development” has been haphazard sort of methodology. The result 

dropped. Statistics have been brought up to be good journalism, it is 

s have been reworded or science —FRANK F. es 

exploitive social agencies. She recommends that 
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oe The Trofic in Narcotics. By H. Jj. me. Health in the Later Years’ (Institute « of Geron. 
and F. TOMPKINS. New York: tology Series, Volume 3). Edited by 

and Wagnalls Co., 1953. xi, 354 PP. M. MacLacutan. Gainesville: University 9 

$450 Florida Pres, 1953, 128 pp. $1.80." 
> The United States Commissioner = of Nar- The third in the Annual Southern Conferene 

— cotics and the United States “Attorney for the — on Gerontology series, the theme of this book jy 
District of Jersey pooled their “Florida Plans for a Healthy Senior Citizen.” 
experience and “efforts to. produce this semi- — Representatives of various specialties Dearing 

statement on the nature of the narcotics a on problems of aging discuss the health | of the 

problem and appropriate methods o dealing aged” from differing \ viewpoints. Both Drs 
it. It cannot recommended as a L. Burtz and F. J. Sladen, agreeing that 

source of information on the subject, for fact medical interests in “geriatrics” is negligible 
and fancy are inextricably intertwined through- call for a ‘ “gerontological” approach covering | 

out the exposition, and many important items: a wider age ‘Span. Ball 

can contribute 

"Shock ‘for “gerontological Te: 
source for those in "studying search in the University of Florida's new 

country’s official ideology on the narcotics medical school, while H. E. Handley adds that 
question. Some of the important points in the University’ 's_ responsibility extends to co. BANERJ 

this ideology are: The addict tends to be a ¢ ordinating educational and research programs ‘Their 
“criminal type” with ‘ ‘psychopathic those of the community services. H. §. of Sec 

takes the drug primarily because it Smith points out the need for subsidization Ticatic 
ders to some abnormal "psychological “need. of medical care for the indigent aged. S. D. Banca 

can be cured of physical addiction Doff and F. M. Hall speak of the need for 
through enforced withdrawal from drugs and coordinating the autonomous medical service: 

careful follow-up treatment; the mental aieect ee the aged through the local and the State 
of addiction in many cases, “never be Board of Health. On medical education, R. A 

overcome, ‘Stronger penalties needed for Moore and W. T. Sanger point out the need 
addicts and peddlers, up to and including life | for a wider understanding of the whole life 

sentences for those incapable of abandoning process to appreciate problems of aging, | 
their” vicious ways. Under no circumstances An interesting adjunct Smiths | 
must an addict be allowed “drugs _ to alleviate paper isa group ¢ of 22 responses to the question, | 

“Has there been a particular : stimulus toward 
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